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The counterforce capabilities of programmed u.s. missiles and bombers are 

sufficient to destroy a large traction of the fixed base Soviet missiles ol Posture I 

on relatively conservative assumptions. The need to rely on the capabilities of 
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the bombers calls into 9uestion the timing .of the attack. Even a substantial in· 

crease in the prop;rammed ~.S. · missile fore~ is insufficient to prevent the 

survival of substantial numbers of bard Soviet missiles after the U.S. missile 

attack. But With the possibility of large numbers of Soviet submarine launched 

missiles (SL.Ms) at sea. even high counterforce effectiveness against land·based 

missiles· may leave 'the Soviet damage potential qujte bign. The effects of an 

airborne defense against SLMs and of terminal defense against ballistic missiles 

are considred. together with more ambitious civil defense programs. illustrating 

the complementarity ot the various means to limit damage. 

Soviet posture 1I incorporates barder missiles than posture I. The analysis 

of this- case also takes a m'lre realistic view of the problen1 of attacking hard 

targets than in the case of posture I. The additional hardness and dispersal of 

posture n. together with explicit concern for the uncertainties in attacking hard 

targets suggest that programmed. offensive forces and even substantially larger 

missile forces would be inadequate to achieve high rounterforce effective· 

ness against such a posture. The report considers a number of improvements 

in our offensive forces to eliminate the C'ounterforre deficiencies. These include 

missile reliability monitoring and enhanced retargeting capability. greater pay· 

load flexibility for our missiles. a "r.ecce·strike" ·modification to the B·52s 

(including a high resolution sensor and a small. short range. highly accurate 

ah··to-surface missile). improved plstattack recovery capabilites for the 

bombers. and. by way of illustration. a thermonuclear land mine for use as a 

missile·delivered pin down weapon for u.se . against Soviet hard missiles. The 

combination of improved offense and defense capabilities offers substantial 

promise for reduction of Soviet damage potential in a U.S. ·initiated counterforce 

strike against Soviet posture II: and can be accon1plished withoUt significant in

crease from present levels in the budgets for Packages I and nand civil defense. 

No calculations are shown for posture UI. As defined. this posture would 

permit the Soviets to retain a large damage potential against the United States. 

in the face of counterforce attacks and defen&ive efforts with U.S. weapons that 

are likely to be available in the early seventies. The likelihood that the Russians 

will develop such a posture by 1970 ls not great enough to warrant current despair. 

about the efficacy of U.S. damage-limiting measures. Moreover. ntuch of the 
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invulnerability of posture Ill is derived! rom systems that are attractive in concept 

but have never been built. '?Perated. or subjected in concrete detail to the atten

tions of an opposing military planner. 

In sum. it is concluded that the continuedpursuit of U.S. strategic super1ority 

is not inevitably doomed to failure. This effort cannot restore a situation equiva

lent to the nuclear ·monopoly we once enjoyed. but a lesser capability has seemed 

a stabilizing factor in recent crises. It may be that these crises could have been 

bandied satisfactorily in the absence of u.s. strategic superiority: but we know 

of no evidence to prove this. The future would provide ample opportunity if we 

wished to experiment by discarding our superiority. The effects of such tests. 

i! ~~avorable. would not be easily reversible. And the experiment is not inevi

table. Our analysis suggests that the United States can· preserve a signi!1c3Jlt 

measure ot superiority in a variety of likely future situations. In this respect. 

the results are relevant to policy decisions on the objectives and composition of 

our strategic forces. However. the scope of this report is insufficient to 

(a) determine the preferred budget allocation: 

Cb) choose between emphasizing limited or general war capability: or 

(c) choose between emphaaizJng secure retaliatory capability or capability 

to reduce Soviet damage potential. 

To indicate preferred cnoices in these matters. it would at least be necessary to 

consider and evaluate the performance of our limited war forces. In addition, 

the choice is affected by the over-all defense budget. by tbe estimates of risks 

we are unable to quant.lfy (such as the risk of escalation of limited war. or of 

abandonment of restraint in general war). .and by an enluation of what might 

constitute tolerable levels Of damage in our eyes and in those of the Russians. 
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PREFACE 

THIS REPORT summarizes some of the researrh done in RAI.~'s Alternative 

Central War Strategies (ACWS) projer.t. which. is a part of a rontinuing program 

of stujlies. on strategic obje<'tives condurted by RAND w1t\er Ail' For<'e spon

sorship. The ACWS project ( 1) relates various bt"oad strategiC' c-oncepts with 

the U.S. fol"ce su·ucture programs. war plans. and declaratory policies neces

sary to implement them over the next 10 years. and t2) compares these 

<'oncepts in the context oC a variety ol Soviet strategiC objectives and postures. 

This report considers the future u.s. -USSR strategic balanctt on the 

assumption that the United States attempts to nlailttain superiority in strategic 

offensive capabilities. The pt•incipal substantive concern ot this report is the 

extent to which this attempt c;;an succeed against SOviet postures th:lt are plausible 

extrapolations oC current Soviet posture. The effects of variations in the ob

jectives. budgets. and degree of bureaucratic efficiency of both sides have been 

the subject of RAND memoranda reporting results of the Altemative Central War 

Strategies project. (A bibliograph~· or RAND literature is included at the end of 

this report.) The SAFE Gan1e has been used to explore the effects of these 

variations on the R&D. procurement. cteployn1ent. and strike planning decisions 

. of both sides. over a ten-:vear period. Six distinct cases have been documented 

in RAND memoranda. covering a range of u.s. objectives. from second-strike 

punitive capability only. to a ··splendid" first-strike capability: and a range of 

budgets. from well below current rates of spending. to a level about three times 

as high as the current rate. A similar range oC va1·iation in Soviet objecuves 

and budgets is covered in the six cases. A crude evaluation of. the performance 

of the resulting postures in wars occurring at various times and under various· 

contingencies oC outbreak is furnished in each memorandum to provide some 

insight into the extent to which the stated objectives are achieved. 
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Much of the material in thiS report was presented orallY to the RAND 

Air Force Advisory Group in. April 1963 (and subsequently to the RAND Board 

of Trustees) as part of a series of talks on strategic issues. Members of' the 

Air Force Advisory. GrouP asked to see a written version. and 1t is partly to 

fulfill their request that this report is issued in this form at the presem time. 

For the part of the ACWS project that it covers this may be considered a Cinal 

documentation. 
The data on U.s. programs and intelligence estimates of Soviet forces were 

thOse available early in 1963. No attempt has been made to incorporate subse-

quent changes. ~~ .. report has dra'Wfl hea'rily on past RAND work on strategic objectives. 

particularly that of Albert Wohlstetter, Herman Kahn. and William w. Kaufmann. 
Both the substance and organization of the report have benefited from the contri-

, .... · ·' butions of Daniel Ellsberg. RAND's Investigation of the historical development 

of Sovi.et stratqic posture bas creatly influenced tbe approach adopted here. 

and this influence ~xtends well beyond the section ·contributed by Andrew W. 

Marshall. The authors have received help throughout from many other colleagues 

at RAND. among whom Michael Anulten. Thomas Brown. Norton D. Cohen. Ted B. 

Garber. Richard Kao. Roger Levien. Mary Jane Penzo. and Tracy RUmford should 

be particularly mentioned. UsefUl comments on an earlier version of this work 

were received !rom RAND colleagues John L. Bower. Bernard Brodie. Seyom 

Brown. Claude R. Culp. Don Emerson. James R. Schlesinger. and Vincent Taylor: 

and from Brigadier General G. A. Kent. DDR&E. Department of Defense. 

Responsibility for the text rests solely with the authOrs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

IS STRATEGIC SYMMETRY INEVITABLE? 

THE .U. S. MONOPOLY oC nuclear weapons techoology and their long-range means 

of delivery is a thing of the past. Contrary to many expectations. strategic sym-

.... metryhas not yet resulted from the loss of America's absolute advantage. Instead. 

the United States appears to have enjoyed. up to the present. a sufficient advantage 

to deter· a range of Soviet aggressions~ of an all-out attack upon this country. 

as well as Soviet attacks on the United States itself. 

The contribution of our strategic nuclear forces to deterring less than all-out 

Soviet attacks upon the United States rests upon the threat or a U. S. -initiated 

strategic attack upon the Soviet Union. and not directly upon the threat or U.S. 

second-strike retaliation·. This is not to deny the primacy of our second-strike 

retaliatory power. without which the threat or a U.S. -initiated attack would be an 

invitation to . Soviet surprise attack or preemption. Nevertheless. deterrence of 

major Soviet aggression short of attacks on the United States involves the Soviet 

estimate of the likelihood that American political leaders will initiate thermo

nuclear war. Soviet !ear of American initiation will diminish as the prospective 

dama~e to the United States or its Allies grows. and as the likelihood of a decisive 

American military victory diminishes. The ability to threaten the destruction of 

the Soviet Union. if it also means the destruction of the United States. is an effec

tive threat only against Soviet acts that leave the Uni.ted States with nothing to 

lose. To deter lesser Ru:isian aggressions. a direc;t threat to initiate general 

nuclear war is rarely necessary. If the Russians are opposed at lower levels of 

conn let. they face the choice of increasing the level o£ conflict or backing dowl\. 

And U.S. strategic forces that pose a. credible threat that the United States may 

initiate a counterforce strike make escalation dangerous for the Russians. 
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The ability to reduce Soviet damage potential. it is widely suppo.!lled. will 

inevitably decline and wither~way as Soviet strategic offensive capabilities grow 

and become better protected.* The heralded strategic symmetry. so !ar -un

accountably delayed, is still widely believed to be only a matter of time. This . 

prediction is often b~sed on simple notions of "reasonable'' Soviet behavior "in 

the long run. " However. simple models of Soviet behavior bave poor records as 

predictors: and short-run disturbances often prevent long-run trends from being· 

.realized. 

The following analysis is concerned with U.S. damage-limiting abUity ~tt 

about 1970. assuming various programs for strentcthening our strategic offensive 

and defensive forces (including ctvU defense). When we make. predictions on thi$ 

subject. and e.;pecially when we decide whether to make the effort to preserve our 

... ability to reduce Soviet damage potential. our uncertainty about Soviet behavior 

is critical. It is insufficient to say that. in the Soviets' shoes. we would try to 

build up a secure retaliatory force of hard ICBMs or .submartne-launched mis

siles CSLMs}. The relevant question is. Will they? Beyond that. if they do. how 

fast will they accumulate such forces? Where will they level off their buildup? 

How hard will their hard missiles be? And so on. 

The more specific we make our predictions. the less likely they are to be 

correct in all details. To show the implications of uncertainty about the Soviets, 

three Soviet postures will be considered. Two are reasonably direct extrapola

tions of past Soviet behavior. but. of these. the first. Soviet posture I. strains 

u.S. damage-limiting ability far less than Soviet posture II. Soviet posture m is 

an illustration of what the Soviets might do to achieve a second-strike retaliatory 

.-orce iC they were limited only by budget levels and foreseeable technological 

('onstraints. 

Before the Soviet postures are described and the ·results of U. S. stri;kes 

against them analyzed. the remainder of the Introduction will discuss the form of 

the analysis and explain thereport'sconcentrationon U.S. Cirst~strikecapabillties. 

Section ti then presents the alternative Soviet postures and discusses their rela

Live plausibility. Sections ill and IV. respectively. show the performance of 

•H. Kissinger. ''Strains on the Alliance. " Foreign Affairs. January 1963, 
pp. 261-285. 
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postlll'l'S lind udin~ somt· with imprnved antimissile defenses! aJ,.raiust Soviet pus· 

IUl'l':-i ! and II. Set•t ion IV i.\lso dis<·usses improvements to u.s. offensive rorl'eS .. 

~u1cl shuws their ecret:ts al-tainsl Suviet posture II. Section V comments on the 

sil.:;nil h'all('t' of So\'.iet postu1·c III. and Se.Ction VI l>resents the cunclusions. 

THE MEASUREME~T OF FffiST-STRIKE CAPABILITY 

A V. S. -initiated cl>umerforce strike excludes preventh•e war for the purposes 

uf this dist·uss iun. Th~u subject will not be discussed since it is contrary to U. S. 

puli<'Y <LS we understand it. . Instead we assume that a U. 5. ·initiated strike would 

onlf bp •t last resurt. the result of a preceding crisis or limited war that had ~ot 
nut of l'ontrnl. Tilerefure. the U.S. -initiated attacks to be considered all occur 

with tht> military fon:es uf both sides on as hi~h a state of alert as they can main· 

min. In addition. a U.S. -initiated attack possesses twu t•haracterislics that diC· 

ll•renti&lte it h·om Snviet-initialed altat•ks. First. il the United States initiates. 

the att:u~k is likE.>ly tu uccur with undan:~.at.ted U.S. [nrces. Second. such attacks 

ofi'L'r bt'tlt"l' prnspe(·ts fur catchin~ Suvtet forn•s heture they are launc:hed. 

In what l'olluws it will be nec:essat·y to reft'r tu \'ariuus kinds .of military 

t·.apabil ity. Onma~e-limiting ('apability. as we shall use the term. is nut symmy· 

molts with t'11lliHCl'furt·e capability. lt also includes a("tive defense. t>assive cl\•il 

dl•h·nst'. and wartimt' l'nen:ion. Counterforce and dE'fense both tend to redut·e the 

oH(•ns i\'t• pH tent ial ut' enemr wcapHns. They work on enemy t.•apabil ily. CI)(.'J'('iun. 

em tht" otht•t· !mud. npt>rlltes on thE' uppnnPnt's will tu use the ufft>tlSi\'e potf!'ntial he 

posscsst.•s. In pe~H·etinu'. l'Ot'l'c:iun is the basis for dNe1'1·ent•e of attack. In war

tinw. tlw t~b.it><'t ive uf ('Ot'rciun is tn induce an enemy tu a<·t in t•uuformity u·ith 

nur df'sirt>s whilt> he still hu~ t>ower to 1·esi.st us. Coe1·t:ion may aim :ll detet·ring 

t•ut•my initiatitm of t•nunten·it~· attack~:> by threatenin~ to l't.'taliate> at.tainat sul'h 

aii&H'kS \\'hilt.' tJI'fel·inJ.! to withhold <·ivil damage so lon~ as tht' enemy clue.5. It may 

•tlsu atll'mln to indut't> sust>t>nsiun uf military operations on terms favorable to us. 

Tn. antil'ipall'. u }H'indpal nmclu~:iiutl uf this analysis is that thl' ht>st hop€' for 

nMilltenalll'P of dama~e-Iimitin!! t•apahilities lies in ,·umbinatinns t)f the various 

da,;sps of mf'a.sul·t·~ mentioned. 
Tht• pul'l>nsf:' of a U.S. -initiated ct>unterfon·e strikt> would ht' tu shirt the mil-

it<~ry halam·p in ou1· fa\·m·. To e\'aluate su<·h a .strik() W£' will US£' a thret'~Jmrt 
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measure of the outcome. First. coercive pow~r will be measured in terms o! the 

residual damage potential at virious times during the course ol the strike: the 

additional civil damage that each side could inflict at any tirne with lts surviving 

forces. ·The factors that mediate between damage potential and the efiectiveness 

of coercion are well known and need no elaboration here. At the very least coer.;. 

cion depends on the perception of the threatened damage by ·the subject. his valua

tion of the damage. and th:e strength of his belief that his opponent wUl execute the 

threat. The damage potenrials will generally be measured in terms oC civil mor

talities. which is a highly oversimplified index of civil damage. and an even less 

satisfactory measure of the coercive abilities of military forces. Its uae repre

sents a compromise between realism and the requirements of analytic feasibility. 

Appendix F also containS some tentative observations on economic damage and 

"<':the implications tor recuperative capability . 

A large-scale nuclear exchange will inflict some civil damage even if it con

sists of counterforce strikes in which both sides aim ·at minimizing collateral 

civil damage. Moreover. it ls necessary to consider the outcomes of cases in 

to each side is the second element of our measure of the outcomes of nuclear 

exchanges. The realized damage to the United States in a U. S. -initiated strike 

reflects the cost of achieving a more faTorable strategic balance (as measured by 

tbe damage potential). Reducing Soviet damage potential against the United States 

at the cost of a very high level or realized damage to this country would, of 

course. constitute an unsatisfactory outcome. Realized damage inflicted on the 

Soviet Union can also reduce the etrectiveness of U. S. coercive threats as a deter 6 

rent to Soviet punitive strikes. II U. S. counterforce attacks inflict very high 

levels of collateral damage, the Soviets may doubt that we are fighting a con

trolled war at all. or they may react emotionally and seek revenge Cor their 

su!fer~ng. In either case. high realized damage may lead them to abandon re

straint when 1t is in their interest (as well as our own) to observe lt. 

The coercive power of a military force is not restricted to tts ability to 

threaten civil damage. In the event of general war, especially a controlled onf', 
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military operations would probably occur in many local theaters during and after 

the stratf?~!iC exchange. To terminate a general war on favorable te1·ms. it would 

be necessary to cope with Communist local operations as well as to defeat their 

strategic f~rces. Strategic nuclear forces remaining after the initial phase might 

have a substantial milita-ry eCfect on the outcome. of such operations. AnUcipation 

of these effects might give the stronger side additional leverage in its co~rcion or 

the weaker. To suggest the extent to which strategic forces might af!ect local 

operations or continue counterforce operation. the residual strategic forces on 

both sides at various stages of the war will be: displayed as a third measure. 

With-·lhis three-part measure. the results of nuclear strikes initiated by the 

United States under a variety of circumstances will be calculated. The results 

are intended to clarify some important aspects of the choice of strategic force 

structure and to illustrate some possible characteristics ol the future balance or 

strategic power. We believe the cases chosen are plausible and that they bear 

on critical issues. but we recognize that they are not exhaustive. They are not. 

therefore. a sufficient basis for policy choices. but rather an ald. 

Among the hardest things to incorporate in calculatiOilS are enemy doctrine 

and response. Looking forward to 1970. Soviet strategic posture is u1lknown to 

us. if for no other reason than because no Soviet leader knows in detail what the 

Soviet p<>sture will be. Soviet leaders cannot make decisions ~ that would fully 

determine that posture. Our uncertainty ls greatest about the relatively change

able elements of 1970 Soviet posture. such as doctrine. plans. and operating 

capabilities. Though these cannot be known in 1963. responsible American deci· 

sionmakers may have information of this sort now about the current Soviet posture 

(although little or this information is available to the authors). Similarly. deci· 

sions regarding U.S. action in 1970 may be based on considerably more informa

tion on the 1970 Soviet posture than anyone has at the present. To analyze the 

19i0 Soviet posture and plan our own force structure. we have to make bracketing 

assumptions where uncertainty is important. This will be especially true for 

Soviet doctrine and operational response: speCifically. whether the Soviets manage 

to launch their forces prior to the impact of our attack and how they target their 

operatiC)nal and surviving forces. 
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There is little e\·idem·e in the material a\·ailable tu us l)ll So\·iet military 

thinkin~ that the Soviets a1:e interested in developin~ a d<><.'trin4;' fur ('omrulled ur 

large-scale limited war w lth the United Statt's.... Huwever. the evidence lS far 

from sufficient to warrant the assumption that the Soviet respunse to any lar~te· . . 
scale hostil Hies would inevitably culminate in all-nut attacks un eoncentrations of 

population and industry. Soviet doctrine does not include exa.et cuunterJ)at•ls of 

U.S. strategic cont"epts. Although there appears tube a "deterrent•e by terror" 

school amonti Soviet stratel(ists. it does not appear to be duminant. Prevailing 

Soviet doctrine seems to assign greater weight to the ability to fight wars 

successfully -- though not necessarily on the style of U.s. cuntrolled response. 

Whatever the ~overnin~;t doctrine. evidence available to the authors says little 

about how il is translated into th~ specific details or Suvtet war t>lans. Moreover. 

<: if actual war }Jlans can severely clrt'umscribe the freedonl cJC choice of t>nlitical 

leaders. they cannot absolutely determine the choice. So long as control l"~mains 

with Khrushchev. he may choose to surrender (or whilt may be equivalent tu it. to 

temporize). especially if the military a.ltel'natives invulve 1-(reat injury tu 5<.)\'iet 

interests. Bul if Soviet leaders are bluffing. cunsriuusly or otherwise. they will. 

or course. try to conceal it !rum the United States. The bluff could even extend 

to their actual wP.r plan. so lon~ as the execution of the plan wati cunlinl(elll on 

political decision. 
Finally. even detailed knowledge or &>viet war plans and intinlllte acquaint-

ance with ~he intentions and likely behavior of &>viet leaders tell us 1 ittle abuut 

likely Soviet response in 1970. Much of uur information relates tu discusshms 

that took place before cuntrulled response was firmly established U.S. pnliry. ur 

at least before the official Soviet strate~ic do<:tl'ine had had a c~am.·e to assimi

late it. And we know from our own experience that dol'trine can cha.nJ(e rapidly. 

certainly within a decade. We also know that controlled response will offer 

Soviet leadership stron!-f inct-ntives to maintain thE-ir uwn flexibility of rc!;punse 

in f~ct •. whatever declaratory policy they adopt. TI1e weaker side can •·arel)' 

affurd the l u:cury of a declaratory policy consistent with a.t•tual pul il'~'. 

•see H. Dtnersteln and T. Wolfe. The Basts for Understanding th~ Scnri~t 
Militnrv Problem in the Sixties (UI. The RAND Curpcn·ation. RM-36~1-PR. 
July 1963 (Secret). 
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THE RELEVANCE OF PERFORMANCE IN U.S. -INITIATED STRIKES 

The ability to retalicte and limit damage to the United States in the event of 

an enemy surprise attack is an accepted criterion for our strategic Coree structure. 

The ability to prevent an enemy from retaliating strongly in aU. s.-initiatedattack 

is less widely accepted. To be willing to consider U.s. initiation of a nuclear 

exchange is often called aggressive. or suicidal. or both. Lengthy argument is 

possible on this subject. but we shall confine ourselves to offering three reasons 

for analyzing our performance in this contingency. They a.re consistent with 

authori~~tive statements of policy. both classified and public. available to the 

authors. 

First. the United States has committed itselt to defend its Allies. particularly 

the NATO Allies. against aggression with whatever 1!lements of U. S. military 

strength are required. In the event of a large-scale Soviet attack on our NATO 

Allies. or if we were convinced one was imminent. a counterforce strike abrainst 

at least the Soviet strategic nuclear capability might be required. Such Soviet 

a~gres.sion may appear unlikely. but likelihood tn this matter is hil(hlY dependent 

on the consequences of the Soviet it.ct. ~ U. S. posture that makes an effective 

U.S. response appear relatively likely to the· Soviets justifies the low probability 

estimate we are inclined to assi~n to a large-scale Soviet attack on Western 

Europe. 

Crises or local conflicts are more likely than an abrupt, major Soviet 

ag~ression. The possibility that low-level conflicts may escalate to !reneral war 

appears to be recognized by the Administration as constitutin~ the greatest danger 

of ~eneral war. Concern for the threat of nuclear war as the ultimate C'onsequence 

of conflicts originating over Cuba. Berlin. or perhaps even Laos. implies that 

differences in central war posture may exert a real if subtle and indirect influence 

on the attitudes of each side toward meetin~ its opponent's moves and initl.ating 

moves of its own. A U.S. first-strike damage-limiting capability may aifect the 

Soviets even if both U.S. moral compunction and the risk of damage make it evi

dent that the United States would never implement a policy of massive retaliation. 

to !£!-level Soviet aggression. Even then. the Soviet Union would face the pros

pect of defeat at low levels of conflict or escalation to hibrh levels whe1·e the' 
. . \ 

t:. S. attack might appear more likely. By its effects on anticlpations. the U.S. • 
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first-strike strategic ca~ability may simultaneously strengthen the resolutioa of 

American and Allied decisionmakers at low levels of conflict and deter initiatives 

on the part of the Soviets. Its effects on the escalatiOn process are the second 

reason for considering U.S. first-strike capability. 

Third. and perhaps the most compelling reason for considering the perfor

mance of alternative U.S. forces under the assumption of U.S. initiation. is that 

among the various ways in which large-scale nuclear wars might begin. given the 

expected postures on both sides for 1970. one must assign relatively high proba· 

bility to U.S. initiation. Although by 1970 the ability of the United States to limit 

daJ1'4lge may become questionable, the projected Soviet posture appears to be 

wholly unsatisfactory as a basis from which they might in!tiate an attack. A de

tailed explanation of this assertion must be deferred untU after the discussion of 

Soviet posture in the following section. Its basis is the inability or the Soviets, 

ev~n with complete strategic surprise. to destroy enough of the U. S. nuclear 

capability to reduce U. S. damage potential below disastrously high levels. At the 

same time. the Soviet counterforce attack would leave the Soviet Union with small 

remaining forces. 

This situation would leave the Soviet Union with little inclination to initiate a 

nuclear exchange. unless Soviet leaders became almost certain of an impendine 

U.S. strike which could not be turned aside by Soviet concessions. A consequence 

or U.S. success in achieving second-strike retaliatory capability is that the most 

likely kind of large nuclear war, if it occurs at all. is one initiated by the United 

States. 

'I'herefore. the preoccupation of this report with our first-strike capability. 

shuuld not be taken as an indication of indifference to our retaliatory capability.* 

The general agreement on the importance of secure forces. and the failure of the 

Soviet buildup to challenge our retaliatory ability, suggest that the critical planning 

issues lie elsewhere. Whether to maintain the ability to reduce Soviet damage 

potential, on the other hand, seems to us to be an issue whose resolution wUl 

be basic to all our national and alliance security policies. and about which there 

"The broader study, which includes the analysis of this report as one part, 
considers the problems of achieving a secure second-strike capability against 
more threat,·ning Soviet postures. 
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e::dsts no clear consensus. It !las been argued that the retention of a first-strike 

threat with deterrent value will be impossible or too·expensive. if possible. and 

that there are preierable alternatives. In what· follows. we assess the extent or 

the capabilities available under various assumptions about the Soviet posture. and 

try to give a very rough notion of the cost of improving U.S. capabilities beyond 

those definitely programmed for U.S. Corces: The results are relevant to the 

choice of posture but not sufficient for it. To decide how far to pursue U.S. first· 

strike capability requires consideration of other claims on the defenae budget and 

other ways of deterring Soviet aggression. both of which are beyond the scope of 

this report •. 

·' 
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n. THREE SOVIET POSTURES 

THE PURPOSE of this report is not to contribUte .to the predictio•l of Soviet pos· 

tore. but rather to deal with the implications of different U.S. posture choices.* 

To do this and ~ive appropriate expression to the uncertainties about Soviet pos

ture. we hal'e chosen Soviet postures that vary si[.tnificantly in their susceptibility 
•• "f, 

·.·· to U.S. counterforce operations. l)ut are cc>nsistent with what we know of Soviet 

technolol!ical and resource constraints. So\•iet postures I and U are relati\•ely 

modest departures from AFNIN estimates as of the end of 1962. Soviet posture I 

was chosen so that programmed U.S. counterforce capabilltles (though not pro• 

:.trammed U.S. dan1av;e-limitin~-t capability) are adequate against this po3ture. 

Soviet posture II provides a counterfo.rce task beyond the capabUlties or. currently 

programmed U.S. offensive Con~es. thoulo!'h not beyond the capabilities of improved 

forces. Soviet posture In represents a ~reater departure from AFNIN estimates 

and i.s surrtc iently ill\'ulne rable to currently known counterforce tactics to make 

counterforce n relath•ely unprofitable component of U.S. damage-limiting capa· 

bility, and to bring the United States and the Soviet Union much closer to a situ· 

atton of str~.tegic symmetry than exists at present. 

In this section we describe the three postures. their phasing. and budget 

implications. then we comment on their relative iJiausibility as predictions or the 

Soviet 1970 posture. Finally. we very briefly consider the implications of these 

postures Cor the threat of a Soviet-initiated nuclear attack on the United States. 

*The authors have benefited. however. from contact with the participants in· 
RAND's Project SOVOY. which is aimed at improving capabilities to predict Soviet 
posture by studying the de\·elopment of Soviet military forces in the recent past. 
In particular. we have drawn on the work of E. D. Brunner. Soviet Air Armaments 
and Their Costs. 1946-1961 WJ. The RAND Corporation. RM-3508-PR. May 1963 
(Secret-Restricted Data). 
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THE NATURE OF THE TIIREE SOVIET POSTURES• 

Postures I and II. as summarized in Table 1. are relatively modest depar· 

tures from AFNIN estimates as of the end of 1962. These two possibilities for 

1970 Soviet strategic forces embody the following major considerations: 

1. They evolve from the 1964 Soviet strategic Coree as currently charac

terized. by the intelligence community. 

2. The rate of spending for strategic offense. defense. and civil defense re

mains essentially constant over the period 1964-1970. The annual level 

of expenditure is roughly $11 billion. reckoned in U.S.· dollars. 

3. Soviet force planning retains much of tts past- character. includin~ im· 

portant emphasis on antibomber defense. So dramatic deactivation of 

current weapon ·systems occurs: rather. chan~,res in strategic force com

position con1e at an unhurried pace. 

4. In developing posture I. SoViet planners tend to be sluggish in the pro

curenumt and deployment or new ICBM systems: instead they favor up

~,rradinp: the performance of the SS-7 system as technological advances 

t>ermit. 

5. In develol>in~ posture II. Soviet l>lanners borrow some of the U.S. enthu • 

siasm for Minuteman-like ICBMs and consequently shift their focus to 

the SS-9 system. 

By contr>lSt. posture III has a design embodyin~ the choices that U.S. system 

an&~lysts belif.'\'e the Soviets "ou~ht" to make for· a secure J"etaliation capability. 

ln posture III. Soviet decisionmakintr is larJ!ely relie\·ed of inflexibilities in stra· 

teJ!iC dodrine. bureaucratic inertias. concern for sunk investntent in currently 

ot>el":ltinnal systems. and other such constraints that may well dominate real 

world Soviet declsinns on strate~ic force composition. The level of spendin!{ 

for posture Ill {on strate~ic offense, air and missile defense. and civil defense) 

is -permitted to ~row at a 5 per cent annual rate. the pace at. which the Soviet GNP 

is now belie\·ed to be increasin~. 

• App<'ndix .~ discusses the postures at greater len~>th. 
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Table 1 . 
SUMMARY OF THREE 1970 SOVIET POSTURES 

Forces 
I II Ill 

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE FORCES 

MiSsiles 
SS-7 soft a 220 220 0 

SS-7 hard 420 180 0 

SS-8 soft 40 40 0 

Heavy-payload (2nd generation) 
ICBM barge-based or tn 
super-hard silos 0 0 80 

SS-9 hard 0 480 0 

..• SS-9 super-hard 0 0 400 

SS-9 barge-based 0 0 400 

Sub-launched 419 419 494 

.ss-5 150 150 220 

SS-4 300 300 300 

Bombers 
BADGER 200 200 180 

BLINDER 22~ 225 0 

Follow-on heavy 120 120 0 

Multiple purpose. long-
endurance aircraft 0 0 90 

Q.E FENSIVE FORCES 

Antibomber Defenses 
Manned interceptors 1700 1700 0 

Multiple purpose. long-
endurance aircraft carrying 
Eagle missiles 0 0 225 

SA-2 batteries 1100 1100 990 

SA-3 batteries 500 500 500 

Antimissile Defenses 
Nike-X-type batteries 15 15 35 

Civil Defenses 
Special Callout shelter spaces 20 mil. 20 mil. 45 mil. 

Improvised shelter spaces 50 mil. 50 mil. 60 mil. 

Note: 

aDoes not include one additional relo~d missile per launcher. 
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Taken together. this sample <;3f three '>Y no means spans the credible alterna· 

uves Cor future Soviet strategic posture. Nevertheless. the thre~ are sufficiently 

disparate to imply profound differences in the potential of the United States .to 

Other major systems for both postures I and n resemble intelligence projec

tiona with e.xceptiom as follows: 

1. The buildup of advanced nuclear submarines. resembling a scaled down 

"Polaris. reflects a slower progran1 that deploys 18 submarines (carrying 

108 mtssUes) by 19'70. Thi.s il5, in part. due to lisc:U constraints imposed 

by the constant budget level. Als~. tn part. it might be a consequence of 

a Soviet planning view that the United States ls readily deterred from 

initiating general war by the prospect of more than a few million casual

ties. (The buildup of the more modest H-class and E-class nuclear sub

marine's to forces of 23 and 24 bOats. respectively. does conform to the 

present expectations of the intelligence community. ) 

2. The antlmissUe defense system has the characteristics of a Nike-X sys

tem. that is, it uses Sprint-type interceptor missiles. delayed commit

ment. and hardened phased-array radars. rather than the low-performance 

Ni.ke Zeus-like system of the current intelligence image baSed on exist

ing evidence. This does imply a significant redirection of the Soviet de

velopment program in the near future, similar to that now occurring in 

· the United States. 

•For a discussion of missile hardness in relation to the SS-9 (but alSO with 
more general relevance), see Section IV below. 
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3. ThE're is a moderate- exp•msion ur l"i\'il deft>nse preparations. to afford 

some tyt>e ()f pre.armred shelterin~ fnr an additinnalune-third of the popu

IOltion. Approximately 54 hilliun is spent in th~ 1964-1970 1>eMod. Of this 

amount, mo~e than one-hall is used w c·onstTUl~t 20 million hi~h-quality. 
under~round fallout shelter spaces in the larttest <'ilies tpartit·ularly lht' 

six or so lar~est cities at whit"h the 15 :111timissile t).'ltteMes are t'nl" 

plaC'ed). The remaining 50 millicm spac<>s :.1re ,·reated bY \nlprm·in~ lht> 

potential of e:'<istin;.t buildtn~.s for htlluut p.r.utection. 

Posture In is distlnC't from the other twn pustures in its <.·umpositiun. in 

spite of a commnn 1964 startin~ stnte. The Soviet l>humers ruthlessly eliminate 

currently opt>rational systems in ra,·m· ~,r adv&uwed weapuus that J~lrtkuhtrl~· em· 

··:. phasize sun•i\•a.bUity. The 1300 SS-9s ·u·e equally split helWt.'E."Il twu furms of l'OUJl-

terfor<.•e l."t'Sistant basin~ tt.>t'hniques. suhmersible bart:es and \'ery hard sUus. 

The first ~otent>l"alion hel\VY 1myluad IC HM. the soft. slow -t·eot<.•t it~ 55·8. is dis· 

phu·ed by ~\n ad\·ant.·ed system l"limiu;.tlinl! the t~peratimml dlsahilitit'~ uf tht.• SS-8. 

A mulliple-purpuse. lonJ!·endur;.uwt• IMPLEI ail't:rafl has l>t>en intl-cJdU<'t.•d in phu·e 

uf tht' unintattinattve follow-un lwa,·~· t~'J>t' that appean'CI in pusturt>s I mtd U: 

further. the MPLE l:~~mtbet· lms IM.•l"tl 1>rll\'iclt'<i with st"veral suphistkatcd p;.tylnad 

items indudln~ "' swndnff missilt• rt'!WillhlinJ! the U.S. CLAM d<>Si!-,'11. an AAM 

like the U.S. E:q::Ic desiJ!n. and :.a I'Ct'l't•-stt'ikt• r;.1dar with terminal missUt's. This 

type of o.tirc r:.llt with E;.tv,le-1 ikt.• miss ilt.•s is alsu intrr)dut·<'d <ls tht.' antil'Jilll1ht>r 

area defense systt:.•m in phH'(' ur the tt•aditional m;.ll\lll'd illU.•n·eptOJ'S. Till' Ian~l'r 
bUdp:t'lS uf posture III pe 1'111 it a Ill OJ'(" ~l"lll'J'HUS dt.•pluyllll'llt or ;.mt im i.St' il~ dt•(\,•llSl' -. 

35 l.xltteries ;.lt (say) 12- J 5 l' it tc-s. Fimlll~·. d\'il dt•ft•nse shelter prU\'isinm> htl\'P 

been purrl\ased fo1· an ;.\dditional one-httlf ot' th~ populattun. 

THE PLAUSIBILITY OF THE THREE· SOVIET POSTURES• 

Thert> art> two 1>rincipal points to make a·ep:ardin!-! the.• plausil>ility uf tht• thrc-t.• 

So\·iet postures. Postures I a.nd II l>robably c.:O\·er the must important and 1>erti· 

nent range of 1970 pnstut·~s ;.t!!ain:;t whl<·h to ll'~t t lu- t•nnt illUt.'Cl {~.>as ibilit~· uf tht.• 

•This ::iet'tion is an ad;.tl>tOlt'ion of a t•llk b\· Andrt>\\' M01rshall. It was pl"t•sc.•ntt.>d 
to the RASD Ail' Fun·t> Advisory Group. AJ')l'll 12. 1963. 
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counterforce mission. ~onetheless. th~ results or the calcuhuium; we present 

here. if taken as a prediction or the future. may in fact turn out to l>e too pessi

mistic from the U.S. point of view. Althoul!h postures I and II are a ;!OOd •u1d 

prudent basis Cor plannin~ our own future posture. there are some reasons for 

believing that the 1970 Soviet posture may off.er hetter opportunities for counter

force operations than our current calculations su~~est. The second point is that 

posture DI is rather imt)lausliJle as a 1970 Soviet posture. 

The reason for suspectin~ that counterforce may ne easier than postures I 

and n suggest is not that the Soviets may procure fewer of particular systems. -- . 
Qualitative aspects of Sm•iet forces are much more important than force size in 

..... determining how easy or difficult counterforce operations may be. Qualitative 
.• 

aspects comprise the sort of hnsin~ systems they choose. their command and c:on

trol syst-ems. and a variety of aspects of the mix of th~ir forces. We do not now 

have. and may ne,•er hnve. ~"'•>d ways of forecastin~ot Sm·iet postures 5 to 10 years 

in the future. Therefore. the postures we project and use in our calculations often 

fail to rel>rudul·e many of the characteristks of past Soviet postures. even when 

we construct se\·erill alterrn\li\·e projections aJ!ainst which to test U.S. forces. 

A current RA:-:D study (Pt-oject SOVOY) uf the e\·olution of Soviet milita1·y 

posture from 1946 to the present su~ests th~tt the emlutiun of the Soviet military 

posture hi slow. eumplicate<i. and uneven. A \'al"iety of deficiencies existed in the 

past and often !or very lon~ periuds ot time. There are a numl:'ler of unanswered 

questions about the reasuns why Scwiet posture h<u; e\·olved as it has. 

Thus. althou!-!h postu1·es I and II have heen de,·eloped subject to constraints hy 

some of the fal'ttH'~ we understand !Jest -- fur example hy over-all bUdgets. the 

ext>enditure split between offense and defeu~e. the rate at which new systems can 

be phased in and old systems 1>h11sed out. and the rate oC technolog-ical innovatiollS 

-- nonetheless these postures do not contain the kinds of c>ut and out mistakes that 

have been characteristic of past Soviet postures. For example. during the fifties. 

the Soviets Sl>ent 6 or 7 times more on antiaircra.ft artillery tban they did on the 

whole of the BISON and BEAR pro!!1·ams. Air defense is one of their most impor

tant nlissions: ne\'ertheless. as late as 1961. between one-quarter and one-fifth of 

their total nir defense expenditures was beint-r spent on antiaircraft artillery. All 
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known technical judgment~ indicate that these weapons are very nearly useless 

against modern air attack. Concurrently, the Soviets were very slow in attaining 

an all-weather defense capability. In the early fifties this was one of the most 

glaring holes in their air defense posture. Another instance of Soviet behavior 

unlike that assu~ed in our projections is their very slow, halting, irregular de

velopment ln achieving a significant intercontinental offensive capability. 

In contrast to these deficiencies in past Soviet pastures, in postures I and ll 

Nike-X has been subStituted for the current.ly estimated Soviet ABM system. The 

Soviet system appears to have characteristics that would make American decision

makers hesitate to buy it. In fact, tt would not he unreasonable. given past per

formance, to expect that the Soviets might deploy even relatively deficient ABM 

systems in Cairly large numbei·s. 

_There are also some operational aspects of future Soviet postures so uncer

tain that the calculations require hracketing assumptions. This iS especially true 

of assumptions about likely Soviet command and control systems and Soviet re
actions under attack. It is conceivable that the first U.S. missile strike may so 

derange Soviet command and control capabilities that the remainder of the Soviet 

force will be immobilized until the follow-up bomber attack arrives to destroy it. 

Also, although lt is assumed that the U.S. strike occurs in a time of crisis with 

Soviet forces in a high sta.te of readiness. there ls a question as to whether the 

Soviet reaction capability may not deterior.t.te during a long crisis. one that lasted. 

say, several weeks. There might then be better opportunity for counterforce op

eration than indicated by our calculations. These aspects of Soviet performance 

are likely to be important determinants of the effectiveness of U.S. counterforce 

operations. Past Soviet performance suggests that they may not do as well in 

some of these areas as conservative U.S. predictions suggest. They have pro

cured. missile systems with reaction times (from peacetime states of readiness) 

measured in hours. They have shown a marked reluctance in the past to marry 

warheads and carriers, both missiles and aircraft: and this has tended to make 

their reaction sluggish. 

There is reason to believe that the Soviets will do better in the future than 

they have in the past in the planning and programming of their forces. They seem 
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to be more interested in the plannin~ of their intercontinental offensive capabili· 

ties than they were before 1960. The available material on Soviet discussions of 

strategic questions suggest this. • But tn thls connection. the examples of put 

poor performance with regard to the air defense mission are especially important. 

since the Soviets· have. been extremely interested in this mission. and quite willing 

to spend large amounts of mone~ for it. Intense Soviet interest in a particular 

mission is not neeessartly a guarantee of high performance. RAND's study or the 

past evolution. of Soviet military posture also shows that there have been very 

large discrepancies between wJat they said and what they did. Their dU'ficulties 

are proba~Y built very deeply into the functioning of the Soviet military bureauc

racy. -Past poor performance is not just a matter of past intellectual or doctrtnal 

errors. 

On balance, it seems that counterforce may be easier in 1970 than calcula

tions today might show it to be. However, in planning our forces. it is difficult 
. . 

to foresee precisely what deficiencies future Soviet poa.tures will shown. It is 

important, the1·efore. to make provisions to recognize Soviet mistakes as early as 

possible; and U.S. planning should inclUde the flexihiltty to take advantage of mis· 

takes when they do show up. Early recognition may depend on a reorientation of 

U.S. Intelligence efforts and estimates toward the qualitative aspects of Soviet 

forces instead ol the size of their forces and the number of their weapons. How

ever, there are limits on how far into the future we can see: and the planning of 

U. S. forces will always have to be done in the face of major uncertainties. A 

better understanding of how the Soviet military ~reaucracy really works appears 

particularly important to better forecasting of future Soviet postures. An under

standing of Soviet bureaucratic style. we )Jelieve. could lead to new and different 

explanations of why the Soviets have done certain things in the past and why they 

might do certain things in the future. The analysis of past Soviet military de

cisions and the attempt to forecast future Soviet posture has heen marked by a 

tendency to overrationaltze and overintellectualize such decisions. The explana

tion C?f past Soviet choices often proceeds in terms appropriate to the actions of 

an individual with an internally consistent set of interests. But the Soviet military 
posture undoubtedly evolves from the decisions of a fairly complex bureaucracy." 

"H. Dinerstetn and T. Wolfe, op. cit. 
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The acti.ons of a bureaucra~y cannot be adequately explained so s.imply. For ex· 

ample. the decisions made by a committee cannot be anatyzed as though they were 

made by an individual-- one perhaps with a low I. Q. who makes mistakes in logic. 

What n1atters in the committee decision is the structure of the committee. the 

method of voting. and other characteristics of this sort. A committee's decisions 

cannot be rationalized on the same basis as those of a rational human being. The 

famous charge of the Light Brigade illustrates the point very well.* The reasons 

for this sho'ckingly wasteful act had to do primarily with the personal feelings and 

relations of two of the British officers. a garbled and ambiguous message. and the 

reluctance or those involved to seek clarification of what was. to the people who 
_..· ... 

received it. very likely a mistaken order. The reason why the charge took place 

had very little to do with any notions of military strategy. doctrine. and so on. 

And it is not only in the heat of battle that personal rivalries. poor communi

cations. lack of feedb:.ack. and other factors play an important role in decid~ 

what will be done. 

Posture Ill refle-cts the absence of nonrational constraints on Soviet decl.sion

making to a much greater extent than either of the other postures. It imputes to 

the Russians a view of the requirements for deterrence that is symmetrical to the 

views of U.S. defense analysts. lnter~s of the nature of the objective. the single

mindedness with which lt is pursued. and the particular weapon systems chosen to 

implement it. posture W represents a significant shirt from discernible Soviet 

behavior in the past. It implies a kind of flexibility in progran1ming and a ruth· 

lessness with res1:>ect to sunk costs that is quite uncharacteristic of any large 

organization. Soviet or American. In posture Ill. the Soviets scrap all of the 

SS-7s and SS·8s and go Oil to wholly new systems by 1970. A program of the size 

and scope of the current SS-7 program has built up great momentum. lt is ex

tremely difficult to stop such a program in mid-course. let alone to eliminate 

operating costs by scrapping the units that have already been built. 

Posture III is implausible both as an estimate for a 1970 Soviet force and as 

a basis for planning our own 1970 force; nonetheless it serves a very useful pur

pose. It shows directions that the Soviets might take. perhaps at a later date. that 

•See Cecil Woodham-Smith. The Reason Why. ~ew York. McGraw-Hill. 1953. 
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might make counterf~rce very difficult. ~lthough lt is not a reasonable basis for 

procurement decisions. it ~Y be useful ln guiding our R&D decisions. Consid

eration of the deficiencies of counterforce against this posture suggest problem 

areas to be explored if the United States is to retain its offensive effectiveness 

even against well designed retaliatory forces. 

DEFICIENCIES IN SOYIET FIRST-STRIKE"CAPABILITIES 

None of the three Soviet postures is effective enough to make a Soviet-initiated 

counterforce strike an attractive proposition against the programmed U.S. forces. 

The programmed U.S. strategic offensive· forces are shown in Table 2 in the 

column marked OSD. This column summarizes a projection to 1970 of the ofn
cially programmed Package I forces as of April 1963. Also shown ln Table 2. in 

the column marked USAF Proposed, is the Air Force submission, wtlich 

differs (lor the present purpose) only with respect to the size of the Minuteman 

force. The USAF proposed force includes 1, 000 additional Improved Minutemen. 

If the Soviets were to contemplate attacking the OSD force with any of the forces 

shown in Table 1. they would find themselves with between 1. 400 and 1, 600 usa· 

ble mis_siles. depending on the posture. • They would also have a small Coree of 

intercontinental bombers."'* They would race a target system consisting of ap

proximately 1. 500 hard missile silos. between 50 and 150 high priority air field 

targets. submarine ports. and assorted command and control targets if they were 

to restrict themselves to a purely counterforce strike against U.S. strategic of· 

fensive and defensive forces. This attack would of course lea"e substantial num· 

bers of Polaris submarines at sea. It is quite. clear that such an attack. using 

•Including the entire force of SLMs and one reload missile Cor each hard 
SS-7 launcher . 

.. In Section IV. it is suggested that relatively small forces of bombers with 
sophisticated payloads may provide significant counterforce capability. There is 
no e-vidence of Soviet systems like those discussed below, but they could a!Cect the 
results substantially. and therefore should be a prime concern of our technologt
ca.l intelligence activities. Ir the Soviets develop an effective capability against 
hard targets using penetrating aircraft it may be necessary for the United States 
to construct an area air defense able to survive at least through the initial phase 
of the war. or to review the mix or hardened and mobile retaliatory forces. 
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the entire Soviet strategic force, could not destroy a large fraction of even the 

U.S. hard missile forces. given currently estimated yield and CEPs. This is 

also true for ytelds and CEPs tba.t seem llkely for 1970. The Sovlet counterforce 

attack could have no reasonable anticipation of leaving the Soviet Union relatively 

stronger than before the strike. In fact. an attack of the kind described would 

leave the Soviet Union with very small strategic offensive forces and the United 

States with substantial forces. Such a result could be chosen by the Russians 

only in desperation. for example. if they had clear evidence of an impending U.S. 

strike. 

Table 2 

PROGRAMMED U.S. STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE FORCES 

OSD USAF 
Program Proposed 

Force (number) (number) 

AIRCRAFT 

B-52 585 585 

GAM 77 (ASM) 408 408 

B-58 66 66 

KC-135 615 615 

MISSILES 

Atlas E. F. Tltan I 153 153 

Titan. II" 54 54 

Mlnut~man A B 800 800 

Minuteman C 500 1500 

Polaris (missiles on station) 500 500 
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This conclusion must be ~ualified by the possibility that the Soviets will either 

discover or unwittingly stumble upon a critical U.S. vulnerability hitherto unknown 

to the United States. It ls extremely unlikely that the Soviets would embark on a 

deliberate strike against the United States in the hope of Hnding some such vul

nerability. Moreover. most of the critical vulnerabilities noticed in the past would 

tend to paralyze the force for a limited period of time and delay its response. For 

example. U.S. preparations have attempted to guard against threats due to the 

vulnerability of command and control nodes. the destruction of authority compe

tent to give the execute order. and. at an earlier date~ the destruction of nuclear 

storage facilities. This can be critical when there is some prospect for a follow

on attack sufficient to destroy the individual vehicles pinned down by. say. de

struction of the command and control net preventing dissemination of the execute 

order. It is precisely this follow-on attack that is missing from the Soviet pos

ture shown in Table 1. As a result the Soviets could not hope to put themselves 

beyond the reach or very substantial U.S. retaliation if they initiated a counter

force attack.• They might. however. firlcl some Incentive for initiation if they had 

some prospect of destroying a substantial fraction of the U.S. bomber force by a 

small expenditure of Soviet forces. If they were able to do this. they would still 

be faced with substantial U.S. retaliatory capabilities. but they would be much 

closer to a situation of parity with the United States with respect to secure re

sidual damage potential. The Soviets will. therefore. have some incentive to try 

to preempt in the event of an impending U.S. strike if they believe they can catch 

a substantial part of the U.S. bomber force. For the same reason. it is of great 

impor_tance for the United States to try to assure the survival of enoutch bombers 

to do the counterforce job by providing ad~uate warning. alert. and dispersal in 

times of high tension. 

•However unsatisfactory an attack of this kind might be to the Russians. 
having to improvise launch control for Minuteman in wartime would also be un
satisfactory for the United States. lt is therefore important to pursue measures 
to provide backup capability in the form of an airborne launch control center for 
the entire Minuteman force. 
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Ill. SOVIET POSTURE I: DEFICIENCIES IN U.S. DEFENSE 

OF THE THREE Soviet postures we consider. Soviet posture I imposes the least 

s-.vere requirements on U.S. damage-limiting capability. To begin. therefore, 

let us consider theperformanceoftheOSDprogrammed force against this posture. 

As a basis for the calculations of strike outcomes to be presented. we display 

some of the alternative allocations of the U.S. force in a U.S.~initlated attack • 

The outcomes of a representative U.S. strike are presented. then we di$cUS5 some 

of the deficiencies revealed. •• in particular those relating to defense ~- and 

reexamine the outcomes under the assumption o( improved defenses. 

THE ALLOCATION OF U.S. MISSILE FORCES AGAINST SOVIET POSTURE I 

To calculate the results of a U.S. strike against the Soviet Union it is first 

necessary to allocate U.S. Corees to Soviet targets. This aUocatioo may be 

considered an outline strike plan that suppresses almost all the detail of an 

actual plan. and. for tbe moment. also abstracts Crom questions cl timing, wa.rninr; 

to the Soviets. and Soviet response. These are discussed later: but for the present 

the allocaUon will be made as if Soviet forces are immobile until the arrival of 

the various elements of the U.S. strike. 

We begin with the Soviet hard missiles. which pose the moat dll'ficult target 

::u.:r~~j~~:~ .. ~~ .. "~~·;:: ~;;;; l ·~~ th,;:: a:::: ;;~ 
missiles. • The attacks employ forces varying from zero to the entire alert 

missile force in the OSD posture. approximately missiles. The curve 

*The For these talcu-. 
lations. the This assumption 
is discussed in Section IV. Figures l, z. and ~ exc:lude reload missiles. 
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typically uattens out as the U.S. force size increases. for two reasons. First 

the missiles in the u.s. force are not homogeneous. but vary from Titan n. which 

has a relatively good yield-CEP combination for attacking moderately hard targets, 

through Improved Minuteman. Atlas and Titan I, Polaris. and finally to the Wing 
II-V "Minuteman. ·The single shot kill probabilities are shown in Appendix B. 

The solid curve of Fig. I is derived by assuming that the ''first" missiles allo

cated to Soviet hard missiles are the best missiles arid so on. so that as tbe total 

force applied increases, missiles of lower and lower effectiveness are used. 

A second reason for the flattening Ol the c~rve.·is that the '1ater" missiles are 

shot at some targets that have been killed by the "earlier" ones. The missiles · 

are 'fired without information on which targets have survived attacks by the earlier 

missiles (as in a volley). For both of these reasons the second 1.000 missiles 

allocated to Soviet hard missile targets destroy very few additional Soviet missiles. 

Allocating the entire U.S. missile force to attacks on Soviet missiles is a 

poor plan because the payoff becomes very low, and, more to the point. there are 

other jobs to be done by U.s. missiles. Soft Soviet missiles .must be attacked as 

well as hard. The soft SS-7s. tbe sclt (and. by our assumption. hi&h yield) SS-8. 

and the soft. movable Cbut not contin\,lously or frequently moving) SS-4 are a1ao 

components of the Soviet strategic threat. The dotted curve of Fig. 1 shows that 

tbe number of soft Soviet missiles surviving increases as tbe allocation of U.S. 

missiles to Soviet hard missiles increases beca\Uie. with a fixed total, the number 

of U.S. missiles left ·to attack the soft missiles decreases. Adding to give the 

The counterforce target system extends beyond strategic missiles. of course. 

Other counterforce jobs for U.S. missiles attacks on such 

attacked at all. Figure 1 shows a substantial number ol Soviet missiles surviVing 

even after the expenditure or the entire u.s. missile force. This suggests that a 
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bOmber follow-on attack Will 9e necessary to perform the counterforce mission 

thoroughly. To make the bomber attack effecUve. it is desirable to 

~E0:~; ;.·:~~~i:~£:~s=E::'~::~:z~::~:~:::f{J1)I 
must cover the hiih target system as well as Soviet strategic missiles. more than 

--et missiles survive. That is to say. with tM programmed missile Corces. 

much of the job of destro)·ing Soviet missiles. especially hard missiles. falls on 

·.'the bomber follow-on attack. 

Larger U.S. missile forces could. or course. do more r1 the job. Figure 2 

also indicates the minimum points of curves corresponding to the three shown Cor 

the OSD programmed force if w add m~\} ;I Improved Minuten1en to the U.S. pro

gra.mnled force as in the USAF proposed force. This increa.se in the number of 

relatively good missiles for attacking hard targets improves the U.S. perform9.nce. 

lf the entire missile force were spent on atta 

viving could be reduced to approximately 

Soviet missiles. the number sur

of the initial So\'iet Corces. 

However. when other tasks are examined as before. the missile attack a1a1nst the 

high target system leaves over-oviet missiles surviving. a substantial force 

from the point of view of its damage potential. It therefore appears that even With 

the larger missile force a bon\ber follow-on attack is required if Soviet dam:lle 

potential is to be reduced very far. 

!}aMBER 'fOLLOW-ON ATTACKS 

The next problem. then. is to consider the allocation of the bomber follow· 

on attack. By 1970. the long range U.S. bomber force is scheduled to consist 

primarily of B-52s. The B-47s Will have been phased out and the B-58s will be 

present only in small numbers with a questionable operational capability. There 

*The "high" and "low" columns of Table B-2. Appendix B. show the detailS 
of these target _systehls. 
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Fig. 2-Programmed U.S. missile force versus SU hard 
missiles, soft missiles, and other targets 
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may also be overseas or c~rier-based aircraft capable of bombing strategic 

targets. Depending upon their characteristics. such aircraft might make a sub

stantial contribution to counterforce effectiveness. especially to the timing of the 

attack. Quick completion of the counterforce attack after the Soviets have received 

warning is a very important consideration. However. although its great importance 

can be granted. placing a measure on the ·importance of speed is c:Ufficult. In 

particular. the time to target for overseas-based bombers or supersonic bombers 

and that for intercontinental subsonic bombers is .i~possible to evaluate without· 

precise information about Soviet response patterns. Such information may or may 

not be available to U.S. decisionmakers regarding current Soviet posture. but it is 

clearly- unavailable in precise enough form to aid in ·planning our 1970 posture. 

We have not. therefore. addressed the question of the proper relationship between 

··intercontinental and theater-based forces for strategic capabilities. • Instead. we 

attempt .to assess our counterforce capabilities using only U.S. or ocean-based 

forces. The bomber follow-on attacks to be considered. therefore. are B-52 attacks 

on the Soviet hard missile targets. 

The B-52s are assumed to descend to low altitude before encountering SOviet 

culations we have assumed that each hard target iS defended by one SA-2 and one 

SA-3 battery (see Appendix B). Hound Dogs are employed to attack some of the 

SAMs prior to the arrival of the bombers. Figure 3 shows the results of varying 

the attacking force after the U.S. missile strikes against the high target system. 

The results are shown for both the OSD programmed missile force and for the 

USAF proposed force. In the OSD case. approximately R11;~'::,Jof the Soviet 

missiles are destroyed by the U.S. missile strike. The number surviving the 

*Such an evaluation would also have to take account of use limitations on 
overseas-based forces. Might there be circumstances in which the United States 
would wish to be able to pose a first-strike threat whether or not all of its Allies 
were agreed on a course of action? We assume that overseas based forces attack
ing strategic targets are "backed up" by inter-continental forces. 
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bomber strike therefore starts: declines as the B-52 force in

creases. In the USAF case. the larger force of Improved Minuteman leaves less 

of the Soviet missiles. 

-.-.- ........... of varying the bomber CEP emerge quite clearly from Fig. 3. 

CEP is a- conservative estimate of the performance achievable by a 

rtion of SAC crews under operational conditions of low level attack. 

CEP represents the performance currently achievable against 

relatively easy targets or by SAC select crews. but is not to be expected With 

rugh confidence for a large part of SAC's crews against a target sy~tem including 

some relatively difficult targets. Bomber accuracy in low level attacks is capable 

of improvement but this may require additional low altitude training. which might 

seriously shorten the service life of the B-52s by adding to structural fatigue . ... 
imd may also require improved equipment (wttich will be discussed in Section IV). 

If the number of surviving Soviet missiles is to be reduced below of 

the original force a substantially larger force is needed with 

than with the-CEP in both the OSD and USAF cases. It takes more than 

the entire ground alert force to achieve destruction in the USAF case 

with a -CEP. and more than o! the generated Coree in the 

OSD case. ln the analysis that follows. we assume that 300 B-52s are allocated 

to attacks on hard missiles in both the C5D and USAF attacks. 

RESIDUAL FORCES IN A U.S.-INITIATED AtTACK 

Figure 4 shows the residual forces on both sides at three stages in the course 

of the war: before the U.S. missile strike: after the u.s. missile strike but before 

the U.S. bomber strike: and alter the U.S. bomber strike. It iS assumed that.the 

Soviets do not launch any of their strategic !01•ces during the course or the war. 

This may be interpreted as reflecting either a policy of trying to hold forces in 

reserve or an inability to launch their forces. This assumption is discussed and 

varied in the course of the subsequent analysis. However. apart from the plausi

bility of the assumption. the ''nonreacting Soviet" case is included to measure 

the adequacy of our offensive forces without reference to timing or the strike •. 

Questions of timing need be considered only after we determine that we can de

stroy unexpended Soviet forces. 
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......... -------------

.. ' 

the consequences of variation from 30 per cent to 75 per cent of the force at sea 

(the higher proportion is thti same as that assumed for the U.S. Polaris system). 
~\~ ' ' " ' ' ' ' '', :' 1 

CIVIL DAMAGE IN A U.S. -INITIATED ATTACK 

The next step 1s to determine the effects of the strike in terms of potential 

and realized civil damage. Figure 5 shows the underlying relationahip assuming 

that the current OCD shelter program isimplemented. (The details of the damage . . 
calculation are presented in Appendix E.) The striking feature of Fig. 5 is the 

steepness of the curves in the left-band portion. This is simply a reflection of 

the great destructive power of nuclear weapons. the concentration of U.S. popu

lation. and t.he absence of an antimissile defense. Small fractions o! the initial 

Soviet forces can do great damage to the United States ii targeted to do so."' 

As an illustration. the damage potential of the Soviet SLMs varies between 40 

and 60 million mortalities depending oa the fraction of the force at sea. 

As might be expected from Fig. 5 and from the fact that Soviet submarines 

at sea are assumed immune from attack. the results of the strike are far from 

satisfactory from the U.S. point of view. 
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........... -------------

A SOVIET COUNTERFORCE RESPONSE 

The results presented so far can be interpreted as showing two extren1es ot 

Soviet behavior. They may occur iC tbe Soviets attempt merely to hold forces 

in reserve (either because they wish to be in a position to threaten the United 

States or because they have in fact been successfully coerced by the United States). 

At the other extreme. these results show what VI/Ould happen if the Soviets were 

to engage in all-out attacks designed to maximize U.S. and allied mortalities at 

various stages of the war. 

Actual SOviet targeting would very likely fall somewhere between these two 

extx:emes. (A hypothetical Soviet strike plan is presented in AppendiX C.) Recent 

discussion of Soviet strategic doctrine suggests that the Soviets VIIOuld atte.mpt to 

•An "effective" antiballistic missile svstem is defined here as one capable 
Of discriminating decoys of significantly lighter weight than actual warheads at 
an altitude high enough to effect an intercept.-
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strike military targets as soon as possible in. the· event of a strategic nuclear ex

change. Figure 7 shows sonfe results of such a response. The soviet counter

force attack •. however. need not be consistent with the U.S. controllec1 response 

doctrine. We have examined a far less discriminating and less restrained attack 

than that assumec1 for the United States. one that results in 11ery substantial col

lateral damage to the United States. The results are also strongly affected by the 

speed of Soviet response. Figure 7 covers two cases. one in which the SOviets are 

able to launch their forces prior to the impact of the U.S. missile wave. Vibicll we 
label a So•iet preemptive case: and another in which the Soviets are aasumed to 

launch only alter the impact of the U.S. missile wave but prior to tbe arrival of 

the U.S. bomber attacks. which we label a Soviet second-strike case. 

The prece:iing discussion of deficiencies in Soviet first-strike capabilities• 

suggested that the principal SoViet opportunity for counterforce effectiveness would 

be for attacksonmannedairc in the U.S. ZI ancl theater-

vulnerabilities. 
The attack does not cover all U.s. missile installations: to do so seems unwise 

Cor a Soviet planner because the attack would be thinned elsewhere. 

As either first or second-strike attacks against U.S. military capabilities 

However. :us at P&a.rl Harbor. these are "one·shOt'' "''"''"'""" ... 

It is difficult to judge tne relative capab1Utics of the United States and the Soviet 

Union to adjust and improvise after the attacks • 

. Either contingency shown in Fig. 7 results in very substantial U.S. collateral 

damage. less thani!!JC1f> .. >;eland aoomft~1)< •. >'J respectively. Moreover A soviet 

•See Section II, "Deficiencies in Soviet First-Strike Capabilities." 
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targeting doctrine includes target classes referred to as economic industrial 

targets and governmental targets. Attacks on these targets are intended to malce 

resistance 1m}10Ssible. If the Soviets sboulC\ attack targets of this sort. the damage 

in term~ of civil mr.lrtalities might be considerably higher .. perhaps up to 100. 

million as indicated. by the dashed line in Fig. 7 for the Soviet preemptive case 

and approximately 50 million for the Soviet second-strike case. The Soviet re

sidual damage. potential is substantially reduced from the nonreacttng cases 

already diseussed. but this is cold con1fort because of the very great realized 

damage inflicted by the m.llttary response. 

LIMITING DAMAGE BY IMPROVED DEFENSE 

The inadequacies of the results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are largely a result 

Figure 8 compares the 

Soviet residual damage potential displayed in Fig •. 6 With the damage potential 

Such systems are currently being considered and promise sig

nificant defense capabilities at moderate levels of cost.• However. Fig. 8 also 

suggests that~ in tlle absence of defenses against ICBMS. even a perfect defense 

against the SLMs and a highly effective au,,.\,;A 

•A forthc~ming ~AND Memorandum. Area Defense Against Submarlne 
Launched Balllstit! M1ssiles: An Interim Summary Report by I.S. Blumentltal 
describes several future systems and suggests R&D on sensors for them. and 
further study of the various systems. 
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For further improvements we are led to terminal defenses against ICBMs. 

Figure 9 shows the results 0! two hypothetical defense programs. They both in

corporate deployment of a Nike-X system assumed to be effective again:.t ICBMs 

and SLMs."' the goal of the current antiballistic missile development effort. Pro

gram A assumes that the system is deployed at each of the ten largest urban areas 

in the United States. Program B assumes deployment at the 50 largest urban areas. 

The population of the ·protected urban areas is also given specially constructed 

fallout shelters. which. without significant added costs. provide blast protection 

of the order of 15 psi. ln addition. fallout shelter approximately as effective as 

that resulting from the current shelter7marking and stocking program is provided 

for the remainder of the urban population. so that a total of 100 million people 

are given some form of fallout protection In each program (though the number of 

special shelter spaces is greater in Program B). •• 

Even Program A. the more m-:>dest of the two programs. offers substantial 

improvements over the unprotected case at low Soviet force levels. Neither Pro

gram A nor Program B alon~ can preclude substantial damage. c1ven the Soviet 

warheads ( 

the dashed lines in Fig. 9. With a force of roU(bly 

valent warheads). the Soviet damage potential 

against the United States am-:>unts to about 122 million mortalities With no im· 

provements in defense: about 80 million with Program A: and about 50 million 

with Program B. ••• The programs are necessary elements of a damage-limiting 

posture. but they require effective counterforce attacks to reduce the SOviet re

sidual force to levels which they can handle effectively. 

On the other hand, the assumptions of Fig. g may understate the effectiveness 

of the defense programs at .!£:! Soviet attack levels. The solid curves of Fig. 9 

assume that the Soviets target to maximize population destruction. Where 

relatiYely few cities are protected by active defense. as in Program A. this means 

*See above. note, p. 35. 
••see AppendiX E, Table E-2. 
·***These results are derived !rom an extremely primitive model of the 

effectiveness of a terminal defense system. The uncertainties about the desip 
of the Nike-X system and. its performance against various possible counter
measures do not appear to warrant a sophisticated model for the purposes of 
this report. The calculation is briefly discussed in Appendix E. 
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avoiding the largest cities :in favor of attacking the largest undelended cities. 

Specifically. this means that the Soviets do not attack Washington. D.C •• New Yori:. 

Chicago, and so on. However, iftheSoviets plan a punitive strike, or one intended 

to disorganize the u.s. war effort. they might feel impelled to attack the largest 

cities. even if they had only small forces remaining. The broken curve of Fig. 9 

illustrates the result if the Soviets try to assign at least 100 missiles to the 10 

defended cities~ When they have fewer than 100 missiles. the entire force goes 

to these cities. As tbe Soviet t"orce increases this policy approaches the policy 

that maximizes population mortalities.* 

-This point is turtber illustrated in Fig. 10 wbich compares the Soviet damage 

potential under tbe conditions of improved (Program A) and unimproved defenses. 

Even at the 30 per cent level for SLMs at sea and wlth the larger U.S. miSsUe 

force of the proposed USAF case. it takes both the missUe wave ~d the bomber 

wave, .as well as improved defenses. togetthe SOviet d~age potential significantly 

below 40 million U.S. deaths. With the 75 per cent level for SLMs. Soviet damage 

potential is reduced only to between. 35 and 40 million by these measures. If. 

however. we also have some way to deal with tbe SLMs then the potential might 

be reduced to roughly 10 million after the U.S. bomber wave in the OSD case. or 

6 million in the USAF case. as shown by the level of the dashed lines of Fig. 10. 

the 

will launch substantial misaUe forces during the interval between U.S. missile 

and bomber impact 1s illustrated in Figs. 6. 7, and 10. Tbe realized damage in 

• A related assumption implicit in the solid curves is that the Soviet damage 
potential after attack is calculated on the basis Of perfect retarceting to maximi~e 
mortalities. The curves r1 Fig. 9 tend t.o be overestimates for this reason too •• 
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the "S.U. strikes second" .case of Fig. 7 shows the effects if the Soviets execute 

a military retaliatory strike in the interval: andtbe difference between the damage 

potentials after the U.S. missile strike and after the u.s. bomber strike shows the 

effec~ on the risk of a Soviet attack on population. The pin-down attacks bY U.S. 

missiles to prevent Soviet missile launch until the arrival of U.S. bombers is 

discussed below.• Finally the possibility of a substantial force of Soviet SLMs 

at sea makes it necessary to add antimissile defense to U.S. counterforce capa· 

bilities U Soviet damage potential is to be reduced far enough to make the threat 

of U.S. initiation of a counterforce strike credible. 

"See Section IV. ''Missiles as a Pin·.Dovm Weapon." 
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IV. SOVIET POSTURED: DEFICIENCIES IN U.S. OFFENSE 

IN THE PRECEDING SECTION. it was found that U.S. forces were adequate to 

execute a highly effective counterforce strike against Soviet fixed base instal

lations._of knOwn location. Although bomber attacks were required to supplement 

the missile attacks againSt bard targets even with the USAF proposed force. it 

may be argued that larger or better forces (and not necessarily inOrdinately 

larger or better) would make it possible to rely on the missiles exclusively. 

Moreove·r. missile effectiveness might be enhanced by a shoOt-look-shoot.firing 

doctrine. However. before reaching conclusions. our uncertainties about Soviet 

posture ought to be taken into account. Soviet posture D reflects some o! these 

uncertainties. 

HOW HARD ARE SOVIET HARD MISSILES ?• · 

The rrincipal difference between Soviet postures I and II is the shift from the 

hard SS-7 to .the SS-9 as the backbone of the Soviet ICBM retaliatory capabUity. 

As a result. posture D presents harder targets. and more of them. than posture I. C: 
We assume that the SS-9 is a Minuteman-like system. [!o illustrate the nature ,, ;:: ~ 
of our uncertainty about attacking hard targets. suppose that we knew the SS-9 ~ ~ ... .:. 'J 1 i 

. ..... .... _ . 
was being built to the same blueprints and specifications as the U.S. Minuteman. -· - {... :o' 
We refer to it as a -system but this is its design requirement. To be pf. ,:..,-... ·-
sure. until some missiles in silos have been proof tested against nuclear attack. '- ~ · 

it will be uncertain 

been successful, a 1): 

he design goals have been met. lf the designs have 

system is one where a very large fraction of the 

•This Section draws on work by M. A.rnsten. For· a partial report of this
work see M. Arn.sten. Shoot· Look-Shoot at Hard Targets (U). The RAND Corpora
tion, RM-3614-PR. August 1963 {Confidential). 
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Minutemen are expected to ~urvive the incidence of erpressur;)But 

we require a damage criterion that gives us high confidence that a large fraction 

of the missiles attacked have been destroyed. In general. the probabUity that a 

structure has been destroyed by a nuclear attack declines as the distance from 

ground zero increases and the overpressure decreases. Figure 11 illustrates 

this relationship for a "Minuteman-like" target. using data from an Air Force 

Manual• prepared as a guide to target plannin • of destruction in 

the manual is fracture of the door slab. •• The 

implies greater hardness than the nominal 

:tdinutem~ system as a whol!J Figure 11 

destruction point 

Miss distances between the design point distance and the point at which 

failure is certain permit us to say only that the target may be dead or alive, and 

perhaps to assign some figure of prObability to its state. 

This view of the vulnerability of hard targets also affects the usefulness of 

bomb damage assessment data used in shoOt-look-shoot tactics. The object of 

such tactics is to increase the efficiency with which our missile systems are em

played by firing sequentially at each target. and stopping when observation shOws 

that the target is destroyed. On the average this takes considerably fewer m.iS· 

siles than firing a salvo large enough to achieve the desired probability of de

struction. ,The extreme left bar of Fig. 12 shows that .with a weapon system 

having a single shot kill probability of 0.46. the shoot-look-shoot tactic requires 

only about one-quarter as many shots as the salvo tactic to achieve a probability 

of destruction of 0.99. However, this result assumes that each look at a target 

tells us unambiguously whether the target has survived or not. and that we can 

shoot and look as many times as necessary to destroy the target. But the kind 

*AFM 200-8. pp. 1-29. and associated charts and nomograms. The over· 
pressurM;. ~·I,I.~;W.fn probability of destruction is yield sensitive. Those quoted 
are for ····; ·.· · ;. :a, ;, weapons • 

.. I orma on made available after the completion of the calculations in this 
report indicates that the door on the Minuteman might become inoperable at lower 
overpressures than suggested in Fig. 11. but still higher than the nominal system · 
hardness. · 
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of bomb damage assessment we are capable of doing is likely to yield only miss 

distance information. .With a vulnerability relationship like that of Fig. 11. the 

force requirement with the shoot-look-shoot tactic is about 40 per cent of that 

for the salvo tactic according to Fig. 12. If we also limit ourselves to achieving 

the required probability of destruction by shooting. looking only· once. and then 

shooting again to complete the counterforce campaign quickly. • the force re

quirement is about 65 per cent at. the salvo requirement instead of the substan

tially smaller 25 per cent suggested by the oversimplified view of this problem. 

The discussion so far suggests that even if we had as much information 

abo'!! Soviet missiles as we have about our own. conservative attack planning 

would require that we consider them tougher than tbeir nominal hardness. In 

part. this is because the curve aC Fig. 11 (and the planning data of AFM 200-8) 

takes fracture of the Minuteman door slab as the criterion of destruction. other 

damage effects -- failure of the shock isolation system as a result of ground 

shock. and electromagnetic pulse effects -- are explicitly excluded. The curve 

of Fig. 11 almost certainly underestimates the vulnerability of the system. 

Presumably. then. the door slab criterion was chosen because. unlike the other 

effects. it was well enough understood to permit calculation and postattack veri

fication. It is conceivable that proof testing could improve our estimate. of the 

vulnerability of our own missiles. When we turn to Soviet missiles. however. . - . 

and consider what information might be available to us. it is unlikely that our 

estimates will be as good as those in AFM 200-8. Ignorance may compel us to 

take a very conservative view of the vulnerability of Soviet missiles. We reflect 

this by assuming that the VN associated with the curve of Fig. 11 characterizes 

the vulnerability of the SS-9.** 

USAF PROPOSED POSTURE AGAINST SOVIET PCSTURE ll 

The expected outcome of a U.S. counterforce strike is strongly affected by 

the Soviet shift to the SS-9 and by the conservative targeting criterion discussed 

*Using as many shots in each round as necessary to achieve 99 per cent 
destruction. on the average. . .· . . . . . ...... ·. -

"'*Although we continue to treat the hard SS-7 as a tl!ft!;4fc41 this does 
not imply that we believe our estimates of. SS-7 hardness are exempt from tlle 
considerations discussed above. 
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above. The U.S. mis&Ue wave is far short of completing the count.erforce attack. 

13 shOws 

AgainSt Soviet posture I. the job could be done even 

but this accuracy is quite inadequate to aehieYe high . 
effectiveness against Soviet posture n. If all the bombers were allocated to 

attacking the SS·9s they could destroy tbe tarrets witb a 

PRIJkiiJcEP. even with shoot-look-shoot tactics. Apart from the uncertainty 

about target vulnerability, the usefulness of shoot-look-shoot tactics is reduced 

by the added exPOsure of the bombers to defenses deployed at the target sites. 

Incre_!Sed effectiveness as a result of shoot-look-shoot tactics .impUes that 

sometimes a bomber will penetrate to a target through defenses. look. dec·ide · 

that it is not necessary to reattack. and proceed to another. defended target. n 
will thus be exposing itself to a greater number of SAM batteries in the course 

of dropping its bomb load. 

If the B-52s can achieve a 1.500 foot CEP. their performan.ce against Soviet 

posture n is greatly improved, but still leaves much to be de 

attack outcomes summarized in Fir. 13 are based on 

attack levels are shown. The smaller employs 250 B-52s. 

force or more than r cent of the ground alert force~ and is by no means 

adequate. Near!~ ICBMs can be expected to survive. The larger 

attack, employing all 500 combat ready B-52s. destroys the 

hard missile targets. With shoot-look-shoot tactics. about 480 B·52s are re

quired for this level oC destruction. At tbis level of destruction the benefits of 

shoot-look-shoot are marginal Without attrition: attrition effects reduce the 

benefits to negligible proportions. 

Figure 14 shows the cil'il damage impUcations of varying the B-52 attack 

levels. Surviving Soviet forces are translated into their damage potentials. We 

have not. at course. tried to establish an optimal exchange ratio between reduc

tions in damage potential and B-52s allocated to this miSsion. Nevertheless. 

the slope at the curve serves as a crude measure of tbe completeness of any 

attack level. So long ~ the curve is declining steeply. there are still oppor: 

tunit1es to limit damage by counterforce. Jr the solid curve of Fig. 14 (which 
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shows Soviet damage pote~i~ with 75 per cent of their long r~e SLM rorce 

at sea) were e~ended somewhat further. it would Hatten perceptibly. ~oming 
asymptotic to the hOrizontal line marked "SLMs only... In the abse~e 'ot the 

SLM threat. the flattening would not take place until the B-52lorce bad been 
greatly increased. and it would take place at a much lower level .. The dashed 
curve of Fig. 14 illustrates the situation without SLMs: and this curve VfOUld 
become asymptotic to the horizontal axis. In the absence of some means of 

dealing with SLMs. increasing our counterforce effectiveness against the fixed 
base ICBMs may not offer much redUction in Soviet damage potential. But if 

we include a defense against the SLMs. our incentives to increase our counter~ 

force_!dfectiveness against the rest c1 the Soviet threat rises sharply. • This is 

another illustration of the complementarity among damage-limitil!§: measures. 

lD one important respect. the results of Fig. 14 may be over-optimistic for 

counterforce. We have ignored the operational difficulties· the B-52s might ex~ 

Figure 15 summarizes the results of attacks against Soviet posture n in 

terms of the civil damage implications. In addition to the points covered pre· 

viously. it shows that collateral damage to the Soviet Union will be grea,_ter in 

posture D than in posture I. ThiS strengthens the doubts about the adequacy of 

the U.S. coercive capability represented by Polaris alone to deter the Soviet 

Union from countercity attacks. Coupled with the requirement to use large frac

tions of the B-52 f_orce in counterforce attacks. this deUciency st.resses the 

importance o! a dispersal and recovery capability tor the bomber force. 

•Perfect defenses against SLMs are no morelikelytha.n against other nuclear 
delivery vehicles. However. there are promising ideas for such defenses (see 
pp. 42-44), and Flg. 14 also suggests the importance of pursuing tbem. Figure 14 
is not meant ·to suggest that increasing the number of B-52s is a preferred way 
to increase counterforce effectiveness against hardened targets. Some means 
are discussed below (p. 62). 

**These are thepreliminary results of a current R.&\ND.study of tbis problem 
by Merrit W. Olson. 
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Table 3 presents some improvements to U.S. offensive forces and Yery 

rough estimates of their: five year costs.* It also recapitulates the material 

covered ·earlier on defense. The offensive force improvements listed are by no 

means the only ones that merit consideration. They have been chosen for their 

relevance to the ~alysis of this report. 

MISSILE IMPROVEMENTS 

The most important improvement we might achieve in u.s. offensive missiles 

would be an increase in their effectiveness against hard targets. This implies 

gnrater accuracy or more effective warheads. With respect to accuracy. im

provements can be expected and are worth trying for. However. the prospects 

for improving inertial systems or developing map matching terminal guidance 

for ballistic missiles are not sure on achieving CE:Ps 

(including' non-guidance ................ , 

into our operat1ona1 inventory in the early 1970s. Guidance error alone may be 

reduced well below this level. especially with some types of mid-course ra.dio 

guidance being considered. but these extremely accurate guidance systems. mlght 

present greater operational compleXity. In any case. nonguidance errors of un

certain magnitude would remain. 

More effective warheads are also a possibility. Increase in the yield alone 

to achieve greater lethal radit appears to be relatively unrewarding against V4!ry ·· 

hard targets. and. if it implied a corresponding increase in the surface burst 

fission yield. it would also result in undesirably high collateral fallout damage to 

may offer considerably greater kUl 

*The cost estimates have been taken from the SAFE Game menus. See 
0. Helmer and T. Brown. Safe: A Strategy and Force Evaluation Game (U). 
The RAND Corporation. RM-3287-PR, Amended February 1963 (Secret). pp. 63-87. 

••F. Shelton. B. !!vans. and D. Sach:s. A Studv of Air Blast Phenomenolf!t in 
the Very High Pressure Region (U). Kaman Nuclear Report. DASA 1331 •. ocr er 
1962 (Secret-Restricted Data). 
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Table 3 

PRINClPAL IMPROVEMENTS FOR U.S. STRATEGIC FORCES 

Force 

OFFENSE 

Missiles 
Reliability monitoring 
Payload flexibility 

Pin-down 

Bombers 
B-52 Recce-strike Mod 

lligh-resolution sensors 
Short-range ASM 

Clam 
lmalroved posl attack dispers&tl and recovery 

DEFENSE 

Deployment of "eUectlve" Nike-X 
Airborne anli-SLM programa 
l.arger .and better (allout sheller prograr.1 

Note: 
-a '· 

Depends on range of Soviet SLM and type of U.S. aircraft used. 

~ . 

Approximate 
5- yea•· Cost 
($ billions) 

<0.1 . 
? ,. 

? 

1.5 

1. 5 
1.0 

13.0 
2.0-10.0 

9.0 
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e!fectiveness 

it may be impossible to estimat\ 

~--~--_.~------~----~--~----~~ the effectiveness of such techniques reliably. To rely on kill mechanisms .other 

than destruction of the protective structure. it may be necessary also to get 

more experimental evidence on the response of complex targets to nuclear attack. 

Although the prospects for drastic improvement of missile performance 

against hard targets are not reassuring. there are several improvements that 

might enhance their capabilities for other parts of the counterforce task. Against 

In addition to some means of observing and reporting the success o! the 

missile launch. a "launch. monitor reliability. launch (if necessary)" policy also 

requires great retargeting flexibility. An explicit guidance technique that pro

vided unlimited retargetability* would. greatly enhance the usefulness of a mis

sile reliability monitoring scheme. Unlimited retargeting capability would. of 

course. make the .force somewhat more flexible than. say. a capability to store 

eight targets in each missile: but the primary benefit would be the simplifl~ation 

of the command and control procedures. With the ability to send.any one of a 

*RAND has suggested to the Air Force that such capability be included in 
Wing VI and subsequent Minutemen. This capability is also discussed in 
John Bower. Estimate tor the ICBM Requirements for Countertorce: The Relation 
of Size and Numbers to Guidance Accurac and FleXibilit (U). The RAND Corpo
ration. RM-3'78 -PR. forthcoming Secret-Restricted Data). Explicit guidance 

would require only that~t~ar~e~t~oo~rldi~~~~t23@~~~~~~· ~~d d remote control. JY 
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large number oC missiles to any one oC a large number of targets. it would be 

unnecessary to keep track of all the undestroyed targets stored in all the remain

ing missiles. It \VOuld suffice for the commander merely to call for a reliable 

missile on a specified target. • 

ters ot small yield weapons. 

provide essentially the same coverage _against an average airfield as a 

delivered With the same CEP, and do considerably less 
~~~~--------~ damage to nearby cities or their suburbs.** 

•The problem of achieving efficient retargeting with a limited number of 
missile target options is highlighted by considering the simplest such problem. 
tne decision to strike a single target with a single missile. With unlimited re
targetability the decision would hinge on Whether the target was "WOrth a missile. 
An estimate oC the total number of missiles remaining 'WOUld be the most im-. 
portant force status question involved. once it was decided that the target was 
worth a missile any ready missile could be ordered on the target •. With limited 
retargetability it would also be necessary to find some missiles with the given 
target as one of their options. But in deciding which. if any. to fire. it 'WOuld also 
be necessary to ask if firing a particular missile might not degrade our capabili
ties at one of the other targets in its option list. The answer dependS on the im
portance of each of these other targets. the availability of other missiles to cover 
them. the other options Of the other missiles. and so on. Moreover, tbe optimal 
allocation dependS on random variations in the course ol. the launcb. look at 
reliability. launch sequence. The choice in any given round of !iring must take 
into account the-large number of possible outcomes in future rounds. The problem 
ts thus a many dimensioned dynamic programming problem. Although this web ot 
considerations could not be allowed to expand indefinitely. it is not at all clear 
that a satisfactory compromise between efficient use of the force and complexity 
of the allocation process can be made with limited retargetability. The existence 
Of Ceasible and near-optimal allocation rules for the limited retargeting case bas 
not yet been established. In the absence of unlimited retargetability this is an 
important task. See Appendix G for an analysis of one feasible allocation rule, 
which turns out to be significantly less than optimal. · 

**See 0. C. McGarvey. Collateral Damage Data and Comments (U). The 
RA:."iO Corporation. RM-3685-PR, forthcoming (Secret-Restricted Data). 
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MISSILES AS A PJN ... DQWN WE"APON 

The importance of a pin·do'Wn capability comes from missile ineffectiveness 

against hard targets on one hand and the long bomber time to target on tbe other. 

In a variety of COklt.inpncJes ot outbreak. the time dJf!erence between missile 

and bomber arrival might permit Soviet missile launch. even alloWing for some 

breakdowns in Soviet command and control. The Russ1an.s. seeing a large-scale 

counterforce attack, knowing that many of their hard missiles survived the U.S. 

missile attack. and expecting tbe imminent arrival at the. U.S. bomber attack. 

would .!.eel strong pressure to respond quickly. perhaps Without much discrimi• 

nation between military and civil targets. The pressure would be reinforced by 

any doubts about the target objectives of the bomber force. 

At this juncture. coercion of the SOViets Will be put to it$ moat severe strain; 

Later, the nature of the U.S. attack iS likely to be clearer and the relative mili

tary balance presumably will have shifted further in favor of the United states. 

Soviet initiation of countercity attacks would be an aet of dtsperation in any case: 

but acts of desperation are most likely· in the presence of great uncertainty. when 

the alternatives are unclear. and then they can be rationalized in terms ol a 

seeming self-interest. All these conditions are met most fully while the U.S. 

counterforce attack is still in process. less so after the bulk of the attack has 

been executed. Coercion has little chance of working during the course Ot the 

U.S. attack unless the ability and intention of the United. States to fight ~ .. con-
. '· .. 

trolled war have been conveyed unambiguously to the Russians during peacetime. 

It also requires a deva.stating U.S. reserve capability against SOViet societY that 

can be held in reserve for use only if the Russians precipitate a civil exchange. 

U.S. first-strike damage-limiting capability would be less risky and less 

subject to SoViet bluffing if reliance on coercion for the critical perio<t between 

missile and bomber arrival could be reduced. A pin-down capability that left 

the Soviets unable to fire their surviving ICBMs for some period after a U.S. 

missile attack would therefore be a rreat contribution. ns value is reflected 

by the <Ufference between Soviet damage potential immediately after the missile 

attack and atter ·the bomber attack, 

Pin down might occur Cor a variety of reasons. Depending on the nature of 

the SoYiet command and control system. about which the authors ha.ve no detailed 

.. , . 
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However. none oC these possibilities is sufficiently reassuring to permit 

complete reliance upon it. A thermonuclear land mine i.s an illustration of further 

possibilities Cor a pin-down capability. Such a device mav be delivered by missiles - -
and would consist of a nuclear war: ead able to 

in the Vicinity of Soviet ICBMs. prf::SG'~~~~~~~~~~5'[t?""~~ 

If the Soviet& were unaware of the device. or if they discounted its effective~ 

ness. they would presumabl 

•The targeting criterion for reLiable ldll is expltcitly conservativ•: conse
quently the U.S. missile attack might actually have killed many more Soviet 
missiles than we would know about. For this reason. the inability to ac.bieve high 
confidence Of llard target destruction should not lead us to abandon this element 
of the attack. Each Soviet missile should be targeted by at least one reliable 
U.S. missile in case they are much softer than we can assume. 

••There do not appear ·to be reliable data on the distribution of debris for . 
various depths of burst. Reliance on a penetration burst would depend on better 
information about ground shock and debris distribution and about tlle design ot 
Soviet missile shelters as well. 

•••E.C. Heffern.~~~l9J!~~~~~u:!!!!lm!!W!!!:..Y~~~~ 
RM-35 

vestigation of ICBM launch acoustics is necessary 
bas been recommended to the Air Force by RAND. 
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BOMBER IMPROVEMENTS 

The yield. CEP. and load carrying capabilities of the B-52s are essential to 

achieve high effectiveness in counterforce attacks and to provide a large enoucfl 

residual threat against SoViet cities for ~ontinued coercion of the Soviets. How

ever. the current capabilities of the B-52s carrying free fall bombs are marginal 

against- Soviet posture n. even under optimistic operational assumptions. One 

way to obtain improved performance would be to modify the B-52s to a "B-52 

recce strike" (RS-52) configuration.* The basic changes include provision of 

a high resolutJon radar and ot short range air-to-surface terminal missiles. In 

combination, these permit the bomber to achieve very great . At abort 

ranges. systems of this sort may provide a CEP significantly feet by 

the end of the sixties. With very great accuracy. high kill probabilities can be 

achieved even againat very bard targets With relatively low yieldS. we asaume 

that the $-52 recce strike system bas a CEP ofmiJ~eet and a yield otD}Afilf:01 
But the small warhead and short range of the air-to-surface missile permit a 

small missile, and each aircraft can carry a large number of them. Studies ifl

dicate that a B-52 could carry as many as 32 ASMs. •• We assume 16 per aircraft. 

The low yield also serves to reduce collateral damage from counterforce attacks. 

Another benefit from the recce strike version of the B-52 is its improved 

performance against the low altitude SA-3. Insteadof having to rely on the limited 

number of rather large Hound Dogs for supression of SAMs defending hard tarcet~. 

the RS-52 can attack hard targets while staying out oC range of SA.Ms, or attack 

the SAMs first and then approach the target more closely (if extreme accuracy 

*E. P. Oliver, Summary RejirtonaStudyof the Penetrating Manned Somber 
(U), The RAND Corporation, M-3183-PR, December 1962 (Secret-Restricted 
Data), pp. 83-94. Such a modification was found to be a feasible and desirable 
improvement to the B-52 in this study. 

••Ibid .• Fig. 9, p. 91. The figure shows the numbers of ASMs in one of 
a B-52's two weapons bays. 
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were required or if there were some uncertainty regarding target location. making 

it desirable to se~ the target directly With the high resolution radar rather than 

use an ot'fset aiming point}. In the stando{f mode. the RS-52 alao avoids the oper

ational problems encountered in multiple weapon attacks on dense missife flelds 

such as u.s. Minuteman complexes. 

In addition to the short range air-to-surface missiLes for attacking nard 

military targets. a longer rana-e air-to-sun ace missile might be useful in i.ncrease

tng the ability of the B-52 to penetrate to heavily defended~~~'[i!;~~'!',,~~~f:F',,'J enhancing 

the threat value of this part c1 the force. One such system is the CLAM. • a 

chemically powered low altitude supersonic missile. But most of all. if the B-52s 

are--· to supplement the deficient threat capabilities oC withheld missiles. it is 

necessary that they be kept operational or recycled alter the counterf'orce Strike. 

At present. 

1611-l'"~ '-,';~£!,;>-,~ ,,n;oA' o,;-'fs/\(;\;/i(C\C--\;~1,;;,-o owariousschemes for enhancing the post-

attack operational status or the B-52s have been studied and appear to offer con~ 

si.derahle prospect for maintaining capability in the face of enemy attacks invol\'ing 

hundreds of missiles against di.spusal fields. •• 

We have referred so far to improvements in B-52 capabilities. The B-52G 

and H models. at least. appear to have sufficient service Ufe remaining to warrw 

modifications to improve their operational usefulness. Yet there are various 

reasons for considering a follow~on aircraft at this time. 

Analysts of the penetration problem suggests that appropriate tactics mvolving 

defense suppression and evasion have good prospects for maintaining a satisfactory 

capability into the 1970 period.*** The choice between low~altttude subsonic and 

t.igh-altitude supersonic penetration Will be .sensitive to the nature of the SOviet 

1970 defense posture. but there are reasons Cor favoring low-altitude penetration 

*..Dzig •• p. 82. 
-•see .R. C. Kao. B~52 Protection In a General War. 1965-1970 (U). The RAND 

Corporation, RM-3697-PR. forthcoming (Secret-Restricted Data); E. P. Oliver, 
O.P· cit •. pp. 21-35. . 

•uF. A. Tatum. A Otscyssion of Manned Bomber Penetration MeatY[!:!!! for 
!he 1960s (U), The RAND Corporation, RM-3299-PR. November 1962 (Secret). 
pp. 99-100. 
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at this time.* And the ~~te d the art currently -offers low-altitude aircraft 

with other attributes that would make them operationally superior to either the 

B-52 or to a high-altitude supersonic aircraft. n 

Perhaps most important among these attributes is the greater adaptability 

to continued postattack operations. Longer range than even the B-52H would permit 

reduced reliance upon tankers and overseas recovery bases for round-trip 

missions. If. instead. there were a great premium on the flexibility derived from 

the ability to operate from any of a large number of fields (sacrificing. however. 

round-trip intercontinental range). a long-range attack aircraft (LRA) with V.'STOL 

capaDilities and good low-altitude penetration characteristics can be developed. ••• 

If the B-52G and H are to be kept in the force for a considerable period. the LRA 

might be a useful addition. offering a miX of penetrating =J..ircrait with interconti

nental range and Clexible postattack operational capabilities. Both the possible 

long-range low-altitude aircraft and the LRA could carry payloads oC the sort 

discussed above for the RS-52. And these aircraft. designed for low-altitude 

operation (as the B-52 was not) would also offer greater speed and stability at 

low altitude. If some ·portion of the LRA force could be deployed overseas. at 

least in crises. it Vo'IOuld also significantly reduce the response tirne .of the bomber 

force. 

The role of penetrating aircraft in our prospective counterforce capability is. . ·. 
so important, the lead time for new aircraft is so great and uncertain~ 'and the 

structural life of the B-52 is sufficiently Wlcertain to warrant early inception of 

development programs for one or more follow-on aircraft. The -sensor and 

terminal missile package discussed above should be developed concurrently and 

be capable of being carried on the follow-on aircraft as well as the B-52. 

•wg. 
**E. P. Oliver. pp. 95-100: and R. Schamberg and C. M. Weber. b!!!L 

Range Attack Aircraft with V/STOL CapabUity (U}. The RAND Corporation. 
fiM-3725-PR. forthcomina (Secret). 

••"'Such aircraft might be developed primarily. for their usefulness in limited 
war roles. but might also perform a valuable function in general war straiegic 
operations and especially in the later phases of a general war. 
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THE CQSTS OF THE ADDITIONAL PROGRNtfS 

Table 3 shows the five-year· systems costs of some of the additions to current 

programs which have been discussed and suggested. The distribution oC these 

costs over time are somewhat more relevant to the decisions about implementing 

these programs. There are. however. a number of factors that make it difficult 

to present reliable phased costs in this report. Tbe direct systems costs them

selves are quite uncertain !or some of the largest elements of cost. particularly 

Nike-X. It Will probably be very difricult to make a good estimate of the cost of 

providing an effective defense of a given number of urban areas (or perhaps whether 

such a .slefense is feasible at all) until the development program has proceeded 

further. In addition. the distribution of costs over time is dependent on bow fast 

development programs go forward. on the timing of clecisio~s to implement the 

programs. and on the priority assign~M! to them. 

Despite the uncertainties. we have made a crude estimate .of the phased costs 

of the programs shown in Table 3. The estimate indicates that the programs can 

be carried out at a level ol spending for OSD Programming Packages I. n. and 

civil defense which remains roughly at its present level through 1970. This 

assumes that appropriate development activities are begun or continued in 1965. 

that it is possible to begin procurement of Nike-X and the RS-52 modification in 

1968, and to begin procurement of CLAM in 1969. that an airborne anti·SLM sys

tem close to the lower end or the range of costs is chosen. and that procurement 

is initiated in 1966: and finally. that the civil defense program is accomplished 

during the period 1966-1969. • Unless th·:~se parts of the program that can be 

accomplished early are undertaken as soon as possible, there will either be a 

lumping of the costs late in the period or capabilities will not be available until 

alter 1970. In making these estimates we have not allowed tor the elimination of 

elements of current programs that might be renderedsuJ)erfluous by the suggested 

changes and that could result in savings in the missions concerned. 

*No estimate for procurement of a follow-on aircraft is included in these 
estimates. 
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IMPROVED OFFENSE FORCES AGAINST SOVIET POSTURE II 

to cover this target system with one reliable warhead. and al.so to deliver a 

thermonuclear land mine I or each hard missile launcher. depends on more precise 

characteristics oC the thermonuclear land mine (its weight and shape) than have 

yet been determined and on the reliability of the t.oosters. Soviet posture II 

With the missile reUabilities assumed 

(Appendix B). it would take a Coree greater than the USAF proposed force to 

cover each aim point With one normally fused thermonuclear warhead. and each 

hard missile launcher with one thermonuclear land mine. if each warhead and 

land mine required a separate booster. If it were possible to deliver more than 

one land mine with a. booster or to piggyback a land mine witb a normally tused 

warhead. the requirements tnight be substantially reduced. However. the numbers 

are chosen Cor illustration a.'ld do not constitute a requirement until we have better 

evidence oC the nature and size of the SoViet missile force buildup. The decision 

on U.S. missile force siz'! can to some extent be made as we go. and it is not 

necessary to decide. now on the preetse composition ot the 1970 force. Still. this 

illustration suggests that it is useful to have a. missile with a large enough payload 

to permit some flexibility in the choice of warheads. Figure 16 shows the results 

of an attack tn which the bulk of the U.s. ICBM force :md ball of the U.S. Polaris 

(orce is fired in the initial missile wave. The more effective bomber payload 

reduces the fraction ol the, bomber force required. and attrition is lower because 

the bombers are no longer exposed to . The bomber Coree is 

ca:,>able ot: very high effectiveness against Soviet 

leaving very few of them surviving after the bomber attack. 

Figure 17 shows the civil datnage implications ol tbe str.ike. The soviet 

damage ·potentJal against the United States illustrates the importance of the pin

down tactic and the bomber follow-on. After the rniasile wave the expected Soviet

damage potential is almost 60 million deaths. After the bomber follow-on it is 
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FicJ.16- Residual forces in a U.S.:-initloted attock, 1970 
(improved U.S. forces versus SU posture n) 

... 



Fig. t7-Civil damage.- improved U.S. forces versus SU postureD 



Fig. IS-Soviet counter force reaction 
(u.s. civit damage with improved u.s. forces I su posture n) 
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reduced to f!J;,,~' ~,?',~4~:~i:;t;,') depending on the size of the Soviet SLM force at sea 

if nothing is done about tt}e SLMs. and les~ than ffl~[J ,;;:,,;~~'t:';r,;lif the SLM.threat 

were eliminated. The Soviet threat against Europe. though much lower than 

bet ore. is still high. principally because we do not assume improved defenses 

for Europe. However .. the relative damage potentials a!ter the attack are suffi-. 

ciently favorable to the United States that it has a good basis for a credible coer

cive threat against Soviet initiation ct countercity attacks against Europe as well 

as against the United States. Moreover. the collateral damage to the Soviet 

Union is considerably less than in the precedin •. attacks. permitting the Soviets 

to take a more dispassionate viewoftheirown self-interest. The realized damage 

shovm in Fig. 17 consists mainly of fallout deaths. rt airbursts or clean weapons 

were used against hard targets. the mortalities would be reduced tol!!~,:;.;·~~,;~;1 
The results in the event of a Soviet counterforce response to the U.S. strike 

are also considerably improved by the combination of changes as shown by Flg. 

18. If the Soviet strike gets off before the impact qf U.s. missiles. the damage 

to the U.S. i.s reduced by the combination of active and passive defense. Even 

the mixed Soviet counterforce-countercity strike. masquerading under the guise 

of. an attack on the economic capacity of the country. though terribly destructive. 

is not so damaging as to make relatively quick recovery impossible for the nation 

(Appendix Fl. The Soviet damage potential after their preemption and the U.S. 
counterforce attack is quite low. 

If the Soviet counterforce strike does not get off until after the impact of 

U.S. missiles. the pin down attack can limit the damage to what can~ done by 

the Soviet SLM$. In this case. perhaps the most likely of those considered. the 

!2.ti! of realized and potential damage to the United States. is on the order of 

lft~~~lll'f, ;;;;;!li:Jand could be reduced by a defense against SLMs. 
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V. SOVIET POSTURE Ill 

SOVIE'l' posture III is desl«oed primar!lyto provide a secure retaliatory c~ability. 

To that end. unsuitable systen1s currently coming into the Soviet inventory are 
. ; ' 

quickly phased out and replaced by missile systems protected by very hard struc-

tures. concealment. or mobility. In addition. the anti bomber defense also stresses 

'1lurvlval against tile U.S. attack by o1eans or dispersed local defenses and mobile 

area defenses provided by an MPLE-Eagle type of autonomous interceptor. • 

We chose this posture to 11lustrate the proposition ·that neither known tech

nological constraints nor likely resource level constraints can keep the Russians 

from achieving a very secure offensive force. Systems now in the U.S. Inventory 

or that might come into it in the E:arly seventies cann9t. against this posture, 
!i. w:\;. ~'.> ··•c•>c?v:•J;;)c .· cf• !L~~~"+ :· • ., ? ··· ···· · ··> ',. ·· · ~':.·" ,. ''" •· ' :i>'~F-·t~'.":'':•z.;,:; .• ,i~!~~!'•'l we 
present no calculations of the results of a counterforce strike against Soviet pos

ture Ill. Attacks on the fixed base missiles can be shown to be much more ditfi

cult against posture IU. The targets are harder. and the bombers are opposed by 

an area defense that cannot easily be destroyed. The advantage of increasing the 

munberof weapotU~ carried by each bomber is very sensitive to the e"pected attri· 

tion. But even f! many of the hard missiles are destroyed. there will still be 

large. powerful. mobile and concealed Soviet forces. Calculations would show 

virtually alllhe deployed elements of these forces surviving the kind of count enoree 

attack we know bow to describe now. Airborne anti·SLM defenses wouldprobably 

be infeasible against Soviet submersible barge -based missiles in inland Soviet 

wate1·~ (especially in the presence of Soviet area defenses): and they would become 

increasingly costly if SLM range increased as it might with more sophisticated 

• Posture III is described in more detail in AppendiX A. 
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submarine-based systems. A similar degree of Soviet ingenuity and adapUveness 

in penetration measures weuld also permit the Russians to race with U. S. defen

sive efforts on relatively favorable terms. • 

With far less ability to reduce Soviet damage potential, the threat of a U.S.

initiated COW'lterforce strike will lose credibility and deterrent ~alue, perhaps 

altogether. To be sure. the existence of large forces or nuclear weapons wlll 

leave declsionmakers apprehensive about the possibility of unintended outbreak due 

to escalation from crises or limited wars: but the character of the process would 

be altered radically U it were impossible for either slde to achieve a substantial 

military .: dvantage by Initiating an attack. 

--The mere possibUity that the Soviets might develop posture ill ls far front a. 

sufficient reason for us to abandon efforts~ to maintain a: U. S. damage-limiting 

capability In general, or a counterforce capability in particular. The relative 

implausibility of the change in Soviet policy and programs implied by posture In 

has been discussed in Section II. In addition. although barge-based and very hard 

missile systems appear to beattracUvepossibilities to reduce force vulnerability. 

they are as yet paper systen1s. They have neither been built nor operated and 1l is 

not only possible but Ukely that u they are built. dUficulUes tn detail will crop up 

with a serious errect on their vulnerability. Moreover. ilthey become operational, 

they will be subjected to close scrutiny by opposing target planners looking for 

weak points. In the cue of systems depending upon concealment. like the barge

based systems. there might be intensive intelligence collection efforts to search 
' for location giveaways. Enemyoffensivesystems may prove to be as resistant to 

such attenttou as missile carrying submarines have to date. but pro:dmity in space 

or time bas a way ol revealing defects that are invisible from a distance. 

Postures similar to posture m are neither suffidently likely to materialize 

nor certain enough in their effects to warrant fatalism about the future of counter

force capability. Rather, they should stimulate attention to and invention of 

countermeasures in likely areas of Soviet developments. 

· •A. Latter, Bi~ Payloads Versus Balllstic Missile Defense (U). The RAND 
Corporation. RM-35 6-PR. March 1963 (Secret-Restricted Data). 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

THIS REPORT is insufficient in scope to provide o. basis for decidin~:whether w try 

to preserve the kind of ability to reduce Soviet damage potential the U.S. has pos· 

sessed in the recent past. Instead. it has been considered whether. aitd tu what 

extent. it will be possible to preserve this capability. and what sorts of measures 

may be called for. given the decision to make the atten1~. Both questions have 

been found to be quite SP.tlSitive to variations in Soviet posture that are ~uffkiently 

plausible to merit consideration. 

Intelligence estimates oC 1970 Soviet forces show :t very substantial increase 

in their intercontinental offensive forces and thei'r defensive C:lJ):lbilities. lithe 

Soviet posture evolves conservatively. with relatively slow chan~es from pas(l)lll· 

terns. it could very well look like postures I or n and mi~tht appear even less formi· 

dable. Despite the increased Soviet emphasis on intercontinental uffensive fnrtes 

and the adopt ton of vulnerabiUty reduc in~ measures such as hardening and nubility. 

the United States will still be able to effect substantial· reductions h1 Soviet damat:e 
_. 

potential against either the Unlted States or its Allies by U. S.-inillated counter· 

force attacks. To reduce Soviet damage potential to levels at. which U.S. first

strike threats will continue to have deterrent value. there will have to be combinations 

of measures includin~ active and passive defense of civil tar.,t.ets and wartime 

deterrence o(indiscriminate enemy attacks against civil targets. as weU aa counter

fo&·ce. U the Soviets leave themselves particularly vulnerable tu counter£urce. the 

United States ntay be able tu reduce its reliance on other measures. For exan19le. 
if the Soviets were unable or unwilling to develop forces with high alert capabilities 

in times of tension. the counterforce task might be relatively straightforward 

and sufficient. But we cannot now 1,redict with confidence even that there w~ll be 

Soviet mistakes in 1970. let alone their specific l'h.,.racter. and we ought not to rely 

upon tht>m in planning our 1970 Corct>s. Even without glaring mistakes. S.lviet 
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rJbjectives and resou1·ce allocations may produce a !>osture a~ainst which a comb!• 

nation of U. 5. measures. ea~h of which has serious deficiencies taken alone. can 

tllfer a credible U.S. Cirst-strike dam.age-limtting capability. 

By acquirin~ appropriate combinations o! capabutties. the expffted outcomes 

can be improved in many contingencies relative to their present levels. Howe\•er, 

the Soviet buildup wiU increase the risk of great u.S. damap:e if things do nor ~;.ro 

as planned. U a tJ. S. -initiated strike fails to-achieve tactical surprise. the Soviets 

respond to warning before the impact of the U.S. missile wave. andcoerc1011 fails 

to induce them to make a discriminating response. _the outcome can be n1uch worse 

in the 1970 situ at ion with the larger force of SoViet intercontinental weapons than is 

expec!_ed .. ~ present. To reduce this risk. the United States would need a large 

Coree of highly reliable antimissile systems. Together with the civil defense. which 

would be complementary to the active de!enses. such a program is uncertain uf 

accompllshment and would be very expensive. But other. morefavorable conun

tcencies. are also relevant. and forces capable of performing well in them can pro

vide both deterrent and insurance benelits. 

Even if U.S. defenses can be saturated or bypa&sed by lartte enough Soviet 

attacks. they may still be very useful in dealing with the small Soviet forces that 

ntight survivt> our counterforce attacks. Defense programs wi~h this objective neeil 

not be prohibitively large and expensive. Similarly. counterforce attacks are risky, 

and. against diversified. retaliatory forces. unlikely to ~tive hi¢1 assurance of re· 

ducing Soviet damage potential far enough to be useful. By requiring any single 

element of our damage-limiting capabilities to do the whole job. we press that 

element so far that the payoffs to additional effort become insignificant. Combi

nations of measures. however. each with its own deficiencies. but each remedyintr 

some of the delictenciesoftheothers. can perform si!:tnificantly better than forces 

that restrict themselves to one approach. 

Although SoViet posture Ill may be considered relatively unlikely. it illustrates 

that we cannot rule out the possiblUty of a Soviet posture that will make attacks 

against their offensive weapons relatively pointless and sharply reduce the credi

bility of U.S. first-strike threats. Therefore the United States cannot commit 

itself ~ to maintaining a credible first-strike threat indefinitely. An uncondi .. 

tional commitment. however. is not required. Rather. the question Is whether we 
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should continue the efforts necessary to maintain a strategic superiority against 

Soviet postures similar to posfures I and II. • Mere inertia will probably suffice 

to ensure the disappearance ol a useful U.s. superiority. Its maintenance. on the 

other hand. is likely to require intense effort and a good deal of imagination. Brue 

force tactics. relying solely on ever increasing ICBM forces and everlargerwar

head yields. are likely to be too expensive. infie:dble. and undiscriminating for the 

next decade. 

The size of our 1970 missile force need not be decided once and for all in 1963. 

Against a less formidable Soviet posture than posture· I. the current OSD program 

might be adequate. Against the more dJspersed. harder Soviet posture II. missile 

forces &f)praach1ng the size of the USAF proposed posture might be more desirable 

in conjunction with an improved force of penetrating a.ircratt. But there ought to 

_··-be better information about the likely 1970 Soviet postures well before that date. 

A better decision on the size ol our missile force can then be made. At the very 

least. the United States ought to maintain superiority tn the number of missiles on 

launcher to make sure that Soviet incentives for surprise attack or preemption are 

low. Beyond this our missile force ought to have the qualitative characteristics to 

permit flexibility of tactics. For example. if further conside,·ation of devices like 

the thermonuclear land mine suggest that they are useful. we may want missiles 

with a large enough payload capability to carry several of them or to carry a nor

mally fused warhead with one or more oC the land mines. In general. qualitative 

changes in ou~ forces. requiring 11ew developments. have lonbrer lead times than 

decisions on the force size. And to do the job entirely by programnting large enough 

numbers of missiles might be a temptatioo against posture I: but it looks very un

promising against posture U. It has the defect of being much too dependent on 

enemy posture. 

The continued pursuit of U.S. strategic superiority is not inevitably doomed 

to failure. This effort cannot restore a situation equivalent to the nuclear mcnopoly 

•some of the benefits and risks of following other strategic objectives that give 
up the attempt to maintain a significant asymmetry of capability vis a vis the Soviet 
Union have been considered elsewhere in the ACWS Project. See S. Wildhorn and
H. Averch, Risk. Ambiguity and Force Structure: A Comparison of ACWS-SAFE 
Cases C and D (U), The RAND Corporation, RM-3511-PR. July 1963 (Secret). 
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we once enjoyed. but a lesser_ capability has seemed a stabilizing factor in recent 

crises. It may be that these- crises could have been handled satisfactorily in the 

absence ol U.S. strategic superiority: but we know o{ no evidence to prove thia;. 

The future would provide ample opportunity if wewishedtoexpertment by discard

ing our superiority •. The e!fects of such tests. 1f unfavorable. would not be easUy 

reversible. And the experiment is not inevitable. Our analysis sug-gests that the 

United States can preserve a significant measure of superiority in a variety of 
likely future situations. 
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Appendix A 

THREE POSSJBLE 1970 SQVIET fQSTURES 

THE BASES for the choice ot the three Soviet postures to be r.onsidered in the 

analysis wereo disrussed in Section n ot the text and are analyzl"d in greater 

detail hert-. Eaeh of the postures may be v_iewed as having follqwed a different 
·'path from the current Soviet strategic state -- depending on policies. budgets. 

and tec-hnology {not onl:1 ol the Soviet Union oct 1lso of the United States). Each 
possibility is internally consistent in that it conforms to an expli~it set of budgeting. 
programming. and development constraints. &me discussion of the relative 

plausibility of the postures will be given in the following seetion. 

The three possibilities by no means span the gamut ol credible alternatives. 

There is no image here of a vigorous· Soviet opponent who takes the lead in an 

arms race: nor of one who is heavUy oriented toward spaee .systems for mUitary 

as well as nonmilitary aims: nor of a Soviet leadership that reduc-t>s its intercon
tinental forces to near-austerity, that its military forces may be focused on re

taining primacy in the Communist bloc. These omissions indirate! in part! what 
the three posture possibilities are not. Table A-1 suggests r;rossly whar they are. 

Postures I and II involve modest deviations front AFNIN estimates for the 

1970 Soviet strategic forces."' Both of them maintain the rate of strategic spending 

at the 1963 level -- approximatelv $11 billion annuaUv tor the hudgE't sertors 

included in the present discussion. 

In posture I the Soviet force plaaner.s tend to maintain their traditional 

emphasis on active defense and to be sluggish in tht' development of new fCBM 

systems. Instead they favor improving the SS-7 system that is currently be

coming operational. Posture n is similar but incorporates a shift in emphasis. 

toward the SS-9 system, a hypothetical, Minuteman-like ICBM. 

• As of approximately JliUluary 1963. 
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Table A-1 

TIIREE POSSIDJLITIES FOR SOVIET STRATEGIC POSTURE 

J II III 

Gencr••l-w;tr Bud~ct Const;mt at the 1963 level Constant Rl the 1963 level 5 per cent 
&mnual ~rowth 

Forrr. Cnmllctsitiun R(.'S<'mhlcs USAF cstim:llcs. Rl'semhlcs USAF estimates. A dcsi~n by CXt'<'pt fur ~l'f."nlct· t'lhphasis exc:e(lt fur ~l"t!<tler cmplmsis sytill'm analysts on SS-7s and less nn on SS-9s and lrss CJII 
ttrl\"&uwcd nu<.'leOlr ndvanccd nuc:le&u· 
subnmrincs subm&trines 

Planning for lll'htli&ltury 
Func Sunoh•t~l Nomhml Nominal Sct·loms 
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In both pnsturf's I and II the Russians· act. as thOugh they were consdous oC 

the problf"m of assuring &'Urv:ival oC their retaliatory forces. but not alarmed by 

it. OE>spitt> their JlUblic declarations about U.S. proclivity to initiate war against 

thE'm. the Soviet planners proceeod to develop posturt>s I and Il as if they privately 

beliPve that thf.' United States is teadily deoterred from such action. In postures 

l and ll. tht> Sovit>ts are neither eaergetic.- nor imaginative in exploiting their 

technologit":al potential for advanced survival measures. 

The stretrhout in advanced nuclear submarine prorurement in postures I 

and II Ire latin to the AFNIN projection for the 1964- U?O period) might be 

acceptablP to theo Soviets if they believe that the United States would assuredly be 

dett>rred c'rom initiating gent-ral war by the prospect ot a few million .deaths. 

Al.so it reflects the inadequacy of a constant level of strategic.- spending to fund 

thE' larger AFNIN-estimated submarine program together with the other posture . 
. , denlop111ents to be ntentiont-d below. 

Posture IU is intended to illustrate what might O<"cur if the Russians were to 

bet>onte sir;nilicantly more tlextble in their strategic ·doctrine: less confined by 

bureaucratic factors; more serious in their planning for retaliatory force survival: 

and more imaginative in applying new technology to the latter end. 

To begin a more detailed prE"sentation of the contposition ol the three 

Snvieot posture possibilities. Table A-2 indicates the evolution· of postures 

I and II and compares the 1970 postures with an AFNIN 1970 projection. Pos

ture I is distinguished by the previously . cited emphasis on the ss-7 ICBM, 

version might rourhly resemble the U.S. Titan ICBM. 

Table A-2 also shows the shift of emphasis to tht> SS-9 system that charac

terizes posture II. n1e assumed SS-9 ICB.M resembles a u.s. Minuteman-- it 

is. perhaps, slightly he:avier and uses storable liquid propellants instead oC a 

solid· propellant motor. The SS-9 is a later missile system than the SS-7. 

reClecting .some technologiral innovations! easier producibility! and greater 

dispersal and hardness. 
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Table A-2 

EVOLUTION OF SOVIET STRATEGIC POSTURES I AND II 

I 

1966 1968 1970 1970 ..!... Jl. ...L 1L ~ J1 AEl:Hti Ml!Silt§ 

SS-7 soft 220 220 220 220 220 220 ' 225 SS-7 hard3 
220 180 260 180 420 180 175 ' SS-8 sort 40 40 40 40 40 40 50 SS-9 hard 

BO 160 480 I' - - - 300 SLcM E-class submarinesb 128 126 144 144 144 144 144 SLBM H-elass submarlnesc 5<1 54 69 89 69 89 69 SLBM advanced nuclear 
submarinesd 18 18 72 72 108 108 150 ·SLBM e 

98 98 98 98 98 98 98 
nonnuclear sullmal'lncs 

Totals 736 816 903 983 IP99 1339 1216 

BombGU 

BADGER 810 810 540 &40 200 200 200 BISON 90 . 90 45 45 - - 10 BEAR 90 90 45 45 - - -BLINDER 180 180 225 225 225 225 225 Follow-on heavy bomber 45 45 90 90 120 120 120 



---·. --------------------------------
·';. 

Tahlc A-2 (cont.) 

EVOLUTION OF SOVIET STRATEGIC POSTURES I AND II 

1966 
1 und II 

Antibumber defenses 

Manned interceptors 
Fresco, Fanner. FlashUKht 815 
Fitter, Fishpot 925 

Fircbar, Flipper, Fiddler 5SO 
AW-1965 50 

SA-2 bntteries 1080 
SA-3 llatteries 400 

Antlmlsslle defenses 

Nike-X-ty)le batteries 0 

Civil defenses 

Stlecial fallout shelter spaces 
(millions) 10 

lmp1·nvised fallout shelte1· S)UlCCS 
(millions) 30 

Notes: -
uDoes not include one reload missile at euch launcher. 
bsix erulse missiles per subn1arine. 
entree ballistic missiles Jler submarine. 
dslx ballistic missiles per submarine. 
eTwo ur three missiles per submarine. 

1968 1910 
l and II I and 11 

- -
775 350 

825 850 

300 500 

1100 1100 
500 500 

10 15 

15 20. 

40 50 

1970 
AFNIN 

I -
350 

850 

500 .. 
1100 

500 

NA 

NA 

NA 
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In postures I and n no significant departures are made from the AFNIN 

purported to be the missile delivery system. 

it one exists. for C'he warbead. 'l"bese missile• are beUned to have 

been operational in 1964, the begian1ng date for our posture projft'tion. The 
assumed planning inertia leaves Soviet planners tn postures I and n unable 

either to increase or to retire the SS-B Ioree. by 1970. 

Table A-2 also displays the extent ot the stretchout in advanced nuclear 

submarine procurement pruent in postures I and n. TM Soviet planners have 

sllown their ronserv.atism by building up their force ol the ltss advanced H-class 

nuclear submarine (carrying three ballistic missiles) and the E·class nuclear 

submarine (purported to contain six cruise missiles). even though the more 

sophisticated (but more expensive) advanced nuclear submarine option is 

· ..... available during the 1964-1970 period. 

Tablt- A-2 compares the remaining major systems in the strategic forces 
of postures I and 0 over a six year period. Tbe. BEAR and BISON stratectc 

bombers have completed their phase-out before 1970. The relatively tew re

maining BADGERS, which are on the brink of eomplete retirement, cannot be 

regarde~ as a substantial intercontinental threat to the United States. Postures 
I and n, as well as the AFNIN projection, contain a moderate quantity of a new 
heavy bomber that may become operational in 1964-1965. The characteristics 

of this aircraft are puzzling. To sacrifice essential ranee and payload to achieve 

a limited supersonic dash capabiltty does not seem a prudent choice for Soviet 
designers.·· For t,bis repOrt we impute performance cbaractnistlcs to the follow

on heavy bomber that approxhnate those of the B-52G. Also we credit the 

Soviets (and adjust bomber system costs appropriately) With having provided 

a complex of, say, 75 dispersal fields. •• This is in contrast wttb their current 

practice Of concentrating their heavy bombers on a handful c1 airbases. 
The antlbOmber defense arrangements Of postures I and U generally mirror 

the AFNIN estimates. One distinction between postures I and II that is not re
vealed by Table A-2 is in the deployment ot t.he SA-3 low .. altitudtl defense mrt· 
teries, only a small fraction ot Which have yet appeared in the Soviet Union. For 

•This uncertainty reflects our lack of understanding of the motivation and 
future of the BOUNDER development program. 

••In our targeting, we cover a large number of bomber capable fields. (See 
Appendix B.) · 
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posture I the SA:-3s are deploy~ in a 25-75 .Per cent split between the local de· 

fense of urban areas and of military installations (principally ICBM sites); !or 

posture II, they are split evenly between the two types at tar~ets. • This greater 

emphasis on the security of retaliatory forces is consistent with the shift to the 

SS-9 in this posture. 

Table A-2 omits the 1970 AFNIN estimat~ for antimisstle defense since it 

would not be comparable with postures I and II~ in which the Soviet defense pro

gram changes direction and follows the U.S.lead into Nike-X·type systems. Thus. 

instead of a "poor man's" Nike Zeus (the current intelligence view of the early 

Soviet antiznissne defenses) postures I and II incorporate a system With a high

acceler.!ltion interceptor missile like the U.S. Sprint design·- delayed commitment 

to facilitate atmospheric filtering ol decoys, and hardened~ phased-array radars 

to deter defense busting tactics. The cost of the IS battery antlmisstle defense 

program (including research, development, and testing) would approximate $6 

billion; an appropriate deployment would be for the. defense of the 6 largest 

cities. 

Finally, in the matter of the civil defense program. postures I and U provide 

high quality sheltering to an additional one-third of the Soviet population. With 

the urbanites getting most of the protection. Part of the six-year program is a 

:$2 or S3 billion outlay !or building underground fallout shelters. With some care 

in design, these shelters (at a cost of $100-$150 per space) could afford a moder
ate degree of ~last protection -- say, against 15 psi overpressure effects. Most 

·of the shelters~ however. are of the improvised type. wtth space in existing 

buildings being established and provisioned at a cost of S25·$30 per person. 

The main elements of posture IU are indicated in Table A-3 as they evolve 
over a six-year period. This Soviet posture Ls based on a budget that grows at 

5 per cent per year -- approximately the rate of GNP growth nowbeing attributed 

to the Soviet economy. The strategic budget growth produces roughly an addit

tional $15 billion for the Soviet planners to work with in the 1964-1970 period. 

This extra money does make some differences in force structure :.... lor example. 

•The deployment pattern oC SA-2 and ICBM sites obsel'Ved to date suggest 
that there has been a smaller allocation of SAMs to the defense of offensive mis- · 
sUes per se, but that the missiles have been sited to derive some coverage fro.m 
SA.Ms_ at other targets. 
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Table A-3 

EVOLUTION OF SOVIET STRATEGIC POSTURE m 

~ 1968 .li1Q 

Missiles 

SS-7 ·' soft 220 - -
SS-7 hard2 

HO - --
SS-8 soft 40 - -SS-9 hard 160 160 -SS-9 superhard 100 230 400 
SS-9 barge based 100 260 400 

Heavy-payload ICBM barge baaed or 
in supernard silos - 40 80 

SLCM E-class submarinesb 108 126 126 
SLBM H-class submarinesc 63 72 72 
SLBM Advanced nuclear submarines d 

'36 108 198 
SLBM Nonnuclear submarines e 

98 98 98 

Totals 1065 1094 1374 

Bon1bers 

BADGER 630 405 180 
BISON 90 90 -
BEAR 90 45 -
BLINDER 

90 90 90 
Multiple-purpose. lonQ"-endurance 

90 
aircraft - 45 
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Table A-3 (cont. ) 

EVOLUTION OF SOVIET STRATEGIC POSTURE lli 

~ 

Anttbomber defenses · 

Manned interceptors 225 
Multiple-purpose. long·endurance 

aircraft carrying Eagle missiles -,. -· SA-2 batteries 990 
SA-3 batteries 498 

Antimissile defenses 

Nike-X-type batteries -
Civil defenses 

Special fallout shelter spaces 
(millions) 15 

Improvised fallout shelter spaces 
(millions) 15 

~: 

"Does not include one reload missile at each launchel. 

bSix cruise lllissiles per submarine. 

cThree ballistic missiles per submarine. 

dSix ballistic missiles per subm:trine. 

e'I\vo m· three missiles l>er submarine. 
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90 

990 

498 

10 

38 

28 

1272 

-
225 

990 

498 

35 

45 
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in the extent of antimissile defense deployment --.but these differences are secon

dary compared witb those that re!ult from the increased vigor and inventiveness 

of Soviet planning actions in posture m. 
It Table A-3 is compared with Table A-2, we observe that the number of 

missiles that threaten the United states in 1970 has increased only moderately. 

In posture IU the total is about 1350;in posture I it is 1100; in postureR. approxi· 

mately 1350; and the AFNlN projection has a rough total ol 1200. Thus~ among 

the four possibilities. there is a disparity at less than 25 per cent •. Qualitatively, 

however, posture In is distinctive: in 19'70 there are 800 Minuteman-like SS-9s. 

split evenly between two forms of basing that accentuate survivability~ missile 

launching;-sUbmersible barges, and superhard silos. 

The submersible barges are usually hidden from view. mobile, and resistant 

to':' overpressures of. several hundred psi. The particular design embodied in 

poSture m contains 10 missiles per barge and may operate in the Caspian Sea, 

the Sea of Aral, or Lake Baikal. Although submersible barge basing promises an 

extraordinary degree oC resistance to counterforce attacks, prudence might induce 

the Russians to insure their retaliatory capability by acquiring variety. Therefore 

one-half ol the ss-g force of posture m is housed in second generation silos ot 
1000 psi or greater design hardness. No such silos have been constructed~ let 

alone tested. but at the present they seem to be within reach by 1970. 

Table A-3 shows that the SS-8, the flrl'rt generation. large payload vehicle~ 

has been phased·out in favor ol a more advanced system. The new ICBM not only 

carries upwards ol 20.000 pounds of payload. as did the earlier SS-8, but lends 

itself to survivability measures~ -which the SS-8 did not. 

Instead ol the 18 advanced nuclear submarines of postures I and II, posture 

m contains 31 in 1970. The number of H-class. E-class. Z-class, and G-class 

submarines remains unchanged. 

Posture III includes a multiple-purpose. long-endurance aircraft {MPLE) 

which replaces the more prosaic follow-on heavy bomber of the other postures. 

The specific MPLE design ls a 500.000-pound aircraft that has a 100,000-pound 

payload and a three-day endurance. Its design is aimed at minimi.zinc the co&t ot 
maintaining a large scale (at least one-third) airborne alert. In a period ol crisis, 
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the airborne alert fraction might be as high as two-thirds. Posture ni also as

sumes the development of several advanced weapons to be carried by offensive 

MPLE aircraft: a highly accurate standol! aerodynamic mi.uile similar to the 

(U.S.) proposed CLAM design; a short range terminal missile simUar to the (U.S.) 

proposed Wagtai~ design: and and air-to-air missile resembling the Bendix Eagle 

design, particularly for the purpose of counterinc active defenses. 

The Soviet planners also use MPLE aircraft. equipped With 30 or more Eagle· 

like missiles, as a survivable antibomber area defense system. 'nle conventional 
.. · 

Soviet air defense interceptors are phased down steadily in posture m until tlwtr 

fina~ phase-out in 1969. 
·. ·'. 

The SA-2 and SA-3 forces finish their buildup early tn the lge4-1970 period 

and require operating charges totaling less than Sl billion per year: furthermore~ 

their inherently dispersed nature leaves them less vulnerable to attack than area 

defe~ses. It is natural. therefore. to retain them in posture In to preserve variety 

in antibomber defenses. 

As Table A-3 indicates~ the larger budgets available in posture ni permit a 

more generous deployment of antimissile defense batteries to be made. These 35 

batteries can be sited at a dozen or more of the largest cities. The program costs 

about $10 billion. 

A final major element at posture m 1s civil defense~ which is mended to an 

additional one-halt 11 the population. The six-year program results in specially 

built fallout .shelters for most of the residents of the larger cities (populatiOM ol 

several hundred thousands or greater). 

U the Soviets embark on force chances as substantial as those exemplified by 

posture nt, they will alter some past spending practices quite radically. Roughly 

equal budget shares are allocated to offense and defense in all three postures, a 

modest shift ia favor Of offense by comparison with previous years. The important 

spending shifts in po~re In are toward a greater strategic missile emphasis 

wi~hin the <iifense sector1 and toward greater attention to antimissiledefense and 

civil defense at the relative expense ot antibomber defense within the dttfe!lse 

sector. Figure A-1 displays this change ot spending pattern. (The totals include 

allowances for RlrD: command and control, warning, warheads, and so on.) 
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Another way ol revealing the reorientation ofbudgetsimplled by posture m is 

to compare its ratio of investment spending to operating charges with that ol 

postures I and ll. The !ormer is 2/1. the latter is 1/1. 
Such dramatic shifts of Soviet spending ought to be relath·ely visible to the U.S. 

intelligence community soon a!ter they gain momentum. On the other band, we can

not confidently expect to discern the changes in strategic doctrine that motivate 

new directions of spendlng. 

... .. 
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Appendix B 

U.S. -INITIATED COUNTERFORCE STRIKES AGAINST 

NONREACTING SOVIET POSTURES I AND U 

TIIIS APPENDIX provides the data and methodology used in designinr and evalua

ting U.S. -initiated counterforce strikes against the nonreacttng Soviets. S)viet 

postures I and n are both considered. First. alternative Soviet target systems 

are displayed. The feasibility of counterforce against the Soviet land-based 

targets with the missile forces tn the OSD and USAF projected postures and in 

the so-called improved posture is discussed next. Finally, the follow-on bomber 

strikes against hard targets are shown. including some discussion of the rudi

mentary local defense model employed. 

TARGET SYSTEMS FOR U. S. STRIKES 

Table B-1 ~!splays the 1970 Soviet missile target systems_. Postures I ud fi 

are shown. and both soft and hard missiles are included. The number of mia.siles 

per site (aim point) is based on an AFNIN estimate. We are unawar!! of firm 

estimates on the hardness of Soviet hard missiles: ou.r assumption l.s that the 

SS-7 and the SS-5 are somewhat harder than VN'" 34P6. The SS-9 Ls treated as 

VN • 43P6: and the soft SS-4. 7. and 8 are VN • 13Q9. • 

Table B-2 shows· the nonmissile targets considered. These are AFNIN 

estimates of current targets and are assumed to illustrative of the 1970 situation. 

A high case and a low case. differing only in the number of offensive and defen

sive airfields. are considered with Soviet posture I and correspond to. those shown 
on Fig. 2. In the high cases • 

• AFM 200-8 defines the VN system of vulnerability rating. 
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Table B-1 

'llfE SU MissiLES AS TARGET sYSTEMS-- 1970 

Sort (VN = 13Q9) 

SS-4 (4, aim pt.) 

SS-7 (2 aim pt. ) 

SS-8 (2 ·aim pt. ) 

Total Soft 

Hard (VN = 34P6) 

SS-5 (2 aim pt.) 

SS-7 (2. aim pt. )a 

Fully Hard (VN = 43P6) 

SS-9 (1.. aim pt. ) 

Total Hard 

Note: 

Posture I Posture .n 

No. Aim 
Points 

75 

110 

20 

205 

75 

210 

285 

No. Missiles No. Aim No. Missiles 
on Launchers Points on Launchers 

300 

220 

~ 

560 

150 

420 

570 

75 

110 

20 

205 

75 

90 

480 

645 

300 

220 

40 

560 

150 

180 

480 

810 

a Does not include one additionai reload missUe per launcher. 

Soviet Union and satellites are targeted. Roughly 80 per cent of all the lfJ?Jg.;iJ 
the Soviet Union and satellites are targeted in this case. Only 100 

are specified in the low' case. A medium cue is 

~---------------------considered with posture n. differing from the high case only in the number. of 
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Case 

Notes: 

Table B-2 

NUMBERS OF SOVIET NONMISSILE TARGET SYSTEMS 

VN 
I 

High 

Posture 

I 
Low 

n 
Mediun: 

Table B-3 shows the capabilities of the U.S. weapon syst~ms a~,'Uinst soft and 

hard missil~ targets. The sint:tle-shot kill probability values displayed do not i-., ··~·~ rrdiability. TI1e ha&·d missile tarl,!et is alternatively-viewed as 

fi~!§i~lLrrget. as indicated in the text. Note that no dlstin.ction is made 
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probability to these targets. 

MISSILE STRIKES 

Table B-4 shows the calculations supporting the results displayed in Fig. 1. 

Little needs to be added to the discussion in Section IU of the text of this report 

exce.e_t that a continuous uniform assignment model was used in calculating the 

number of surviving hard missiles. This is also the case for soft missiles. 

Table B-4 

OSD MISSILE FORCE VERSUS SU POSTURE I HARD MISSILE~ 

Missile 
Type 

Titan n 

Minuteman C 

Atlas-Titan I 

Pol arts 
(on station) 

Minuteman A/B 

Note: 

No. of 
Missiles 
Assigned 

No. Missiles 
Assigned per 

Aim Point 
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Fraction 
Aim Points 
Surviv~ 

(cumulative) 

No. SU 
Missiles on 
Launchers 
Surviving 

(cumulative) · 



Table B·5 shows these· calcu~ations: they are a.Iso plotted in Fig. 1. Note that 

the order of assignrnent is reversed. Those missiles in the U.S. force with 

poorer yield·CEP-reliability comlllnattons are allocated to the ... 

IIJ:~Jnrst. and the better ones are reserved for f1JN,1'i~J Addition of the 

survivi~g~f!~j0if{!;t!;);f~"·)results in the U-shaped curve of Fig. 1. With-

drawing some U. s. missiles for the tasks of · 

shown in Fig. 2. 

Table B-5 

OSD MISSILE FORCE VERSUS SU POSTURE I SOFT MISSILESa 

Missile 
Type 

Minuteman A B 

Minuteman A, B 

Polaris 
(on station) 

Atlas· Titan I 

Minuteman C 

Titan II 

No. of 
Missiles 
Assigned 

No. Missiles 
Assigned per 

Aim Point 
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Fraction 
Aim Points 

Surviving 
1-RPK (cumulative) 
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No. SU 
Missiles on 
Launchers 
Surviving 

(cumulative! 
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Tables B-6 through B-11 show the detailed allocation ot the missile strikes 

and the resulting survivors for those cases discussed in Section m and IV of the 

text. !he alloc:a.ttons correspond to the minimum points on tbe 0-sbaped curve 

referred to above. They iaclude the high and low target lists in the OSD force 
. . 

versus Soviet poSture I case. All hard missiles in Soviet posture I are treated as 

300 psi. A medium target list is considered for the USAF force versus Soviet 

posture II ease, and the SS-9 missiles are treated as 1350 psi hard. Finally. the 

improved U.S. force versus Soviet posture n With a medium target list is con

sidered: SB-9s are assumed to be 1350 psi hard. Reliabutty monitoring ot U.S. - . 
missile launches is assumed operational. 

In attacking soft nonmissile targets the targeti~ policy followed was to assign 
.. 

two missiles per alm point to account for reliability. In the improved U.S. force 

case, with a reliability monitoring capability. only one reliable missile per aim 

point was assigned. On the average, then~ with reliability monitoring, the missile 

force size required to hit N sott targets is equal to N/R, where R is the over-all 

reliability. 

Against sOft missile targets, where possible, at least two misstllls were as· 
. . 

signed per aiin point. In cases where missiles were relatively plentiful compared . 

with targets, assignments in excess at two missiles per sot't aim point.were made 

on a marginal kill basts in competition with the marg~nal ldll capability nrsus 

hard missile targets. The objective was minimlzin(tbe total number d. survivlng 

§9viet missiles~ bot.tl hard and soft. Against hard missile targets~ it least one 

missile per aim point was assigned and, where available, two or more were allo

cated. ln the case Where SS-7s were treated aslllfllhard and SS-9s 

(Table B-10), optimal allOC!ation dictatec-i'Jper 300 psi point 

point, taking into account the deployment configuration; that 

aim point compared wi per aim 

point. 
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Table B-6 

ALLOCATION OF PROGRAMMED UdLE FORCE TO SU POSTURE I 
("high" target list; .,..., ..... :;:: .· ard missiles) 1 

. . . 

.. ~ 

Total Weapons 
Single Number Numl;ler 

Shot P 1-RP Aim Misslles on 
Number per Aim 

Assignecfl Point 
versul versu' Points Launchers 

Missiles Missiles Surviving Survi 

t·1 t-1 ';c.c~ , ... 
....;('. rr .,,_J , ... : 
.-- .. I • 'I ,., 

I '. . . ., ... I· 
T f ·: '· ·. . I 

( ........ 
. I. 

) 



Target Class 

Table B-'l 

ALLOCATION OF PROGRAMMED ~~!i.W"ILE FORCE TO SU POSTURE I 
("low" large\ list rd missiles) 

Number 
of Aim 
Points 

Weapon 
Class 

Total Weapons 
Number 

8 
per 

Assigned Aim Point 

1-RP 
versui 

MissUes 

Number 
Aim Points 
Surviving 

Number 
Missiles on 
Launchers 
Surviving 



Target Class 

Table B-8 

ALLOCATION OF USAF PROPOS·~~~It'E FORCE TO SU POSTURE I 
(''high" target list; · rd missilesl 

Number 
or Aim 
Points 

Weapon 
Class 

Total Weapons 

;!~~~~~a Aln~;olnt 
1-RP 
versu~ 

Missiles 

. Number 
Aim Poi11ts 
Surviving 

Number 
MlssUes Oil 

Launchers 
Surviving 



Target Class 

-g 

Table D-9 

ALLOCATION OF USAF PROPOS~ ~E FORCE TO SU POSTURE I 
("low" target lis :±#:f;;ard missiles) 

1 

Number 
of Aim 
Point¥ 

Weapon 
Cl&I.!IS 

Tutal Weapons 
Number pet• 

Assigneda Aim Point 

1-RP 
ver.su~ 

Missiles 

Number 
Aim Points 
Survivini 

Number 
Missiles on 
Launchers 
Surviving 



Target Class 

.... 
0 .... 

Note: 

Table B-10 

ALLOCATION OF USAF PROPOSED filt~iiORCE TO SU POSTURE 11 
(''medium'' target list • · ~ har.d SS-9) ! 

Number 
of Aim 
Points 

Wea1>on 
Class 

"·. 

.... 

Total Weapons 1-RP Number 
Number per versul Aim Poinls 

Assigneda Aim Point Missiles Surviving 

Number 
Missiles on 
Launchers 
Surviving 



.. , ... -~- -
;" i 

•• .or"' 

' ~·- :·• .' '._')/- .. 

.. 

Table B-11 i . ' 
. ' . 

ALLOCATION OF IMPROVED U S. 
("medium" target list· ring) 

No. Aim No. Misslles 
Points 

-Q 
N 
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In improved U.s. force versus Soviet posture II. the missUe force require

ment was derived on the following basis; On the assumption thatseparateboosters 

are needed to deliver a thermonuclear land mine and a coaventional nuclear war

head. one reliable Minuteman C mine per missile launcher and one reliable Minute

man C warhead per alm point were 
lmll~£71 

reliable warhead was a.U~ated to each ofth ~;;;:..;;;...;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;....;.;..~ 

where more Minutemen A and B wert- used to improve the damage probability. 

This allocation led to a force requirement of abOut~..;.;....;.;..:.:;.::,:;,;,:;..;.;..~~..;.;....;.;....;.;..~;,;;;; 

in excess of the USAF projected force. . However. if further study indicates the 

feasib~ity of a single Minuteman C booster to carry both a mine and a (smaller) 

nuclear warhead. force size would be reduced. Or. if this turns out to be in· 

feasible for the Minuteman~ we might want missiles with the payload capability 

large enough to do so. 
l&ml~~~~~~ 

In all cases involving the OSD programmed or 

USAF Projected for ... es. f of Pkil · ·. · ·· <• ' '' ·· 'h. ·· !':r.·.:.'ffi.~::::~·bi · ·.:,;,c.' .;;.::·.'"·"''\)•;1 
lll:'a:no""~~a~.r;o,.;eiioiserve orce t:::,; · ,,,w . ,, :·:'· '<':'/;'~~\; 

withheld. Some r~!~r.; . : ' ,; )were withheld in the imprond u.s. fore~ case. but 

this difference ts a result of minor alterations in allocation and should not be 

considered significant. 

FOLLOW-ON LOW ALTITUDE B-52 STRIKES AGAINSTHARDMISSILETARGETS 
... · . ... 

Since the B-52 strikes follow the initial U.S. ICBM attack~ we have assumed 

that the missile attack has degraded Soviet :z.onal (fighter) defenses to the point 

where only the local SAM defenses are a threat to the incoming bombers. The 

penetration models and optimal all()('ation of bombs to each target type !hardness) 

are discussed and subsequently applied to the relevant cases. We will show~ as 

a function of number of B-52s assigned. the surviving hard missiles in SU posture 

I when attacked by the pr~rammed and the USAF proposed forces; SU posture 

II versus the USAF proposed force. with and without shoot-look-shoot capabilities; 

and finally~ SU posture II versus the improved U.S. Coree using short range ASM 
with shoot-look-shoot tactics. 
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PENETRATION MODEL ~- SOVIET POSTURE I 

The general sequence of events in a bomber pEmetration is visualized as 

follows. The B-52 fires its GAM-77s (Hound Dog) against the ~·(1~~ 

~~~=~!!!!!~!~··,~~",Q; .;:{\z·~·c:Jrt then attempts to penetrate these 

degraded defenses at low altitude and drop a single lay down weapoo at ncb of 

g~jj~larli!M~n is the number of bombs carried per aircraft. 
are assumed deployed together. The geometric 

Because the .calculations to follow are only illustrative and. more impor

tantly. because the major points made in the text of this report are not sensitive 

to the pe11etration model employed. we have chosen to use a model that ls cpm~ 

putationally simple. 

The probability that a missile site survives the attack is: 

[t · P {Bomber is reliable and reaches defended area} x 

. P I a bomb is successfully dropped l x 

P (a single bomb wUI kW the target J J b 

The probability that an assigned bomb Js sul.'cessfully dropped is viewed as the 

average fraction of assigned bontbs successfully delivered through the defenses. 

This assumption implies that on the average. every target will receive as many -
early bomber visits as any other target.- Also. every target will receive as many 

late bomber visits as any other target. 
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Let: 

n 

b 

KP • B 

PKHo 

p 

s = 

SIBC!tEY 

•See 0. Helmer and T. A. Brown. SAFE: A Stralegy-and- Force Evaluation 
Game (U), The RAND Corporation. RM-3287-PR. October 196! (Secret). for a. 
"'iibiiiition of assumed SA-2 and SA-3 kill potential versus various threats. 
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With~J.,J B-52 aircraft ancf:{:f:iJGAM~77s programmed for 1970. and assuming that 

the number of GAM-77s launched is proportional to the number of B-52s launched. 

NHD is expressed by 

The number of SAM batt"ry pairs surviving a uniformly assigned Hound Do( 

attack is 

(3) 

Substituting for NHD and pHD from Eqs. (1) and (2 

(4) 

(5) 
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and the probability a B-52 survives each target visit through these degraded SAM 

defenses become-s 

. -. 

·;·/ .. _., ........ 
~~---

p '!'" 

= e.xp • (6) 

A precise formulation !or the bomber kill potential against the bud targets 

is mathematically difficult to compute. We have chosen an approximation employ

ing the average number of bombs successfuJly dropped. • Il p i8 the-probability 

that a bomber survives a target visit, the probability that it survives exactly i 

visits is the probability that the bomber survives i visits in succession and is 

kill on the (1 + lith: or 

(7) 

The expected number of bombs dropped (successful target visits) is 

11 

"E ;:; 2 ipi (8) 
i=o 

Substitute for p .. 
1 

n-1 

nE .; 2 ipi(l-p) n 
+np (9} 

i=o 

• Assuming that each target gets the same mixture of bombs by their order of 
delivery. 
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But, it can be shown that "' 

n-1 

-2: ipi = p(l-pn-21) 

{1-p) i=o 
(10) 

Substituting, 

n __ p(l-pn-1) ( n n n n 
E - 1.:-p - n-t)p + np = ~ (1-p ) (11) 

Figure B-1 shows how the average number of bombs •uccessfully delivered 

varies as the number loaded on each bomber varies. for several values of the 

penetration probabUity per target visited. It shows how quickly the advantages 

of multiple weapon loading are lost as attrition increases. Thus. the number of 

hard missile targets surviving the B-52 attack. (N~ • as a function of N
8

, ia 
expressed by S 

(12) 

where 

nE in terms of p from Equation 11 

from Equation 6 

In target for 

a 

•L. B. W. Jollev. Summation of Series. Dover Publicationa, Inc. (Second 
Rev. Ed.). New Yor·k. 1961. See Series No. 5. 
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s is taken from Table 6 or 8, dependJng on the cas~. The model developed above 

simulates uniform targeting .~ bombs O\Oer all the {uniformly) hard targets. 

PENETRATION AND ALLOCATION MODELS-· SOVIET POSTURE U 

In Soviet posture ~ all the missiles are not unifo.rmly hard. 
The SS-9s are viewed as hard and. the others-- SS-5s and SS-7s ... 

are ar~~,,hard. We can :n-tte a modlt1ed target survival expression and deter

mine the optimal allocation ot bombs per target to each target hardness class. 

We will first treat the case in which no bomb damage information is available 

and then discuss the case in which miss distance information is available so that 
sboot-loOk·sboot tactics can be employed. 

Uniform Assignment -- No Bomb Damage Information 

It we. denote the IM.llAf~!i!f~~t hrget classes by. subscr1.pt 

respectively, and if we require that the sum of the survirtng 

I{I:pissiles be a minimum, Equation (1.2) be~es 

· = a minimum 

(13) 

subject to the constraint that the bombs allocated to each target class suhl to 

the total number of bombs in the assigned B-52 Coree, or 

(14) 

Note that in Equation 13 a v1 has been inserted. This quantity may be in

terpreted as the relative value ot each target class. In physical terms, the analoc 

is the number of missile launchers per target site if one views each missile 

as equally valuable or equally erous•inthecase of tbe SS-7 and 

v2 would+ for the SS-9 , vi would bent\1 
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Shoot- Look-Shoot Tactics Using Miss Distance lnforntation 

In this case we wish to determine the value of shoot-look .. shoot (S-L-5) 

tactics using miss distance information. It is intuitively clear~ at any rate~ tbat 

S- L-S, using perfect mi.ss distance information, has both a cost and a payat 

in a defended environment. The value (or payoff) is, of course, related to the 

znore efficient use Of a given number of bombs. When a bomber penetrates to a 

target, looks and notices that the target is dead (With 100 per cent probabilityl. 

that bomb can be used on the next successtul penetraU011 to a target that may be 

alive (with 100 per cent prObability). The cost ts related to the increased bomber 

attrititm since. on the average, a bomber carrying n bombs attempts more than n 

successive penetrations. · 

To anticipate, the value of S-L-S tacticsforthe case ot interest in thts report 

turns out to be negligible. Consequently~ we have employed a target survival 

model that provides an upper bound onthevalue of S-L-S tactics. Also. the model 

is much simpler computationally. 

If we imagine that t'ach bomber can carry a very large number of bombs and 

further, that the bomber has unlimited range so it can attempt a large number of 

penetrations (target visits) nE becomes 

(19) 

The probability that a hard missile target survives can be rewritten as 

[ ·J KNB n .. K-
K . NT 

= (t - n> 
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where 

Since 

ana if 

then 

lim 
11-+011 

lim(hx) 
x-o 

1 --X 
= -e 

1 
(21) 

X = K· 11 

= e = e (221 

Writing the minimization equation Cor the number of targets surviving in the above . 

form. Equation 13 becomes. .:..·· 

=a minimum (231 

subject to. the constraint that the bombers allocated to each target class sum to 

the total N8 . or. 

(241 
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Solving Equation 24 fO!' N8 . substituting in Equation 23 and differentiating 
with respect to NB , we find that! 

. 2 

e 

e = 0 (25) 

Collecting terms and solving for NB , the optimal allocation of bombers to each 
of the target classes is 2 

(26) 

(27) 

.. 
nE .in te.rms of p from Equation 19, 

p in terms of NB and NSAM from Equation 6. 

=2. v
2 

= 1. and 
for 
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The models derived abov~ apply only to B-52 attacks using gravity lay-down 

weapons in Which penetration Ot the defense must be attempted in order to attack 

the target. The last case we consider is that ot the improved U.S. versus Soviet 

posture II, in Which the B-52s are equipped with a strike-recce package ot 16 

short-range ASM and a side l~ing radar installation. We have assumed that 

with the strike-recce package the bombers are able to avoid the SAM def•nses 

completely by attacking the mfssfle sites from beyond their range. It turns out 

that this assumption does not prove critical since the results below show that a 

force of only 165 bombers is required to reduce the hard target system to the 

I per cent survival level. Hence7 even with some modest bomber attrition 

the force required to inflict mJ per cent ·damage would be con~iderably smaller 
than even the normal ground alert force. 

We will draw on recent RAND work that evaluates the .. efficiency of various 

S-L-S tactics in terms of the quantity and qualtty of bomb damage assessment 

(BOA) information. This work treats the general problem in a no-defense en

vironment and considers: 1) ideal BDA. a limiting case of perfect information. 

in which after each shot the attacker knows whether the target has been killed; 

Z) miss-distance BDA in which the attacker merely knows the distance between 

the crater and the target. • Because ot the statistical nature of the response of 

hard targets to nuclear effects~ the miss distance does not nece~sarUy tell the 

attacker what has happened to the target. 

We have used the results of the 5-L-S tactic based on the miss distance BOA 

since it probably mo.st closely approximates the kind of information we can' hope 
to obtain With real systems ... 

•M. Arnst en. Shoot- Look-Shoot at Hard Targets (U)~ The RAND Corporation~ 
RM-3fH4-PR~ August 1963·(Coniidential). 

••For the interes~ reader, we have taken our results from Figure 6, ~., 
at a desired kill level ~er cent. We have assumed that more than two and less 
than an infinite number of looks represent a reasonable .a;~;~~l~~~~~ 
the abscissa at the value of PKi depending on the target class (pKi • 

for the ASM} :md interprets the ordinate obtained as the expeeted number or reliable 
Weapons required. Thus forrm~~m-.m~~eJ~~ 

...... , ..... ,~ .... per target for 
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RESULTS 

We display only the results ot the calculations and omit evaluative comments! 
since these are to be found 1n the text 1:1 the report. 

Soviet Posture I 

Figure 3 of the text of this report shows the percentage ot Soviet posture I 

hard missiles surviving after the low altitude bomber a.ttacks as a function of 

the number ol bombers assigned. The effects ot differences in the initial miSSile 

force (the programmed OSD force and USAF proposed force) are shown as well 

as 'the effects of differences in the CEP wttb which a gravity bomb may be de-

livered from ~~~tf!~~~'~!et?!;f':.;'.)' .. ::.;J The ordinate includes both the 
hard SS-5s as well as the SS-7s. 

Soviet Posture n 

Figure B-2 shows the total number of hard missiles surv1Ting in posture n 
as a function of the number of bombers assigned in the USAF proposed force for 

a CEP of The effect 1:1 ideal BOA is seen to be negligible in this case 

primarily because of the low lt"Vel ot damage inflicted. Shoot-look-shoot tactics 

are most effective when the level ot damage to be irlfll.cted is very high (aboYe 

m~~ !)er ceont) and consequently~ tbe marginal benefits of S·L·S tactics in this· cue 

are reduced to negligible proportions due to the increased attrition over the no 
S·L·S case. 

Table B-12 shows the detailed results for a bomber torce 

respectinly, and corresponds to Figure 13 ·in the text. 

,, 

Table B-13 sh<>ws the required allocation ~ AS14····. B.··:.·.'r· Improved u.s. force 
to reduce Soviet posture n hard missiles to the ~~,~ per cent SUTV1vallevel. 

WILL SOVIET SAMs CONSTITUTE AN AREA DEFENSE?• 

The preceding calculations of bomber strike outcomes assume that the bombers 

suffer attr1tion only from SAMs in the immediate vicinity ot the targets they att~k. 

*This material draws on work by Thomas Brown. 
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Table B-12 

OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF USAF LOW ALTITUDE BOMBER ATTACKS 
VERSUS SOVIET POSTURE U HARD MISSILE TARGETS 

Case All targets in class 
uniformly attacked 

Table B-13 

Shoot -look-shoot 
{Ideal BDA) 

IMPROVED U.S. FORCE REQUIREMENTS FOR~ER CENT KILL OF 
SOVIET POSTURE D HARD MISSIL~ARGETS 

Target class 

Number of aim points 

Number ASM aim points 

Number ASM 

Grand Total ASM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 26~ 

B-52 force required (16 ASM. B-52) 165 
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With respect to area defenses~ tbe rounds for this assumption are the large-scale 
missile attack directed at Sovie 

r...;;..;.:..........;;.....;....,;;~~~~~ 
In a detailed strike plan, the attack could probably afford to be more selective, 

ignoring some installations out 0! range at the bomber penetration paths. This 

section di.scusses f'!le grounds for ignori~ attrition which might be inflicted by 

SAMs on penetrating bombers en route to their targets. Consideration of this 

problem suggests that such attrition is unlikltly to be significant, even Without long, 
low-level penetrations by the bombers. 

Figure B-3 gives an impression of a possible distribution of the Soviet SAMs 

in 1970, at the height of their buildup. The map shows approximately 1100 SA-2s 

and -500 SA-3s. The locations were determined by AFNIN. and are intended 

to extrapolate past and current Soviet SAM deployment practices. They are not 

consistent with the earlier assumption in this Appendix that· each hard missile is 

guarded by one SAM, but are probably a closer approximation to an area defense 

than such a rnissile~oriented defense would be. The circled unshaded 3reas are 
projectediJ»:t>,f:t!fee!!~fet '· s] 

To illustrate the extent of the penetration problem posed by the SAMs, in 

Figure B-4 we show • pos.stble penetration path through the area at densest SAM 

deployment, the shaded area ot Figure B-3. r! the B-52s were to fly the dog-leg 

course shown at hich altitude, and the SAMs have a high-altitude range ot 30 n 

mi against them, -then the B-52s would come within ranee ot only -12 SAM batteries 

if the bombers were able to navigate Within a 12 n mi corridor. This re~lt and 

the characteristics ol other penetration paths through this area are shown in 

Table B-14. Even without long low-level penetration~ a very small number of 

attacks against SAMs could permit the B-52s to penetrate through the most heavily 

defended areas. The SAMs do not appear to provide an area defense at high altitude 

if they are deployed as shown. The low-altitude coverage is~ of course, much more 

sparse, as shown by Figure B-5, for the same area of Western Russia. 
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Table B-14 · 

PENETRATION ROUTES THROUGH WESTERN RUSSIA 

Route 

Straight. Hlgh 

Low. Evade 
SA-3 

High. South 

High. North 

High. South 
fly under 
barrier 

(one descent 
and one a.sc::em•• 
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Appendix C 

ALLOCATION OF SOVIET INTERCONTINENTAL FORCES 

THIS· APPENDIX deals with ~hat portion of. the Soviet forces assigned to U.S.-

~'c ;;,,tJ targets in the .. counterforce reacting .. Soviet strikes of the text. The 

cases presented in Figs. 7 and 18 are divided into two parts. The first is 

an allocation of ICBMs, SLMs~ and bombers to milltary'targets. This phase of 

the force allocation uses up all or almost all forces that can be launched by the 

Soviets during the opening minutes Of the war and leads to the mortalities labeled 

"realized damage" in the text. 

With certain exceptions dist"us.sed below, the damage potential is measured 

at various stages of. the war by assuming that the counterforce strike is carried 

through unchanged, but that all sun-iving forces are used against urban targets. 

The ettect of U.S. strikes on this damage potential is measured, at various stages 

as if the forces for all further u.s. strikes did not exist. Hence it is assumed 

that all remaining Soviet forces have adequate time to retarget a,a.iqst urban 

targets, reload (in the case of back-up missiles), or recyele (ln the case of re

cyclable aborts}. The damage potential is the incremental mortalities inflicted 

by these forces. Total mortalities would be the sum of this and the realized 

damage. 

In particular, once bom~rs are launched on counterforce strikes they are 

assumed to attempt to carry out these strikes. Since essentially all bombers are 
either· launched early or destroyed, in effect all bombers are used against mili

tary targets. However, those surviving missiles not used in the initial <'OUnttr· 

force strikes are allocated to urban targets. 

The exceptions mentloried above are when the damage potential of the_ Soviet 

forces is measured before the first Soviet strikes -- before the war and. in the 
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U.S. preemption case, after the U.S. missile strike but before the Soviet counter-
strike begins. In these c·ases the Whole surviving Soviet force is delivered 

atainst urban targets and the total damqe that would result is the damage poten

tial itseU, .!!2!the sum of the damage potential and· the realized damage appearing 

on the figures (sine~ the realized c!amage assumes ~ countertoree strike). 

Relevant characteristics of Soviet postures rand II are summarized in Table 

C-1. The differences in offensive weaponry between these postures lies in the 

hard missile force. Tbe shift from posture I to posture II is from SS-7Hs to a 

mix of SS-7Hs and SS-9Hs with an increase in the total numtHtr ol missiles on 

launcher. However, since only the SS-7H is assumed to have a reload capa

bility,•-the reduction ln reloads in posture n over posture I leads to the same 

total inventory of missiles on launcher plus reloads for both postures. 

The missile payloads shown in Table C-1 are assumed to be modified when. 

in the case 0( the U.S. 1mproved posture, they are used against targets under the 

protection of balUstie missile defense. Under such circumstances. the single 

warhead is replaced by a cluster of ten~ each of. one-twentieth the yi~ld of the 

single warhead replaced. 

Table C-2 summarizes the potenti~ target systems in the United states and 

-!-,!..-~· ...... , .... , I !or the Soviet forces. Targets are also rrouped by total population wtthia 

four nautical miles- to Indicate the degree of civil collocation for blut effects. 

The ICBM deployment is sufficiently deep to remove most of them from the 

ta--et list of the~.'-,-''.1~:: __ ;_-3\_t:.:~- ··r>+;-•:;'J;; ·.:>:c, .. :~, .':"., .. , ' ::·'J Whereas the MRBM_ .:•. and ·r::t ttL~ _,,~,'-'\';,:z>::,l/1/, _ : 

IRBMs are within range ot these forces. It 1s assumed that reload ICBMs can be 

fired before being subj~t to bomber attack, but that .MRBMs and IRBMs cannot 

reload and fire before beiJII attacked by theatre forces. 

Two levels of operational readiness for the submarine force are assumed -

the lower level corresponds to a rate Of 30 per cent at sea, the higher is com

parable to U.S. Polaris performance. There comes a stage in most of the scenarios 

in which the remaining Sovhtt force is predominantly tbe submarine force at sea. 

Hence it is important not only how much of. the force is assumed at sea, but also 

•A rationale Cor this is that reload.!! for the soft missiles are of no use con-· 
sidering the U.S. missile strike capabilities and that the stlo configuration of _the 
55-9 would not lend itseJt to reloadin&. 
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Table C-1 

SOVIET 1970 INTERCONTINENTAL FORCES 

\ . 
Operational Inventories 

CEP 
ReHabillty (n. mi.) 

· Basic Payloada 

Yield Fraction 
(MT) Fission Posture I Posture II 

HQ1u: 

aSee text for alternative payloads. 

bTwo per bomber. 
I' 

cComhlned takeofr to target reliability and penetration probability . 

.. . 
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Table C-2 

COLLOCATION OF U. S.~l·'< :::·.: ··.: .... ·.·.·.• .. · .• ·.·.·,·.············.··.·.· •..... •·····.··.·, •.•. · .. ·.·.·.· ...•• · ... ••· .. · .. •·•··.•.· .. ·.i.·.•.·.·~;;t~i;;,. ~~f;j ~~ :/t. ·.~a:z· )~,~·,. !>V)',. · · ··•··.·.·· ... ·•: · · 
{Minutema.n excluded) 

ing Points by 

Total No. ltbin 4 n. mi. 
Offensive Weapon Aiming in thousands) 

Carrier Points Points > 200 100-200 50-100 25-50 10-25 < 10 

~ 
Bomber and tanker bases 62 1 1 7 7 8 38 
AlternatiTe bomber bases 51 6 7 6 5 4 23 
Atlas D, E la.unch sites 34 4 30 -Subtotal 147 7 8 13 12 16 91 

!!!!:!! 
Atlas F launch sites 74 74 
Titan I launch sites 20 20 
Titan n launch sites 57 1 56 

Subtotal 151 1 150 

Other Offensive 

Nuclear storage facilities so 1 1 1 3 4. 40 
Military control bdqs. 70 11 6 .6 10 5 32 
Communication (incl. Gateway} 22 2 1 2 . 4 1 12 
Ports 62 17 12 10 10 3 10 
Recovery airfields 34 4 2 2 3 1 22 ,. 

- - - - _,.:. .--. 

Subtotal 238 35 22 21 :so 14 116 

Defenses 

Fighters and SAGE 79 2 8 11 3 12 43 
Alternate fighter bases 89 4 8 20 15 9 33 - - -Subtotal 168 6 16 31 18 21 76 

TOTAL OFFENSE 6 DEFENSE 704 48 46 65 N) 52 433 

Secondary Airfields 

Runway ~ 6000 feet 194 5 12 9 20 19 129 
Runway 4000 • 6000 feet 897 15 28 71 109 126 548 - - -

Subtotal 1091 20 40 80 129 145 677 

GRAND TOTAL 1795 68 86 145 189 197 1110 
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how much of this is· used in the counterforce phases of the war. In both eases 

treated here about 23 per cent of the force is being used in the early missile 

strikes. 
The remaining forces not in port can either be interpreted as at sea but not 

on-station. or as on-station but deliberately withheld to augment Soviet residual 

forces. 

SOVIET STRIKE STRATEGIES 

Two major variants in Soviet strike strategy are considered below. The first 

of these is the ''counterforce reaction 1
' ot the text. Case 2 below appears in the 

daslied line bars r1 Figs. 7 aad 18. These differ principally in the timing and 

magnitude ol the urban strikes. They are: 

1. Counterforce. Urban attacks, if any, are rese~ed for those submarine 

forces not used in the initial countermilitary strikes. 

2. SB-8s and one-half bombers
1 

urban. Urban attacks are included in the 

very first phases of the Soviet strike. 
There are two arguments to ·rationalize the early timing of urban attacks in 

Case z. The Soviets are presumed to recognize the unlikelihood of being able 

to destroy U.S. forces effectively, and employ a swift urban strike to terrorize, 

demoralize, and dissuade the United States from further military action r1 a 

general or non-general war nature. Although this tactic ha!9 only slight chance 

of success, they employ it in desperation. 
The second argument bas to do with the nature of the SS-8s. A(ainst the 

diffused U.S. cities the SS-8 is an efficient city-buster which would make an 

important contribution to an urban force. However, it is a soft force, and so tt 

must be used early. The SS-8 has some interesting countermilitary capabilities 

as well. and there are arguments for moving urban strikes to later in the war, 

as in Case 1. 

An argument for the use of bombers in urban strikes can be made, as for the 

SS-8s, on the suitability of this large payload. force for urban attacks. It can 

also be argued ·that by the time the bombers have penetrated, there will not be 

much in the way of countermilitary tasks left for them to do: .surviving fo~es, 

for the most part, wUl have been launched, and those remaining will not be that 

important relative to the nontargetable Polaris. 
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In the summaries of mortalities below, that portionof the SLM force not used 

in the early strikes is always treated as a Withheld potential threat, although Case 

2 may be inconsistent in concept With this notion. 

In the countermilitary mrikes, no attempt 1s made to limit collateral civil 

damage. In fact, all weapons are groundburst, and military tar&"ets .are attacked 

without regard to their collocation With civil population. A part" of this rationale 

of the Soviet targeting used i.s that the complete destruction ot U.S. retaliatory 

capability seems unachievable, hence the Soviet strikes turn to other military 

objectives, in particular the destruction of U.S. capability to support military 

operation~ In other parts of tbe world. To this end the coontermUJtary aspects 

of these strikes have as their objectives the destruction a/. strategic weapon 

systems; nuclear storage; debarkation ports; and military communications, 

command, and control. Urban attacks can also be considered to be a furtherance 

of the Soviet aim of destroying U.S. international influence. • 

CONDITIONS OF OUTBREAK CONSIDERED 

The range of outbreak conditions explicitly considered is limited to pre

emptive outbreak under conditions ot relatively high alert. In particular, the 

Sovi~t strike "from the blue .. with all forces peaked, timed, and targeted spedfl
cally for this strike is not developed. 

It is assumed that the Soviets are limited in their capability to make adJu5t

ments in their strike plans and hence do not attempt to respond through such 

adjustments to day·by-day chances in u.s. force deployment•• such as· the im· 

plementation of an airborne alert, the dispersal_ of bombers or fighters, or the 

movement ot submarines or ships in and out of ports. This makes their strike 

plans insensitive to many details of outbreak that may, however, affect how well 
these plans perform. 

*The Soviets often use phrases such as "governmental, economic, and ad
ministrative control center," whlcb would indicate that their urban attackS might 
not be designed to maximize direct mortalities or casualties. However, the authors 
are using mot-talities as an index, and therefore targeting is carried out to maxi
mize this index. 

••These things may, however, affect Sovi•t alert levels and Willingnes• to 
respond to warning. 
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So far as developing Soviet strike plans and estimating U. S.-Canadian civil 

damage are concerned, the. restriction (1 outbreak to preemptive conditions and 

the assumption of a relatively inflexible Soviet plan make it possible to bracket 

most of the relevant cases by considering two types of outbreak situations. that 

in which the first Soviet strikes are launched before any u.s. foi;"ces impact -

labeled Soviet preemption -- and that in which tlte first U.S. strikes impact o.tore 

the Soviets launch their first strike ~~ labeled U.S. preemption. 

POSTURE PAIRINGS TREATED 

Of the many pairings ol U.S. and Soviet postures considered in the text, c:mJy 

two a:fe treated here. These are Soviet posture I versus the OSD posture and Soviet 

posture II versus the improved posture. Table c-1 summari:z.es the interconti

nental forces of the two Soviet postures. 

TARGETING 

No rapid retargeting capability is used for the Soviet strikes. The counter

military portion of the missile, launcher. and reload missile strikes are essentially 

one option salvos. The targeting has been designed, however, so that those 

forces most likely to survive the U.S. strike are targeted against those targets 

of most interest to the Soviets under conditions ot a U.S. first strike. . . 

TheE-class submarines are said to have acounter-aircraft carrier ~ission, 

and supposedly are not given strategic targets. Hence they are not usect·tn tbe 

cciuntermilitary attacks against North America. However, it ts assumed that 

those on-station are used against ships at sea. The attacks of naval targets 

(ports) are assigned to naval forces (SLMs) where possible. 

Tables C-3 and .C-4 ·summarize the allocation of the counterforce reacting 

cases for postures I and n. The allocation for Case 2 differs only in the shiftilll 

of one-half of the bombers and the ss-8s to urban targets. • Bomber and tanker 

bases, as well as alternate bomber bases, nuclear storage sites, major .military . 

control and communications, and seaports are targets of interest even 1! the 

•Bombers are assumed armed with AS-4s 1f used against locally defended 
urban targets. 
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Table C-3 

COUNTERMILITARY ALLOCATION OF SOVIET POSTURE I$N OSD FORCE 

No. SLM SS-7U Gravity Targets SS-7H 2, G, }I Adv. Nuclear SS-75 SS-8ga Reload Bombs Over-all Delivery Probability 

SU preemption 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.80 0.80 .0. 57 0.50 U.S. preemption 0.59 0.7 0.7 0.05 0.04 0.59 Target Class 

Bomber and lanker 
airfields 124 

124 Alternate bomber 
airfields 51 

51 Atlas D, E launch sites 34 
34 - Atlas F launch sites w 

N Titan I launch sites '14 74 
20 Titan U launch sites 2 40 4 Minuteman LCC 

Minuteman launch sites 
Nuclear stora"e 100 

50 Military co1itrol-major 10 10 20 minor 
120 Communications 22 22 Sea posts-coastal 4'1 39 8 inland 30 15 15 Recovery airfields 

68 68 Fightea· fields 6 SAGE 
79 AUemate lighter Uelds 
15 

TOTAL ; '. 420 39 24 220 40 420 208 



r· 

Table C-4 

COUNTERMILJTARY ALLOCATION OF SOVIET POSTURE II ON IMPROVED FORCE 
I 

No. SLM SS·7H Gravity Targets SS-9H SS-'IH Z, G, H Adv. Nuclear SS-78 SS-8S Reload Bombs 
Over-all Delivery Probability 

SU preemption 0.75 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0. 51 0.25 U.S. llreemt>lion 0. 63a 0. 528 0.7 0.7 0.04 0 o. 52a 0 

Target Class 

Dumbel' aud tanker 
airrields 124 12 62 Alle•·no.le lxunber 
&t irficld!i 51 51 

,... At la~ D, E launch sites 34 c.a 
Alia~ F l;.umch sites 52 22 C.:J 

Titan I launch sites 20 
Titan II launch sites 57 
Minuteman LCC 40 
Mh1uteman l~1unch sites 
Nuclear shu·a~e 100 50 
MiHtary control-major 20 20 

minor 60 120 Commu nica lions 22 22 
Sea pol'ls-cua~lal 39 8 

inlaud 30 1$ 15 
Recovery airfields 68 68 
Fl"hler Helds & SAGE 79 
Alternate (i~hler fields 62 

TOTAL 480 180 39 24 220 40 180 208 
Note: a 

Pindown would pa·event lhe uso of lhese weupons in the eaa·ly Hll'ikes. 

·~ .. 



United States should launch before the Soviet strike; and these are targeted with 

the hard missiles and SLMs. :The soft missiles augment the hard missile attack 

where it is someWhat thin, to go after some missile sites, and to do deferuse 

busting. The reload missiles augment the hard missile strikes and also attack 

recovery airfields, si~ce these were not covered by the missiles on launchers. 

Those gravity bombs that are used lor countermilitary purposes are sent against 

military control centers and recovery airfields. 

The over-all delivery probabilities of the ditferent weapon types for U.S. 

and Soviet preemption are included in Tables C-3 and C-4. This over-all delivery 

probability includes the probability ol surviving u.s~ attack, the probability of 

succesilul launch and, for the gravity bombs, the probability of successful delivery. 

It is assumed that reloads launch before the U.S. bomber attacks. The improved 

force includes some U.S. ballistic missile defense whose attrition is not reflected 

in the entries of. Tables C -3 and C -4 since it is a function of the particular targets 

attacked. Combined reliability and penetration probability ofthe individual warhead 

in a cluster is taken to be 0.1 against AB.M. 

Tables C-5 and C-6 summarize the sur\l'iving and uncommitted Soviet forces 

at various stages of the campaigns. These are the forces that are used in calcu

lating damage potential. Since the bombers are committed at the opening phases 

of the war, they are not included beyond that point. The missiles pinned down by 

the improved Ioree are not destroyed. They are included ill the damage potential, 

since they could eventually be used. Because they are pinned down and c~~ be 

used against counterforce targets the restdualforce and hence the damage potential 

is increased, while the force used and the realized damage is decreased. This 

effect is most pronounced in between the U.S. missile attack and the bomber 

follow-on. 

The possibility ol pindown was not taken into account in the targeting of the 

Soviet forces. If it had been, the on-station SLM force might have been assigned 

targets other than or in aQdition to ports. Since the_ ports are responsible for a 

great deal of the realized damage, such an allocation shift might have led to a 

reduction in realized damage due to pindown beyond that indicated in the results._ 
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Table C-5 

. I / 
SOVIET FORCES SURVIVING AND UNCOMMITTED AT VARIOUS STAGES QI',THE CAMPAIGNS, 

POSTURE I VERSUS OSO POSTURE , . 
.. -··· 

Before war 220 420 420 40 419 120· .. After SU missile strike ·u 21 420 2 126-314 16 Aner U, S, missile strike I 15 310 0 30-218 0 After U.S. bomber strike 1 l 1 0 30-218 0 
.... 
w 
U\ 

U.S, PREEMPTION 

Before war 220 420 420 40 419 120 After U.S. missile strike H 310 310 2 323 5 After SU missile strike 1 15 310 0 . 30-218 0 After U.S. bomber sh·ike 1 J 1 0 

···· .... _-a 
·-x .... -



.. ·· 

Table C-6 -

SOVIET FORCES SUitVIVING AND UNCOMMITTED AT VARIOUS STAG~S Of--'f~E CAMPAIGNS, 
POSTURE II VERSUS JMPROVED POSTURE -

SU PHE~M PTION 

Before war 220 

Aftel" SU missile strike 11 

Alter U.S. missile stl·ike 0 

After U.S. bomber stl•ike 0 -"" (7) U.S. PREEMPTION 

Befnre war 220 

Aller U.S. missile strike to 

After SU misstle strike 0 

Aller U.S. bomber strike 0 

180 

9 

6 

2 

180 

118 

6-llHb 

0-9h 

180 

180 

118 

2 

180 

118 

118 

0-9b 

-10 

2 

0 

0 

40 

0 

0 

0. 

Lpwer number hs without Jlindown, hit;hcr number is with pindown. 

-. 

480 

24 

20 

12 

480 

403 

20-403b 

l-24b 

419 

323 

30-218 

30-218 

419 

128-314 

30-218 

30-218 

120 .. 

15 

0 

0 

120 

0 

0 

0 

--- .... 
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Appendix D 

~ATO AND COU:\TER-NATO ALLOCATIO!'ZS 

INTRODUCTION 

Soviet rt>sponse-s to this strike were romi>Ute>d -- a pure counter

for<'E' strike and a pure counterurban strike. 

In its strike. NATO Collowed a relatively t•onstrained rourtter!orce dortrine. 

Because ot the Soviet Union' simntense dama~el>Otential7:~!~~~tWester~ ~,~~,~pe. \''l 

t1j::::;~:::·; :::~=~~::;:.~~:::~~~:::.i:: . ·-
burst. and the minimum yil:.'ld required for a reasonable damage probability was 

used. In <.'ontrast. the Soviet response. whether C'ounterforc-e or rounterurhan. is 

unrestrained. All weapons arE' groundburst. 

EUROPEA~ FORCES 

It is extrt>nteJ:r.· diffic-ult to make NATO CorC'e proje<'tions Cor 1970. Politir:al. 

militar~·. and teclmic-al !acton; vary continuously. We therefore ust-d a subs~t of 

all the systems th::Jt might be :1vailable to NATO in 1970 in C"arrying out the NATO 

initiations. Because oC thei1· problematical status. tht' NATO strike did not include 
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the TFX, VSTOL. or MMRBM. • Polaris missiles assigned to or belonging to 

NATO were held in reserve.: Despite these constraints. there were .su!!icient 

weapons in Europe to attack all t2.rgets of strategic importance in the satellites 

plus a set of interdiction targets~ assuming that the 1970 NATO force structure 

will be similar to the 1.967-1968 force structure. 

The total inventory of systems employed in the NATO attack is as follows: 

Light bomber 

Fighter bomber 

Light attack squadron 

Heavy attack squadron 

Fighter SqUadron 

Pershing missile 

12 

786 

252 (Navy) 

50 (Navy) 

168 (Navy) 

213 (Army) 
.. 

Range and loadings of both land and carrier-basect fighter bombers were 

extremely flexible. It was conveni~nt to tr r bombers as identical. 

The CEP for gravity bombs was taken at a 

Table D-1 presents ·the allocation of NATO forces to tUJets. Table D-2 

shows what happens to Soviet residual European forces as the strikes arrive . 

.,.hese forces can be substitut~ !or other European forc•s. Assuming that 
the theater force remains constant in total numbers. but changes in composition. 
realized ana potential mortalities would be approximately the same as those 
incur rea wttA the fort'es used here. 
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Target Areas 

Table D-1 

NATO WEAPON ASSIGNMENT 

No. 
TarGets 

~ '. 

Fighter Bombers 

Weapons 
per Target 

Weapons per 
Target Class 

Pershlngs 

Weapons 
per Target 

Weapons per 
Target Class 



.... ... 
0 

CUSl' 

OSJ> \'l'nous SU 
llOSilll'l' I 

USAF \'t•nm~ SU 
pn.stun· I 

liSA F V(>l' Sli.S su 
j)HSilll'(' II 

lllll)l'UVt·d ll. S. 
\'('l'.SliS Sll 
poslun~ II 

Bdurc 
Missile 
Strikt~ 

Tahh• D-2 

SOVIET HESIDlJAL EIJROPEAN FORCES 

SS-4 SS-5 

Aht••· Al'tcl' Aftf'l' Be fun~ Al'ter Aflt•r Ahca· 
Missile NATO Bmnb('l' Missile Missile NATO Bomht'l' 
Sta·ikl' Sta·ikc St rikL·•• su·iku su· ike:> Sta·ikc su·ikt·h 

(' 
SLMs . 

it SAC bomhc1·s do 1\ut rcatlat·k tlitfJifiJ since doinl! so •·equlres a htirly large expenditure of nh·t~rafl. 
•md n~.t>idu;~l dmhUlo:U tMJltmtiul h:1 nul marlc:et 1 cdm~cd. 

b . 
SAC assi~nnumhi tu h:.u·d tar~els arc independent of NATO tar~etln~ because or uncc•·tainties ahuut 

the avaUaiJiiUy uf theal<'l' runes at\U otllrUlun tu llu~m. 

c Forty-rivl• SLMs. hwludin~ some h·mu W-t'lass ~:~ubmat·inc~s. ~~~''" 11rhitrarlly. assi~ncd hi Eun~twan 
lUrJteCs. 



-sBG:RET -
SOVIET ALLOCATIONS 

The Soviet r~:~sidual 15. 17, and 18 are derived 

................ _ ............ survhring the missile striktt rould not l"nlploy their ref1rtl t"apabili~· 

before NATO fOr<"es arrived. Tilt- Soviet rivil damage potential after the U.S. 

missilr. strike obviously would be murh higher without this assumption. 

ln l Soviet rountertort"e response after the U.S. missile strike or the NATO 

strike. the Soviet Union uses the SS·4s and SS-5s against major 

,•· 
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Appendix E 

CIVIL DAMAGE CALCULATIONS 

METHODOLOGY 

THE BASIC SOURCE for the mortality estimates of the test has been the Quick Count 

model. an IBM 7090 program developed at RAI.'lD by L. H. Wegner, N. D. Cohen, 

N. A. Hanunian. and G. W. Arn1erding. • The geographic distribuiion of popu

lation is represented by a table of monitorin~ points. Associated with each point 

are the number of people. the !{e'Ographic coordinates. and an index representing 

the size of the area represented by tbe point. This areal distt·ibutton is incorpo

rated into the computation of blast d.unage. •• Monitoring points are identified by 

a political subdivision such as state. province. or country. Population tapes rn:Lve 

been prepared for United States-
fe!~'' I ~........;,__._.;.;..;;,~~~~~~~ 

Blast dama~;re computations employ an approximation to the "sigma curve" 

relationship between probability of damage and distance to ground zero adopt"ed by 

AFNIN..... Tile weapon radii for air· and groundburstBfn'~eapons. the value of 

sigma (which shapes the damage function}. and the exponent Cor scaling weapon 

radii to other yields are all inputs. 

•This model wm be desc1·ibed in detail in a RAND Memorandum under pre
paration by L. H. Wegner. 

• •St rictly speaking. in addition to fallout damage. any combination of effects 
thllt can be represented in terms or a weapon radius -· lor example. thermal
damage -- could be computed by the model instead of blast damage . 

.... AFM 200-8. :oiuclear Weapons Emplovment Handbook (U). Con!idential. 
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Twenty wind ~:harts. five for e-ach season. have been prepared fnr each re-gion 

ror which there is a populiltion tape. Fallout. blast. and combined fallout and blast 

mortalities can be computed for any subset oC these wind conditions. In efCect t"he 

pro!:{ram <:onstructs Callout patterns and com1)utP.s the maximum biological dose 

at each monitorin:.t f)Oirit as the first step in computing Callout mortalities. The 

ma.ximum biological dose is computed by assuming a t -1. 2 decay law. a. 10 per 

cent ''il·reparable" factor. and a recovery rate of 2. 4 per cent per day. 

The population or each political subdivision is allocated to three shielding 

categori!s. It is assumed Cor each shielding category that the radiation exposure 

factor has a normal distribution for which the mean and standard deviation are· 

inputs. The biulogical res1>011Se to radiation is represented by a cumulative normal 

distribution with the mean and standard deviation as inputs. 

The combined result of multiple e!fects. either blast from more than one 

weapon or blast and fallout. are treated by assuming that at each monitoring point 

the probability n( surviving one is independent of the probability of surviving the 

others. Table E-1 sun1marlzes the values oCthose inputs that have remained Ci."ted 

throughout the Quick Count runs of this study. 

The three shelter categories are taken to represent (1) wood-frame houses, 

12) basements. and (3} special shelters. The effective exposure factors are based 

on the assumption that people 1·emain in shelters for two weeks. The dose received 

after the two-week period is llne-tenth the natural outdoor dosage. to reflect the 

use of moderate llrotection measures. . 
The Urbru1 Ground Zer.o Selector (UGZ Selector) is an au.xiliary routine Cor the 

automatic allocation of weapons to urban areas. It allocates weapons in sequence 
to urban areas and aim points within urban arellS. The desired ground zero Cor 

each weapon is chosen to approximately maximize e~pected murtalities on the basis 

of expected blast effects or the preceding weaf)OilS in the allocation. Although in 
principle this allocation could also take intu account the e~pected blast damage 

from military attacks. this has not in fact been done. :-lor is there any attempt to 

incorporate fallout effects in the allocation process. Both factors are. of course. -

included in the Quick Count computation of dam~e. 
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Table E-1 

QUICK COUNT l:SPUT PARAMETERS-- MORTALITIES 

g1·oundburst weapon radius " 2. 15 n mi 

atrburst weapon radius "' 3. 00 n mi ....... ~ ........ 
0 = 20 

Cube root scaling used Cor other yields. 

Fallout 

50 per cent lethal dose 

Standard deviation 

Residual radiation levelb 

Shelter cate~ories 

Category l 

Category 2 

Cate~ory 3 

;.i'otes: 

4 50 roent;tens 

= 100 

roent~ens/hr 
.:; 1750 kiloton/square mile 

Mean shieldin~ 
factor 

0.5 

0. 1 

0.02 

Standard 
devtat ion 

o. 1 

0.025 ... •. 

0.005 

~hese \'alues currespondtodf}ftfJ-K uf 10-P-0 and a scaled hei!!ht ,,r burst 
!m· airburst weapons o{ 500 Ct at .· , · · ·.·· For this \'ulnerability number and a"' 20. 
4 1>er cent prubabilit~· or death 1>t:curs a.t 4 psi. 50 per cent at 7 psi. and 90 per cent 
at 10 psi. See ~uclear Weapons Emplovment Handbonk (U). AFM 200-8. Confi
dential. A~t~. I>P· 1--10. 41. ~lnd 52. -

bThe residual radiation le\•el is the product of the ~amma acth•ity factor and 
the terrain shieldin~ f&u:tor. 
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To supply coordinates oC the DG4s of the military attacks. talltet lists of 

pr~sent target systems. supplied primarily by AFNIN. were used !or theo Commu

nist Bloc and Western Europe. Where these lists needed augmentation to provide 

for future growth this was done by creating fake targets reflecting what seemed 

to be the emerging pattern Cor these target systems. Progrounmed force deploy

ments from. various sour~e$ were used to provide target lists Cor the Unit~ 

State~~ . . :J These g~ve fairly firm information except for Minuteman 

beyond Wing V. However. in all the Soviet strikes against the United States. 

the Minuteman Ust exceeded the number of complexes actually targeted so that 

its augmentation with fake targets was not necessary. 

All the realized damage (da.n1~e !rom attacks on military ta~"~tets) calcula

tions of the text were computed by Quick Count runs. as well as a representative 

set of the dantage potential (damage from attacks onr.~1~; ,;,,.~;~!~,·~~~~;Jcalcul:ttions. 
including at least one (or each realized damage case. Further c~lculations of 

damage potential were made using the conctopt of equivalent weapons. discussed 

below. 

Work with the MUSTARD model. a RAND-developed predecessor to the Urban 

Ground Zero Selector. has indicated that within the range of CEPs used (1 n nli 

and less) the f!1l f}n weapons of different yields can be reflected 

with satisfactory precision by measuring the damage potential of an equivalent 

number of weapons of a standard yield.* The results with the Quick Count model 

have tended to corroborate this result. 

In particular. let c{Y) be the (empirically derived) eflectivenesscoelffcient 

:: ~~:~~ct:d r:;~{t2.~GTj:::::~ ~i:~:~d:~d. y~:: ::·~po~st~it:::~~~~:~tb;o:: 
biUty p

5
• Consider an, atta~k involving k weapon types with ni weapons oi type .i. 

*The MUSTARD model was developed by M. Lavin and D. Langfieldandis 
described in 1\1. Lavin. Destruction Rate for United State!ll Cit! Resources in the 
Eyent of N"uc!ear Attacks (U). The RA.'lO Corporation • .RM-2331-PR. January 1959 
(Secret). The equivalent weapons treatment and data for computation of c(Y) are
to be found ill D. C. McGarvey and M. Beachley. NS!i I Blast Damue in the 
United States and the Soviet Union ftMZones -- An Application of the MUSTARD 
MD<:\!! ,u). The RAND Corpol"ation. -2690-PR. July1961 {Secret). pp. 16-19. 
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each ol yield Yi and delivl'ry ~~obabUJty pi. 1 ..s. i ..s:. k. Then rhe totAl mortalities 

that this heterogeneous force can inClict is approximately M(n ) where n is the 
e e 

equivalent number of standard weapons, gtven by 

CIVIL DEFENSE ASSUMPTIONS 

A "Standard Shelter Case .. for the United Statesf!2? ~~Uz!,i::;lhas been developed 

for Quick Count by J. R. Lind and M. J. Penzo based on daui on basements from 

the 1960 Census. Part I. of the Office of Civil Defense {OCO) shelter survey. and 

certain behavioral assumptions on the part of the populace. Sheltering occupancy 

has been developed on a state-by-state and rural-urban basis. As an input toQuick 

Count. however. the data have been aggregated so that all .nonitoring points in a 

state have the san1e distribution of population to shelter categories. 

n is necessary.to distinguish between number of shelter spaces available and 

number occupied. It is assumed that there are an unlimited number of Categorj 1 

shelter spaces (houses) available, that the number of Category 2 shelter spaces 

(basements) available is in proportion to the fraction of dwellings that have base

ments. and that the number of Category 3 shelter spaces available i& the total 

number or spaces with a protection factor of 100 or better {found in the OCD Phase 

1 Sun•ey). Actual occupancy is based on t.he data on shelter spice available on a 

state-by-state basis and the assumptions 'that at least 5 per cent of the population 

is in Category 1. at least 5 per cent is in Category 2. no more than two-thirds of 

the Category 3 spaces are occupied, an~ that subject to these constraints the 

Category 3 shelters are occupied first, the overflow goes to Category 2 and the 

remain.ing overflow is ~ in Category 1. 
The allocation or e'' I population to shelters has been done on the basis 

of basement data. No Category 3 shelters are assumed for .............. _ ... 
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T&tble E-2 summariz~~ ~the total number of t>eople sheltered in the United 

States uudttr the Standard Sheltering Assumptions and also when additional shelters 

arc pul'Chruted for Defense Programs A and B or the cext. Progr-am A is incU11JU• 

rated as JJ:trt of the imt>roved U.S. posture. 

Table E-2 

SHELTER OCCUPA~CY ASSUMPTlO~ SUMMARY~- USITED STATESa 
(millions) 

Standard JH'O!-tram 

Prog:ram A 

Pt·og:t•am B 

Catt>'-'ory 1 
lhuusesl 

73 

5 

5 

Cate~ory 2 
fbasementsl 

72 

57 

35 

Category 3 · 
7 psi 15 psi 

33 

67 49 

60 78 

41
Based un a 1960 pofXJiation of 178 million for em·h prO).tram. 

C;Heg:u1·y 3 has been S{'f>UJ'ated into two subcateJ!uries. those wtlh blast prnteC'

titm c>f 7 J>~;i ;md tho!'ie with blast prott>cticm of 15 J>Sf. Bnth sulx·attt~nries <U'(' 

t1·e;tted idPnt kally so fotr as f~lllout IH'Olc.>t·tion is cotwerned. 

In Pro~ ram A all l>eUtll~ in the 10 laq~est urban areas :u·e t;i\'en spet'ial sheltt>rs 

with " prtlt('t'l iuu fac.·tur of 100 m· better. n is assumed that these •u·e ('tMtsu·ul·tCd 

ur impl'O\·ed to yield, 15 psi pl'otec:tion. Siuc~e some of these peoplE' ;1ln•ady had 

C;ue~ury 3 shelter in~ tn the Standard P1·o~1·oun. this phase 11l Pru!-tr:mt A im·1·eases 

the pof>Uhttion in tht> Cate!-!;ory 3 shelters by less th:1n 49 milllon. An additional 

50 million shelters uf Cmej.tory 3 radiation p1·otectlon but with nn J~U1i<·uhtr blast 

resistance fearures are also pun·hascd and lo<.'atE'd where needed. The result is a 

total of shelter spa,·es plus basement S!Jat·es in e.:-.cess nf the tutaltJ<>IJUli.ttlnn.urtht 

United States. ~onetheless it is also assumt-d that 5 millinn people ret·ein 

Cate;.:ory 1 shellt-ring to reflect behavh>ral t•onstraints. A similar allnc;Uiun 
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lll'IH'e~s was ust-1..1 fHl' ~U'l'\\'in¥ ~\\ Program B. with the 78 nlillion people hHhe 

largest 50 (~ities l'et·eiving 15 p~i. Cate~ory 3 shelters. It is realized that the 

alloc:atiuu ,,f po,:ruh1tiun to lShelters is rou~h: llowever. the crudity of existin"datn 

•m ;1\·ailability uf shelters to l~.tt>ulation. behavioral assumf)tions. and costs of 

addit i1lnal sheht>r spact-s is such that further refinements are not justified. 

Thert- is an e\•en !-!&•ea&er paucity I)( inform:ttion un Soviet shelter programs. 

As with the Ullited States shelter pt"c>t:rams foa· 1970 it is assumed tha.r a certain 

de~l'(~f:! ot" shelterin~ is initially available to whicll an expanded civil de!ense pro~ 

~ram is added. • On the ba~is of this data and certain [lopulatton behavioral 

a.ssumf*ions the per CPrlt of the population in the thl'ee shelter categories has been 

dehH'mined ohlast by ublitst takin!-f into account the urban-ru1·al distribution of 

population in each oblast. This led to 146 milHnn Soviet P.~ople in Categorr 1. 

33 million in Categot·~; 2. and 30 million in Ciltegory 3·. Additional shelte.r (see 

Appendi'C Ai purchased for 1>nstures I and £I leads to 76 million in Cat~ory 1. 

33 milliuu in Catt>g-or~· 2. and 100 million in Cate~ory 3. [n Cate~o.ry 3 there· are 

about 20 million spaces of 15 psi bl~tst protection located in the lar~est urban 

In the absenl·e of cidl defense preparedness ur shelte.r pro~r:ulls for 

fr!:,' ' ,·'lit has . been assumed that all the population o! these areat..s-....i""'s""'i""'noioioo~ 
C.uego1·~· l. Cleal'ly existing basements in these areas could lH·uvide better pro

tection IH'twided there wet·e means o{ instrucUn~ the po}>Ulation in their .~se. 

Huwt>\·er it seellled best to make a j)essimistic assumption rather than on~'·that 
mig-ht iuvoh·e unwarranted ~~>timism. 

BALLISTIC :-trSSILE DEFE='lSE 

Balli~tie missile <k>f~nses ha\•e been employed in all Soviet postures and in 

1 he Un iwd St at~s impro\·~ posture. It seemed inappropriate to use a sophls~icated 

attt·ition m•Klel in li.~hl o( the uncertain conCi~urali()n u{ eithet· a U.S. or Soviet 

•The initial (ll'u!!-r•un fur the Suviet Union was contructedby Lind and Penzo. 
usln~ d•1ta i11 A Cunwarison t>f Selel'ted Effects oC Clean and :-.Jormal ~uclear 
\\/e•lim!ls in War \UJ. Departmtont of Defense Dama~e Assessment Center. Defense 
Atom11.: .Supptn't A!-!enq·. Octuher 1962 tSecret-Restl'icted Data). 
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system. It was assumed si~ply that each attacking object had a f?~y':1'''''''' lpro

babiUty ot penetrating the defenses. The civil defense assumption t.hatthepopu

lace of defended Cities was also protected by fllllout shelters with a nominal amount 

of blast protection (15 psi) was accounted lor by reducing the weapon radius ol 

those weapons allocated to these cities or to milita·ry targets in them. 

The shortcomings of this grossly .simplified active defense model are probably 

most pronounced for large scale attacks. In small scale attacks aimed at maxi

mizing mortalities. it would be preferable to bypass the defended areas unless the 

defenses were deployed at a larger number o! cities than in either program A or 

B. When the attack size becomes large enough to tDclude defended cities. optimal 

tactic~-by the offense would call for concentrating the attack at a single target 

area until it was large enough to effect saturation or destruction of the defenses. -

Among the devices to Cacilitate this. the ofCense could use clustered warheads. 

Such multiple offense warheads would enable defense saturation with Cewer 

boosters. as well as tending to exhaust the stockpile of defense interceptor 

missiles. 

Comparison of the results of Fig. 9 with calculations that have attempted to 

take these factors into explicit account suggests that the results are not substan

tially different for attack levels below, say. fll!\t,,;$=1;lfwarheads. Moreover-, 

where the So~iets are attacking with a force that has been heavily damaged by 

counterforce attacks. the surviving forces are unlikely to be those with optimal 

characteristics for penetrating antimlssile defenses. unless a large part of the 

Soviet force, or an invulnerable portion of it, were so optimized. For larger 

attacks where the vulnerability and saturability of active antimissile defenses be

come important. and enemv forces optimized to penetrate defenses may be availa-. . 
ble. the curves of Fig. 9 based on the constant attrition rate mo4el probably 

understate the damage troiu attacks aimed at maxJmJzing mortalities. In addition, 

the curves of Fig. 9 do not reClect the level of property damage in the defended 

areas. which wouLd be considerably higher than the level oC populaUon damage as 

a result o{ the population shelters. 
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Appendix F 

U.S. AND ~VIET ECONOMIC DAMAGE POTENTIAL 

I. UNITED STATES 

INTRODUCTION 

THE COST of a nuclear exchange is measured by realized civil damage. 

And the coercive power of the United States and the Soviet Union during a nu

clear exchange is measur~d by the residual damage potential --the maximum 

additional amount ol civil damage each nation could inflict at any time with its 

surviving force:a. Civil damage has been defined as equivalent to civil mortalities, 

because mortalities can sometimes serve as an index of economic damage, and 

because more is known about potential civil mortalities than ts known about tbe 

ability of nations fo recov~r from general war. 

For several r~asons. it is desirable to be more precise abautthe relationship 

of civil mortalities to damaged resources: that is, to be more precise about the 

relative likelihood of economic viability after general war. First, the cq_ercive 

power of the United States during a general war would depend~ in part, on judgments 

_about the postattack . viability of the United States and the Soviet Union. Second, 

the political outcome of a war will depend in part on the ability of the United 

States and the Soviet Unioo to repllir and reorganize damaged economies. Thtrd, 

both the United States and the SoViet Union may be interested in making limitedp 

but hopefully credible, threats by implying that residual forces could be used in a 

controlled, discriminating manner against resourr.es as well as against population. 

In this Appendix we will not attempt to answer all the questions that arise 

when the socio-economic viability ol nations during and after general war ls ~ 
as an index of realized and potential damage. We will be concerned primarily 

with the balance between surviving population and surviving resou~ces for the 
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United St3tes and the Soviet Union in the four <>ases: OSD vnsus Soviet 1>osture I: 

USAf versus Soviet t>ost~r:P 1: USAF versus S«wiet posture II: and improved U.S. 

ver.sus Soviet posture II. We wtll attempt to m3ke feasibilitv ('r>mparisons for 

each case and for eaeh nation given alternative levels oc damage and ilOStatta('k: 

economic requirements. 

It should be evident that demonstrating the !easibtl1ty ot. reorganiution and 

re<'uperation for given levels of damage and requirements does not in1ply tlutt 

society <'an~ indeed. recover from a general war. Although thert> may be no 

physical or technological barrier :~gain.st rtocovery. a nation mi(Cht not recover 

rapidly because of organi7.ational factors. The eC'onomy's organization:~.! web~ 

the institutions providing directions and decisions for i.ndustry. may be damaged 

or disarrayed. And there are many questions about social behavior under severeo 

stress and disaster. The answers cannot be prt-dicted with conlldence. However. 

il the economy attempts to OJ>erate initially at levels Where surviving c-apacity 

is not adequate- for meeting demands on that capacity, tht"n even a good organi

zational base and productive ·sCX'tal behavior will not .be SUfficient to prevent 

bottl~necks whiC'h <"ould delay recupf'ratton. To speak of postattack reorganization 

and reruperation~ therefore. it is first nert>ssary to demonstr:.tte that surviving 

c-apacity is adequate to meet the expec-ted postattac-k c-lvilia.n and military 

requirements. II cat>at'ity is not adequate. thton adjustments must be made in tbe 

level of civilian rtoquirements. rniUt:uy requirements. or both •. 

The nature of these adjustments for a given set Of industrial commodities 

will be examined here. For the Soviet Union we consider steel. machine tools. 

lHHroleum. hydroelectric power. and thermal pQwer. • 

ASSUMPTlONS AND DEFINITIONS 

in the Soviet economy: 

•This ts the only important set for which Sovlet data is easil~· :tvailable 011 
a ge~raphic bnsis. Estimates of C'Apac-itv are provided bv AFNIN. -

\ for .::;.~~--:r:~o:::_-~-~~-~-On~ tbOrin~ ef~eet~ ·. \ 
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3. The population. t>ossessing 20 million spet"ial (:tllout shelters and 50 

million improvised fallout shf'lters. is preparPd to take shttltt>r on warning. 

4. Any· industrial and agrit'ultur:ll problems t"n:ttPd by fallout are ilssum..-d 

ro be solvable once the population enu•rges from sheltttr. 

5. lm!>Orts would not be available from tbe West. 

An eor.-onom:v is viablE' alter gt>nt>ral war if it is rapable of:. (1) providing the 

bulk of surviving worktars and their families with a level of ronsumption high enough 

to maintain their produrtivity: (21 meeting any need (or postattat"k ntilitary opera

tions; and (3 I repairing and/or maintaining the stock of real <"apital required in 

arrompli.shing (ll and (21. 

Viability is defined in this way be<-ause it may not be diiri<'ult to deomonstrnte 

that then• is some low (t-quilibriunu level of population for whi<'h surviving re

sources would be adequatt-. t-ven where destru<'tlon of resourres was vt"ry l:trtte. 

We do not ronsider a SO<'iety and taronomy viable if it suffers extremtoly large 

losses of population ~ a ltt'nP.r:d war be<'ause it <'arinot maintain ilJl ortl'ruli~.ed 

pattern of life while <"ontinuing to use modern te<'hnolotrY. Second. a soriety 

that ('annat maintain or possibly :.1u~ment its 1·esidu:tl military for<'tts may not be 

lett Cree to reorganize and rPruptor:ttf'. Third. it is cl£"~1r that thto stock at sur

viving <.'3pit:Jl :md the skills f)f th£" surviving population must be in hal:m<'e before 

the :1bove conditions can be met. Although some form of SO<'iety and Pronomy 

would probably reemerge it these C'nnditions wer~ not met. it mip;ht be at an ex· 

tremel~· primitive level. 
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r~? .. ····· .. ·.·· .. ·.· .•· ... c r(· .. ih !. iii> if 
Table F -1 presents a rough index of the amount of resources associated With 

the counter-force target system presented by Soviet posture I and Soviet posture II. 

Since the Soviet Union and the European satellites are treated as a homogeneous 

nation for counter-force purposes. the economic capacity figures are the totals for 

the Soviet Union !!2 the satelUttes. and the percentagu for each resoul'ce ca.te

gory are computed using total capacity. There is no double counting .wttbtn a 

given target system, but there is double counting between target systems ror the 

reason mentioned above: There are many ways in which capacity can be destroyed~ 

. Nel.'tber the r~~~E!:~~~~-1!_·~~. : ~ .. trmcci:_,_:,_(_~?hl:· ~.:.· ···!'•+ · .•. ·· · ...•. ·._.l_·.·.·:·; .. ··h·.· .•. :,•.•·.·a·· .. ···.• .. • .• ~.:.· .• :' .. ·.'.·.~.-... r_·····.·.·.: .. ···.·.:·~.-.:_··.•.··.· ..• ·.·.··.r ... · .. ·.··.•.··.··l. mdustr1al collocation except for a ~;;::;:~~~t~. ;\4.,·~~:; > ~ . 

tJA!fA1u3'}n Soviet posture II have zero collocation. 

However, most 
L-~~~~~~--~t•h•es_e_.a~r•e•a•s--a•r•e.aa•t•a~~~st~an·c·e~fr•o~m~t~h~e-=~~suchtbat damage 

probabilities are zero if Minutemen are used. 
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.._....,.....,.....,.....,....._. __ ..._...._......,.......,.. ......... ........,are ten miles or more from the DGZ. and damage 

probabilities from blast and thermal effects are very low. 

are 9. 15, and 7 miles from the DGZs. Attacking for example~ 

with Type A or B Minutemen gives essentiallv zero damage probabilities for the ;· 

can 
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reiativel~· intact after the eountE>r{orce strikes. and since much of the skilled 

required to handle the capacity _would also survive: and sin<'e th~re 

the Soviets could probably reorganize otnd recuper;~tE> if the 

war ended with the counterforce phase. provided that the organizational structure 

remained intact and there was no adverse soc-iaJ behavior. 

I STRIKES 

Should U.S. rt>sidual forreos bt" used in t;Mn':l strikes. 

would. deptmd on the absolute losses. the ratio Of 

other- vtords. there ts no wlique lP.vei o( ctamage below whirh a nation is 

viable and above whi<'h it is not. 

Figur~ F -1 presents a rough idea ot some oC 

a feasibility calculation for a given industry 

numbers from 8 to 322 shows the percentage 

s involved in n1akin,; 

the residual forces in the OSD posture. The same eurve holds approximately 

for the USAF posture. The numbers indkate the number of 

The ercentage of 

~._~ .. ~~~--~--------------------~~ t of the capacity aSSO<'iated with each urban :n-ea attarked is destroyed. 

(Assumption 2 a~ve.l The numbert-d dots to the right of the su~tv:~-1 <'urve indi-

Jl, , ··· ':· mip:ht he like if 1 00 lltor c-e-nt 

The straight lines beginning on the ordinate indic-ate a Sflt'rifif"d final d•mam.l 

on surviving capacit~· -- th3t is. direct plus indirPrt de-moUld -- fnr Px.::mq>ie. the 

40 pe~ .. cttnt . Ci~~~,!~~,;~7i[~~:~~~nt },i~~.,,~.~;;:,~, !,~~~!: .. 4.,1:.;~,~:~!s,;~ prE-3tt~<·k 
IMl:Jit~t). ··.·~ :':c:r :\!2_:·'. :,',··: ',' .·:.'';~'''''r~f''l'~X'. ::· ~ '"i :;;'~(~) An~· pnant on or 

above the- 40 per <."t"nt line satisfies this c-ondition. Con-t~t-QUE'ntly . .!!. the Soviets' 
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This fact ts illustrated by the intersection of 

th~ 80 per e~nt Civilian Requirement Hne and tbe survival curve. • 

According to our definition. however, an economy merely capable of supporting 

the population is not. viable. Suppose that 10 per cent of initial 

lioiooo......,......,......,......,~-~~~~This situation is presented by the ao· per cent Civilian 

plus 10 per cEmt Fixed Military Hequirement line. Obviously with such require

ments, OSD or USAF forces would be adequate to prevent viability. 
~~~~~ 

.....__ ....... ~_... .... and the residual OSD and USAF forces are large enouch to carry out 

this kind of attack. n . 

FiJtUres F-2, F-3, F-4~ and F-5 present the same kind of analysis for c::r~:J 
e~!f!$!2!!ffl!H!!; , ,:; · , . ,, . ;::;·"'" ... · ··"' : :·,~1 ,~,~:;; . 1 The survival 

curve indicates that it would be very difficult to create bottlenecks in the 

1\~~~l~~~ The requirements lines indicate that even an attack 

•The .4 ratio of surviving capacity to population Is suggestive because it is 
the minimum to which capacity may fall and provide the entire 1958 U.S. popu
lation with a 1929 standard of ·living. The .8 ratio is used he reo to indicate an 
upper bound, showing how difficult it would be to maintain such a standard. For 
extensive discussion of postatta~k requirements for the U.S. population. see 
D. V. T. Bear and P. G. Clark. Which Industries Would be Most Important in a 
Postwar U.S. Economy (Ul, The RAND Corporation. RM-2443-PR. September 
1 §59 (Coillidenual): S. G. Winter, Jr.. Economic Vtabilitv After Thermonuclear 
War, The RAND Corporation. RM-3436-PR. forthcoming; Civil Defense- 1961. 
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Fiq. F-4·-oso versus SU posture I-residual 
U.S. economic otential 
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Fig. F-5~050 versus SU posture I- residual U.S. 
economic damage potential 
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Of course. this would not be. true assuming 100 per cent capacity pe 

were destroyed. Tbe dots to the right of tbe survival t"'urve indicate 

requirement wouJd be prevented by an attack orat~;)J But even at 

level ol resource destruction the Soviets could easily alford the "40 ... 10" 
requirement. 

lt is extremely di!fic;ult to create bottlenecks 

;:g~t ~~t::~~::~c~3J:::. residual OSO or !be Imp::: 
U.S. forces still permits the Soviets to rneet an 80 per cent civilian requirement 

(.8 per cent surviving ca.paeity for every 1 per cent 0( sUrviving ~uJatlon) plus 

a ftxecs 10 per cent military requirement. Given an impo~ 25 per c11nt !UfK2 

military requirement~ the Soviet Union could meet a ciViuanf!ltl.ltg=Jr•
quirement at 58 per cent. And this, by estimates tor a postattack U.S. economy. 

is still fairly large. 

Figure F-5 shows that the OSD or USAF residual forces would not be ade-

quate in creating bottlenecks if civilian requirements are below a ratio 

of .5 and if there are postattack military requirements. 

Soviet prospects for viabllUy are somewhat different when we consider the 

residual forces of the improved u.s .. posture. The survivtnc population is larcer 

than in· the other cases because collateral damage ts low. In this 

surviving· population~ the Soviets become more 

~~~~rwe omit dts~ussion orr!~~~~~~!m~~!~~~ 
results are similar to the OSD and USAF cases. 

shows that if the Soviets attempt to maintain a .4 ratio of sur

~;au plus a 10 per cent fixed military requirement. an attack on 

Would prevent the requirement from being met. An attack .on 

ould be required in the OSD and USAF cases. However. in all 

three cases, if the Soviets attempt to satisfy 

near the .4 level, the United St-ates could not prevent it. assuming tbe 80 per cent 

<lestruction criterion. • 
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The same situation occurs !lith re.spe~t 

•·40 + 10'' requirement implies th~t an. attack 

neck With the improved U.S. forces. But induci 

and USAF cases requires an attack on 

There are many permutations ot L'ivU!an and milJtary rttquirements that can 

be tried using Figs. F-1 through F-7. The conclusion to be drawn is that U.S. 

all three cases would be capable ot 

TARGETING ECONOMIC RESOURCES 

During the middle and late stages of a general war. it may sometimes be 

prudent to make limited but credible threats by implying that residual forces 

would be used against economic targets. The purpose of strikes against economic 

targets would be to introdu~e an intermediate level in tht escalation process . ' 

between rounterforce strikes and. counterpopulation strikes and to cripple post~ 

attack Soviet power without destroying population. • ~-

Table F-2 presents resour<'e raakings by per cent capacity and shows the 

collocation of population on a conservative 15-mile radius. For example, the top 

Some idea 0( the effects ot targeting the resources in Table F-2 at the end 

of the counterforce strikes in· the four cases ~an be obtained if we assume that 

all resources targeted are destroyed and aU the population associated With the 

•In the recent book. Soviet Militarv Strategy, the Soviets emphasize strikes -
at U.S. eeonomir targets and political control centers~ but do not expltc1tly 
mention pure pq:,ula.tion strikes. See RAND Report R-416-PR of the same title-. 
April 1963. 
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Table F-2 

CONCENTRATION OF SOVIET( RESOURCE RANKINGS61 

Notes: - 3
Cullocaled tXJpulallon includes pupuhltion wHhln a 15-mile radius from the resource and summed '~umu-

lative;l~Y~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~AT~~7r~~~~~ 

... 



(b)(1),(b)(3):42 
usc §2168(a) 
(1)(C)-(FRD) 

(b)(1 ),(b)(3):42 
USC§2168(1l}' 
(1)(C)-(FRD) 

(b)(1),(b)(3):42 
usc §2 1'66{8) 
(1)(C)-(FRD) 

(b)(1),(b)(3):42 
USC §2168(a)· 
(1)(C)-(FRD) 
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resources is also destroyed. Tbe economic targets have Q vulnerability numbers 

and are, therefore, sensitive to airburst weapons. Conuquently, the only popu

lation mortalities from tbe economic targets would be from t>last. Obviously, 

on a 15-mile collocation radius we are deliberately overatating bla.st mortalities, 

but the reBtllts would -not be very dif!erent if we had precise calculations of blast 

mortalities from economtc strikes. 

Figures F--8 through F-12 present a feasibility calculation for alternative 

"bottleneck" strikes at Soviet industry after the counterforce strike. The 40 

per cent requirements line ls the only one drawn, except those for I!JWJI}:J 
IJ~Jsince it is evident tbat the Soviets would have great difficulty satisfying 

any requirements above that. Forf'ffl!!!f!!~J,~!t~~-!f!rl~~~;~,r~~~2)would make 

.... Jt i_~p~ssible to satisfy th~ 40 per cent requirement. 
~--~~~~-~ ~-~tl.!2:j?~~;···~-:;~~;::··""~,.:~'~;";'!i''' .... ~ ....... ", > >c•·~··· .. . \:•1'• .;:m~:J 

... ~b...:.-~~:..:.: .... ;-c ' .. · ~4would make it impossible to satisfy the 40 per cent require-

ment in these industries. However, Fig. F-3 shows that it would (b)(
1
).(b) 

mmm .on ... about.tiSf~-:-~1·L.··.;,~.:~~.·=:Iin OSD versus Soviet posture I or OSD ~~~~~) 
versus Sovlet posture n to reduce the Soviet Union to a "40 per cent ciV1li~ .... .JC).-(~) 

+ 10 per cent fixed militaryt• requirement. An attack on aboutl···~·.~'~/:1;• ~~"~~fi~~;f:;;~{;~:1tJ 
.... {L~;~.l..,..;.,,..... ·-·····•· •tn OSD versus Sovtet posture I or BnJ!n..~~ed U.S. versus Soviet 

posture II ~ld not allow the Soviet Union to satisfy "70+--lO~~ .. r!~~:ement. (b)(
1
).(b) 

In all four cases, the United States has sufficient residual !orces to.attick · .. ·~i~~f 
any on.e of these J(O~· or all of them simultaneously While ~~ 

. Since other industries are more sensitive to direct attack, weapons should 

not be allocated to~§Lf1!"~~,~ The payoff from targetinC other re-
sources would be big er. · 
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SUMMARY 

In all four above-mentioned cases U.S. residua.lforces, if used to their fullest 

extent purely against =·~·tJ are capable of preventing the Soviet ·union from 

operating its economy at a high level. The Soviet Union would not be able to support 

both high consumption levels and large military forces. 

!MI~~tnilitary forces after the war would ~ to push 

but adverse effects on productivity could be exp 

conditions. 

however. would not be able to prevent the Soviet Union 

N:W.I!MI~'"'were attacked. Even when all residual forces 

e Soviet Union could still allocate moderate 

amounts of resources for militarv fort>es while maintaining 

r!!~i!~~t!E!:~'W~ttf~~.;:;;.:(:·~\ci·;;"1. :I This is true if the organizational structure 

oC the Soviet Union is adequate to handle postwar problems. 

The to be acutely sensitive to dirtoct attacks 
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ll. SOVIET UNION 

INTRODUCTION 

Given four cases, three time periods~ and several alternate Soviet respon1es, 

many contingencies would have to be examined in making a complete analysis of 

realized and potential damage to the U.S. economy. Fortunately. the economic 

effects of Soviet second strikes tn the OSD and USAF cases tend to be similar. 

As a representative case, we Will use Soviet posture I -- second strike -· versus 

OSD (no ABM). As a contra£t to this case, we will consider Soviet posture II-

second strike --versus improved U.S. (with moderate ABM defense). 

For several reasons, we will restrict pur analysis ot urban or countervalue 

strikes in the two cases to the period after the u.s. bomber strikes. Before the 

bomber strikes, the Soviet residual damage potential is in a range where uncer

tainties about the ecological consequences of the war and the survival ol a national 

organizational base begin to dominate feasibility calculations. In other words, the ... 
"scale" effects of the war -- the consequences of losilll large numbers of people 

and resources in absolute terms -- may make reorganization and recuperation 

impossible even though the balance between surviving resources ana surviving 

population permitted subsistence or better." 
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Should the Soviet Union employ its damage potential after the U.S. mlsstle 

strikes, the United States: would face very serious problems in reorganizing its 

economy, given any of the three postures -- OSO, USAF, or improved U.S. 

However, the differences between the postures are great ~the U.S. bomber 

strikes. These differences will be analyzed below. 

DATA BASE 

Some of the industrial categories that we will employ in studying tbe U.S. 

economy differ from those used in studying the Soviet eeonomy, because the avail

ability of data on a geographic basis differs. For the United States we Will consider -the recovery and military support industry (RMSI), survival industry (SUHVI). 

government control centers (GOVCC), petroleum reftninr capacity (POL), power, 

and ports. RMSI is an aggregate made up of various three· and four digit SIC (Stan

dard Industrial Classification) manufacturing industries considered essential for 

economic recovery and the support of military forces. SURVI is an aggregate of 

industries considered essential in the support of surviving population, such as food 

processing, textiles, medical supplies, and so on. GOVCC is defined as the set ol 

Federal offices and state capitals providing public services and insuring political 

continuity. • 

RMSI and SURVIeapacity aremeasuredby manufacturing value added. GOVCC 

capacity is me·asured by assigning arbitrary ,.importance" units to rovernment 

offices. Petroleum refining capacity is measured by thousands ot barrels per ,. 
calendar day; power capacity is measured by kilowatts ot installed capacity, and 

port capacity is measured by number of berths. 

It should be emphasized that our calculations of realized and potential damage 

to these industries are only illus1rattve of tbe economic damage the United States 

might suffer in a general war. The original data are very highly aggregated, •• 

and because some urban areas in Quick Count are a composite of. many cities, it 

was necessary to aggregate the economic data still further to correspond to the 

•Data on these categories are provided by National Resource Evaluation 
Center, Organization of. Risk (U), JWle 30, 1961 (Secret). 

*"'See Winter, op. cit., pp. 195-202,for a discussion of the economic data. 
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Quick Count urban areas. Con~~quently, we can derive only very gross estimates 

of the concentration of resources per urban area. However~ some quantitative 

perspective can be achieved by proceeding parametrically; that is, by comparing 

the loss of population in a given area and specifying a given fraction of resources 

in that area as also destroyed. 

We make thE' following specific assumptions: 

1. All industrial capacity Within 15 miles of a military target is assumed 

to be associated With the target. Each military target system is treated 

independently. 

2. The population is prepared to take shelter on warning. 

3. J! an urban area has -ballistic missile defense. then a port associated with 

the urban area also has balUstic missile defense. 

4. In countertorce plus counterurban strikes. 20 per cent of resources per 

port in a defended area are assumed destroyed~ and 50 per cent per port 

in an undefended area. 

5. Resources destroyed in urban strikes are roughly proportional to population 

destroyed. In the OSO case this means that approx!mately 80 per cent of. 

resources per urban area attacked are destroyed. In the improved U.S. 

case, 60 per cent of resources per urban area attacked are destroyed. 

6. Industrial and agricultural problems created by fallout are ·solvable once 

the population emerges from shelter, up to a level o! 50-60 mUUon 
.:.-

mortalities. 

SOVIET PURE COUNTERFORCE STRIKES 

Table F-3 presents. ·the percentage of industrial capacity collocated with the 

OSD target system, given a 15 mile collocation radius. There is no double counting 

within a target system~ but there is double counting between target. systems. 

The 52 bomber fields~ 9 tanker bases. and 34 recovery bases exhibit only a 

slight degree of collocation. The 51 alternate bomber bases have a greater collo

cation since many of them are in cities. Eight of the alternate bomber bases con

tribute most of the collocation. These eight are Lambert (St. Louis)~ O'Hare 

(Chicago), Idlewild {New York), Westchester (New York), Cleveland, Dobbin 
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Table F-3 

PERCENTAGE OF INDUSTRIAL CAPAClTY COLLOCATED W1TIJ U.S. TARGET SYSTEMS 

Recovery & Govern-
Military ment Petroleum Total 
Support Survival Control Refining Power Total 
Industry Industry Centers Capacity Capacity Ports 

9 Tanker bases 1.1 0.8 0 0 0.6 5.2 I!J 
52 Bomber fields 3. 1 2.6 5.9 3.4 3.5 6.6 Ul i 
51 Alternate bomber bases 16.4 15.4 15.1 11.3 9.3 36.6 

8 Alternate bomber bases 11.6 13.0 3.6 4.4 6.6 ~22. 8 
29 ADC fighter bases 3.9 4.3 2.0 7.5 2.4 7.3 
24 T AC fighter bases 3.8 4.5 1.8 2.7 2.7 7.8 
89 Alternate T AC fighter bases 33.0 30.'1 14.9 32.9 17.7 55.3 -

14
: ;ir····;~~?:t r1~j·· b•••• 15.5 13.3 3.1 24.0 6.4 23.0 

~ 1.7 1.4 1.2 0.1 1.0 3.3 
3.8 4.4 1.1 7.0 4.4 8.1 :: =:~~t;:on;r~H.;ijlla1"ters 26.1 24.2 59.6 21.4 14.9 48.4 

.lO MiUtary control headquarters 11.8 11.5 45.9a 19.0 8.7 41. 'l 
~a-Communications centers 9.8 7.7 3.2 5.8 4.6 1.2 

-=ccr ,·/62 Ports 43.3 37.9 6. 1 59.6 24.9 81. 4. 
:X ~:X .. () ~ ./ 9 Defended ports (improved U.S.) 29.0 25.1 5.9 24.8 12.8 46.4 
T<O>=-'./ 
-t-.:>~ 9 Largest ports 13.4 16.9 3.9 20.6 9.6 50.9 Tl-" 
;u~t» 0 .,.,. 108 Alias launch sites 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.9 0 0 
~.a~ 

20 Titan I 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 

56 Titan ll o. 1 0 0 1.4 0.2 0 

1300 Minuteman sllos 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0 
130 Launch control centers 0 0 0 0 0 0 

34 Recovery bases 16.4 9.6 2.6 5.9 5.2 12.1 
3 Major recovery bases 

,. 
13.7 8.1 1.4 4.3 3.'l 8.4 

Note; 
aWashington contains 41.9 per cent o( goverament control centers. 
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(Atlanta), Seattle, Stapleton (Denver), and Andrews (Washington). These fields, 

however, are at a distance fro·m DG Zs where blast and thermal damage to industrial 

structures should be small. • 

Twenty-nine ADC fighter bases, and 24 TAC fighter bases also bave low collo

cations. The 89 alt_ernate TAC tighter bases, like the alternate bomber bases, are 

highly collocated. Eleven of them contribute a large fraction of the total collo

c aU on. The distances of the urban areas from the DG Z are such that some damage 

to the resources could be expected primarily from thermal radiation. 

Missile collocation is almost nonexistent. The 1300 Minutemen in the OSD 

posture were not targeted at all. Even with the larger numbers of Minutemen f.n 

the USAF and improved U.S. cases collocation remains zero. 

If the counterforce strike were limited to the target systems discussed above, 

the United states would probably experience only moderate difficulty 1n reorganizing 

the economy. But in both cases military control headquarters and ports are also 

targets. The 70 military control headquarters naturally have very high d~_grees of 

collocations because many of them are in major cities, for example, Washington, 

New York, and Los Angeles. Ten of the control headquarters contribute most of 

the collocation. Only these ten were attacked in Soviet posture I ver8us OSD 

whereas all· 70 were attacked in Soviet posture II versus improved U.S. A few 

control headquarters are in. cities with ballistic missile defenses in improved U.S. 

•It should be remembered that the total amount of resources per urban area 
is considered concentrated at a i].ven point. It is the distance from the· resource 
point to the DGZ that we are measuring. In reality resourcesarespreadabout the 
DGZ. 
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The 62 ports have t>ven a hi~~er degree of collocation than the control head

quarters. In both cases, all 62 ports were attacked. However. in Soviet posture 

II versus improved U.S., nine of the ports are at cities with ballistic missile de

fense. The collocation pattern of the nine defended ports is shown below that of 

the 62 ports. For comparison. the collocation patterns of the nine lar,est ports 

(ranked by berths) are also shown. The nine defended ports contain almost as 

much port capacity _as the nine largest ports. Five ports are in both categories -

New York, Philadelphia, Los Angeles-Long Beach, Detroit~ and San Francisco. 

They account for a large part of the collocation in either category. 

It is, ol. course, extremely difficult to make economic damage assessments 

for the strikes on control headquarters andports. There is no model that permits 

us to compute economic damage the way we compute mortalities.• Howevert we 
.• 

can make some rough comparisons. We know that in Soviet posture I versus OSD 

the total mortalities suffered in counterforre strike would be about 38 million. or 

21 per cent. 

If we assume that the counterforce strike in Soviet posture l versus OSD 

acainst all target systems except control headquarters and ports caused minimal 

_economic damage, then a rough estimate of the total economic damage from the 

strike can be derived by taking different fractions of the resources associated 

with the ports as being·destroyed, since the ports and control headquarters (par

ticularly the major ones) are collocated. 

Assuming that 50 per cent of the resources associated with the.ports (ti~i~~ 
criterion overstates damage from the port attack alone) the United States would 

have a ratio Of surviving resources to surviving population of .98 ·in RMSI, 1.02 

in SURVI, 1.23 in GOVCC, .89_in POL, 1.1 in power~ and .50 in ports. Estimates 

suggest that these ratios are far in excess of those required to support the sur

viving population at even a relatively high standard of living. •• Assuming that 

•The PARM model of the National Planning Association promises to do this. 
See F.W. Dresch, Review ol. Research on the Supply-ReQ\!irements Problem~ Stan
ford Research Institute, February 1962 . 

.. Winter, op. cit., pp. 96-115. The ports could be a bottleneck if imports of 
some commodities were required. But it should not be dif!ieult to rind ways of 
landing commodities even where port facilities have been destroyed. 
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100 per cent of the resources: collocated with ports are destroyed, the ratios are 

. 72 for RMSI •. 65 for SURVI. 1. 19 for GOVCC. ! 50 for POL .. 94 ior power. and 

. 24 for ports. The ratios here are still well above the levels that might be re· 

quired to support the population at an austere standard of living, although it could 

not aCCord a standard close to the current one. • 

Even U capacity were needed Cor military requirements, the surviving popu

lation in Soviet posture I versus OSD should be able to enjoy more than an austere 

standard olliving. For example, suppose, in an extreme case. that 100 per cent 

of the resources in ports are destroyed, and 25 per cent of preattack capacity is 

needea- for postattack military requirements. Then we have ratios of surviving 

usable resources to surviving population of . 40 in RMSI. . 47 in SURVl, . 87 in 

GOVCC .. 19 in POL. and . 64 in power. Except for POL these ratios would permit 

the population to live at, say. a 1929 standard of living and devote large quantities 

of resources to military purposes. Petroleum by assumption could be imported. 

and it should be possible to either stockpile or build portable oil refineritts . . 
In Soviet posture II versus tmprovttd u.S. (no pindown). should the Soviet re-

sponse be a counterforce strike. U.s. prospects should be even better because 

some of the control headquarters and ports have ballistic mi.SsU.e defenses. AJs~ 
. . 

suming that 20 per cent of capacity associated with defended ports iS destroyed 

and 50 per cent of capacity in undefended ports. ratios of surviving resources to .... 

surviving population are . 99 in RMSI. 1. 0 in SURVI. . 83 in POL. . 02 in power. 

and . 83 in ports. Since the surviving U.S. population ls larger in Soviet posture 

n versus improved U.S. than in Soviet posture I versus OSD, and the ratios are 

similar. this means that the United States would be able to support a larger sur

viving population at a relatively high standard of living. Furthermore, in absolute 

terms. not as much damage has been done to the civilian organizational structure 

as was done in Soviet posture I versus OSD. 

•Petroleum might be a bottleneck, but it could probably be imported. 
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COUNTERFORCE PLUS COUNTERURBAN STRIKES 

Figure F-13 shows what would happen if, after the Soviet counterforce strike 

in Soviet posture Uversusimproved U.S. (nopindown), remainiii&' forces were used 

to attac .'-4Th~e..;:su~rvi.:.,·~~~~~~~~ 

levels of resources surviving. latter were computed using the followinc 

assumption: For New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia~ which are the three de

fended __ cities attacked, 20 per cent of resources are assumed to be destroyed. 

In all other cities, 50 per cent of resources are assumed to be destroyed. These 

percentages were selected to allow for destruction of resources in the counter

force strike and to parallel population losses. 

The requirements lines have the same meaning asin Figs. F-1 through F-12. 

All survival curves are well above the 50 per cent CR ... 10 per cent FMR line. 

This means that the United states could, after the Soviet strikes are over, provide 

consumers with an austere standard of living and still provide for military forces. 

However, this analysis gives too much weight to the loss of port facillties. The 

inportance of port facilities in the reorganization effort is open to question, 

because improvised facilities may be adequate. I! ports are ~!'ored, then with 

the same 10 per cent military requirement the United states could satisfy a .64 per 

cent civilian requirement, that is, .64 capacity in ~ industry for eve~: ,l per 

cent of surviving population. And this level is estimated to be above subsistence. 

Jf petroleum imports are available or there ·are large stockpiles, petroleum 

also may be given too much weight. Petroleum bottlenecks may be easy to handle. 

Ignoring the survival curves for petroleum and ports, then the maximum civilian 

requirement the economy could meet after the counterforce plus counterurban 
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response would be 78 per Cf:'nt. or .78 capacity for every 1 per cent of surviving 

pOf>Ulation, which is relatively high. 
Tht> 47 pe-a· <'~nt en .. 25 per C'f:'nt FMR line shows thott the United States could 

meet a C"ivilian requirE>ment of a ratio of .47 surviving resources to .&"Urvtving Pt1N

lat1on while maintaining 25 per cent of initial capacity Cor military purposes or 

other governmental activities. Iflletroleum is not a bottlene<"k and the United states 

wishes to retain a 25 per cent fixed requirement. then the ratio of surviving re-

sources to population <.'an rise to .65. 

Since surviving resources in the United States probably would be adequatf' to 

proYide a standard of living above subsistence. and since the government eontrol 

centers are relatively intact after the counterforce plus counterurban strike is 

completed, the United States should be able to carry out an extensive reorganization 

effort and sustain rapid economic growth. • Such a condusion should of course 

always be qualified by noting that the effect of a general war on the U.S. organiZa· 

tional structure and on behavior of the population is uncertain. Because of the 

ballistic missile defpnse and the small Sovietforce. however. only three of the top 

ten largest cutes were attacked. Only 24 cities in all were attacked. Many of the 

public and private institutions that direct the economy arP ·in the ten largest cities. 

And cities below the top ten are not entirely destroyed. Consequently~ it would 

be diffirult to ~rgue that organizational problems might make_ reorganization and 

recuperation impossible even though it was economically feasible. 

PURE COUNTERURBAN STRIKES 

Figures F-14 and F-15 present the Soviet residual damage potential :Uter the 

U.S. bomber strikes for Soviet posturP I versus OSD and Soviet posture II versus 

improved U.S. In both cases~ the Soviet Union fires 111 SLMs in an urban attack 

designed to maximize mortalities. The di!ferences in the shapes of the survival 

curves result from the different urban areas attacked in each case. Because there 

*It should be remembered that RMSI and SURVI are both aggregates! and there 
may be bottlenecks in the specific industries composing them. However~· substi
tution possibilities probably would alleviate thP problem. 
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Fig. F-15-SU posture II second strike counterurbon 
only versus Improved U.S. 

(after U.S. bomber strike) 
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are no ballistic missile defenses in Soviet posture I versus OSD~ roughly the !,9: 
40 cities ranked by l>opulation· were attacked. Sixty undefended cities. rank 11-70 

in population, were attacked in Soviet posture II versus improved U.S .• because the 

optimal tacti(' with small numb~rs of SLMs facing ballistic missile defense iS to 

attack only the undefended cities. 
Eighty per cent of resources per urban area were assumed to be destroyed in 

Soviet posture 1 versus OSD. except for ports. where 100 percent per urban area was 

assumed tobedestroyed.• The survival curves in Fig. F-14 re!lect this assump

tion. For simplicity not all of the curves are shown, but the petroleum and power 

curves lie close to the SURVI curve. The box around the curves indicates :1 "zone 

of viability·· in which all curves except ports are contained. 

Many capacity and requirement combinations c:ln be explored with Fig. F-14. ' 

It is clear that the United States can meet the 40 per cent CR ... 10 per cent FMR 

requirement even when lOOper cent ol the ports are destroyed. •• Ignoring ports, 

all survival curves lie above the 70 per cent CR .;. 10 per cent FMR line indicating 

that this relatively steep requirement can be met. 
The r~quirements line marked 25 per cent FMR .,. 53 per cent CR max is 

dertved in a different way from the lines used previously. Given the survival 

curves. we may ask what maximum civilian requirement the United States can met!t 

if a fixed military requirement is specified. For a 25 per cent FMR~ the economy 

can provide a 53 per cent CR. that is~ a ratio of .53 of surviving re~rces to sur· 

viving population. u * This ratio is well above the .4 ratio estimated to give tile 

surviving population a 1929 standard of living...... .... 

Figure F-14 should be compar:ed With Fig. F-15. Because of lower population 

densities and resource concentrations in the undefended cities. the survival curves 

*The port facilities are heavily concentrated in the top nve cities. An 80 per 
cent destruction criterion for ports would shift the port survival curve up and to 
the left but would not change the analysis. 

••The ·port survival curve is almost tangent to the 40per cent CR •10 per eent 
FMR line. It artually cuts the linewhen 35 cities are attacked. For reasons pre-
viously given. we will ignore ports. 

•••Fora lOper cent FMR, the maximum civilian requirement that can be lllf!l 
is .72 . 

........ A 1929 standard of living is obviously well above subsistence. 
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in Fig. F-15 are based on a 60 _p~r cent destruction ~riterion includi!,! ports. 

Again, not all of the curves are drawn since they lie very close to each other. and. 

in fact, one curve serves for both RMSI or SURVI. 

The survival curves of Fig. F-15 are well above the 70 per cent CR +- 10 per 

cent FMR line. U ports are ignored, tbe United States, given a 10 per cent FMR, 

could saUsty a civilian requirement of 80 per cent, whlcb shoUld provide a standard 

oC living close to the present one. and this for a larger surviving population tban in -
Soviet posture I versus OSD. In other words, if the Soviet Union used its residual 

forces in an optimal way (maximizing mortalities in each case) the improved U.S. 

posture lJQPlies that a larger surviving population could enjoy a higher postattack 

standard of living compared with the standard that might occur pven the OSD (and 

USAF) postures. Furthermore, the economy in the improved U.S. posture probably 

would have fewer organizational problems than the economy in the· OSD (and USAF) 

postures, ber.ause the largest cities were not attacked. 

TARGETING ECONOMIC RESOURCES 

The residual Sovtet forces ln either case are not large enough to target 

large quantities of resources as well as population. However, 1f the Soviet 

Union attempted to target some of the SLMs against urban areas ranked by re

source concentration •. the improved u.s. posture would be superio; to the OSD 

(and USAF} postures in limiting economic damage. 
The top ten urban areas ranked by RMSI contain five areas with balli~~c 

missile defense~ and as ln targeting population with ~forces, the optimal 
tactic would be to attack only undefended resources. which are not as concentrated. 

Therefore, damage would be less. • 
The top ten urban areas_ ranked by SURVI contain six defended areas 1n the 

improved· U.S. posture. Should the Soviets target accordin( to SURVI, the ballistic 

missile defenses of the improved U .5. posture should limit economic damage com-

pared with OSD and USAF with no defenses. 

*Conversely, should the Soviets attack the defended resources. the ballistic 
missile defenses would help in reducing economic damage in two ways. Realized 
damage in the attacked areas would be lower than without the defense, and fewer 
missiles would be available for undefended areas. The conclusion, it should be 
emphasized, only holds for !!!!!.!!. numbers of missiles. 
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Power and petroleum rapaC'ity are not as highly C'Ollocated with ~ajar urban 

areas as RMSI and SURVI. B~t the top ten urban areas ranked by power capacity 

contain four areas with ballistic missile defenses in the improved U.S. posture. 

And the top ten urban areas ranked by POL ('Ontain three area.s with ballistic 

missile defense. While a Soviet bottleneck strike With 111 SLMs is not likely. 

if it were attempted~ the improved U.S. posture would dominate the OSD and USAF 

cases. 

STJMMARY 

The United States probably could reorganize its economy after a Soviet seC'ond 

strike given any of the three postures --OSO, USAF. and improved U.S. It can be 

shown that the balance of surviving resources to surviving population for all three 

U.S. postures would provide at least an austere standard ot living if the Soviets de

livered a counterurban strike before the U.S. bomber strike. but in such a case 

there are very great uncertainties about ecology. political and industrial organiza

tion, and social behavior~ enough to cast doubt on speedy ret'stablishment of a 

viable national economy. 

Should the Soviets use their residu:~lforces after the U.S. bomber strikes. then 

the improved U.S. posture dominates OSD and USAF postures with respe-C't to thf 

balance of surviving resources and population and with re!t-pect to organizational 

and SOC'ial factors. The improved U.S. posture implies that a larger surviving 

population could have a higher postattack standard of living than in the other two 

p<lstures. And organizational bre-akdown ought to be less pronounced in tqe im

proved U.S. posture. bt?r.ause absolute losses are lE>ss. Consequently, !eoastble 

eronomic p<lssibilities are more likely to be realized in the improved U.S. posturP. 
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Appendix G 

TWO RELIABILITY RETARGETING SCHEMES 

THE PFOBLEM 

SECTION 4 includes a discussion of the importanre of ICBM retargeting capabil

ity adequate to realize thE' potential benefits of reliability monitoring and to me~t 

the requirements of flexible forc>e usage from the hfi>ginning through the terminal 

phases of the war. rt has be>Pn questioned if eight targets pE'r missile is :m ade

quate rnpability or if somE' largpr number of t.:lrgf"ts pf:'r missile. or even com· 

plete retarp;~tability b\· expliC'it ~idanC'e. is required. One of the possible 

problE'ms with the ronstraint of eight ta~:gets per missile is that there may be no 

adt'quate <"ompromise bt'tween forC'e P[[ertiveness and effic'ienry on the one hand. 

and operationally usable t:artttoting do<'trint'"S on the- other. 

This Appendix dis<'usses two reat:lrp:eting SC'hemf's to put lower and u£Jper limits 

on the c-apabilities t1C rt'li~tbility rPtarp;E'>ting in the rontext of attacking a siz:lble· 

number of identical soft targt>ts wheort! this is thP. only mission of the missile !ort'e 

involve-d. Th~ lowl"r limit is defined hy a vPry simple targeti~W: <(()('trine Cor a 

missile force With eight tar~tets per missile. It has been SUF:gested that the simple 

dortrine would perform almost as well as unlimited retargetability. The upper 

limit b; given b:"-· full retargt'tability. 

If it is desil·t:>d to ~ive alternate missions to the !orre, either to get some use 

nut t>f those missiles not aC'tuaUy laun<'hed at prime targets or to nave the flexi~ 

bilitr nf other strike options. then :Hktitional demands wo~o~ld be plact>d on missile 

retargeting caparity. Tlu~se C'onsitierations are not incorporated in the mathe

m:ltirs to follow. 
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THE MODEL 

The mathematical treatment is limited to retargeting on the basis of reliability 

monitoring against a set of T identical targets with no more than one reliable 

missile required per target. The monitoring system tells with certainty whether 

or not each missile launched was reliable. 
Many treatments of retargeting deal with the expected forces used (actually 

launched) in performing a mission With no consideration of the size of the force 

that must be committed to the mission to handle the random variations in actual 

force used. This is a tolerable approximation if one is comparing salvo versus 

retargeting policies, retargeting under different constraints on the number ol. 

retargeting cycles (that is~ number of ''looks''), variations in the quality of the 

information received in the looks. or different penalties for ~elay in kills caused 

by looking. 
However, we are interested here in constraints on the number ol. targets per 

missile and on the processing to be done to the information gained by monitoring. 

For this purpose it is necessary to be explicit about the size of the reservoir ol. 

mi~siles involved in the attack and not merely the expected number of missiles 

used. As an extreme example. with a sufficiently large reservoir of backup 

missiles, only one target per missile will do essentially as well as any other 

system. Many miSsiles are pretargeted to each target, and are·ftred until one 

proves reliable. The number of missiles used will be as low as tn the unlimited 

retargeting case. However .. the misslles committed. in the sense of being tUtd up 

in the reservoir~ will be many times as large. 

Let N be the size of the reservoir or force committed to destroying the T 

targets. Attacking this set of targets is the only task of these missiles. 

TW<> targeting doctrines are treated. The first, limited retargeting_, ls for 

use with missiles having eight targets per missile and is designed to minimize 

the processing that the monitoring data must undergo. Tbe targets are divided 

into T /8 clusters of eight targets each. For each target cluster there i~ an as

sociated missile cluster of 8N/T missiles.• All missiles in a missile r.luster 

*Analysis is restricted to values of N and T for which T/8 and 8N/T are 
integers. Intermediate cases could be handled with appropriate changes yielding 
intermediate results. 
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have this same set of eight targets allotted to them. Sinre there is no interaction 

from one cluster to another· arld all missiles within a cluster are identical so far 

as targeting is con~erned. the decisionmaking required is quite simple. 

The second targeting doctrine treated. run retargeting. requires. in the pure 

form treated here. that any of the missiles be able to strike any of the targets: 

that is, be fully retargetable. • In this scheme, T of the N missiles are launched. 

one to earh target, With some random number S of the missiles aborting. leaving 

5 targets surviving. If S does not exceed the number of remaining missiles. that 

is. if S !!>. N - T. then S missiles arP launched at the surviving targets. It 5 > N - T 

then a!_! remaining missiles are fired at surviving targets. The process is re

peated until either all targets are destroyed or all missiles are used up. 

With limited retargetability it is possible that missiles in one missile cluster 

Will be exhausted Without killing all the associated targets. Even though there 

may be missiles left over in other missile clusters. they cannot be used against 

these surviving targets. Such is not tht> case with full retar&"eting where eitht-r 

all missiles are exhausted or all targets are dt>stroyed. 

Targetinr doctrines undoubtedly exist for a force With eight targets per 

missile that are ol greater intricacy and that would do better than our limited 

ret;1rgeting. No analysis is attempted here of how much improv•ment could be 

realized with rea~nable complexity. Hence~ any inadequacies of our limited re

targeting doctrine cannot. Without further analysis. be interpreted as inadequacies 

of a force with eight targets per missile. However~ at the minimum~ the necessity ..... 

fo1· more subtle analysis of retargeting will be pointed out. 

Our Cull retargeting rase arcepts no restraints on data processing. As 

stated, it implies a central processing of all data on missile aborts. Other ar-. 

rangements are conc_eivable that would yield the same flexibility with less depen

dence on central data processing. For instance. all missil.es could be clustered 

exactly as in the limited retargeting scheme. However. a hierarchy of higher 

level dusterings could be instituted (the hierarchy could be the normal organiza

tional lines -- flight, squadrpn~ wing, torce). All retargeting would be handled at 

*In th• context of the model. which ignores questions of missile readiness; 
the T missiles l::~.unched first could be pretargeted. In actual opP.rations. however, 
it would probably be desirable for them to have some retargeting capability. 
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the lower levels unless lower echelons came up with either unused missiles (all 

their targets destroyed) or unattaeked targets (all their missilas used upl. It 

would be just in those circumstances where the limited retargeting scheme would 

fail to cover all targets in a cluster that the higher echelons would be called upon 

to assign targets. 

OUTCOME DISTRIBUTIONS 

For given va.lues of N. T, and missile reliability, r. we are interested in ..... 
knowing the performance of the retargeting doctrines. However. it is risky to 

rick some index_ of~ the outcome without first having an understanding of how the 

outcome- might vary due to chance. In other words. we should look at the !re-

quency distribution or outcomes. 

Figures G-1 through G·4 are plots of the probability that the fraction of tar

gets surviving will equal or exceed a given amount for limited and unlimited re

targeting, for reliabilities of 0.5 and 0.8. and for different ratios of missiles to 

targets (N/TI for the case of 800 targets. The dashed lines are the outcome dis

tributions for the salvo case using the same forces. The means by which these 

curves were ronstructed is presented in the last section of this appendi."t. 

In Fig. G-1 the ratio of missiles to targets is 1.25. In the Umited retargeting 

case this corresponds to clusters of 10 missiles for 8 targets. 

Consider the r ·• 0.8 curves of Fig. G-1. This is a threshold C"ase in that the 

experted number of reliable missiles just equals the expected number of targets. 

For r = 0.8 and at probability levels above .5. unlimited retargeting kills abOut 4 

to 6 per cent more targets than does limited retargeting. I! one were to attempt 

to make a cost-effertiveness ·comparison by taking the ratio of expected targets 

destroyed to missiles committed. the two retargeting schemes would thus differ by 

only 5 per rent. B~t such a calculation {'an be quite inappropriate. Notice that 

the unlimited retargeting scheme bas a fairly high (0. 74) probability of reducing 

survivors to one per cent or less of the original force and a 50 per cent probabil

ity of destroying all targets, while with the limited retargeting s('heme there is 

almost no chance (0.02 probability) of reduC'ing surviving targets to less than 3 

per cent of the original force. Whether such differences are significant depends 

upon the context in whic-h the targets are attacked. Under some circ-umstances it 
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could be very useful to kill the ~ast target. in other circumstances it would not be 

so important. In short. conclusions on the relative merit of the two sC>hemes will 

be sensitive to the criteria used, and care must be t.aken that thatse are appropri

ate to the context. The more demanding the requirement on fraction of targets 

surviving~ the greater will be the dilference. 

U: performance like that of the limited retargeting at tbe 0.8 reliability <.'urve 

of Fig. G-1 is satisfactory, a reduction in the missile-to-target ratio of :~bout 6 

per cent would lead to an unlimited retargeting distribution curve fairly dosely 

matching that of the limited targeting curve shown. In other words. under these 

circumstances. unlimited retargeting can do the same job with a 6 per cent smaller 

force. 

Suppose that it is desired to match the performance of the unlimited retargeting 

curve (at 0.8 reliability l in Fig. G-1 by using limited retargeting and a larger 

force. To get a comparable case it is necessary to go to the case shown in Fig. 

G-3. 1.5 missiles per target (12 missiles per cluster)~ a 20 per <'ent inrrease in 

the missile force. Then one gets a better performance in the high confidence 

regions (.8 probability or higherl but there is still only a slight probability of 

killing all targets. Note that at this level of force the unlimited retargeting 

case yields virtual certainty of leaving no survivors. In fact. this is also the 

case of the smaller force of Fig. G-2. As can be seen front these cases. per

formance oi unlimited retargeting is very sensitive to the ratio of number of 

expected reliable missiles to number of targets when this ratio is near 1. 

Suppose that the reliability is 0.5 instead of 0.8. Now the missile-to-target 

ratios of Figs. G-1 through G-3 are such that the expected number of reliable 

missiles is well below the number of targets. In these cases neither retargeting 

scheme performs well and there is not much difference between the two. 

When the ratio of missiles to targets is increased to 2 to give an expected 

number of reliable missiles equal to number of targets at 0.5 reliability (Fig. 

G-41, noteworthy differences. between the two schemes appear again. Expected 

survivors are 10 per cent and 2 per cent !or the limited and unlimited cases re

spectively. with again :1 50 per cent <'hance of killing all targets for the unlimited _ 

rase. An increase in the force to 2.2 missiles per target would raise the proba

bility or killing :111 targets to about 0.98 for the unlimited c:tse. 
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EFFECT OF UNCERTAINTY rN RELIABILITY 

5o far the discussion has been. made as if the reliability were precisely known. 

There will be significant uncertainties in this parameter for a first-strike force 

and they would presumably be quite large in the .second-strike case. Moreover1 
·, 

force commitment would have to be made without knowing which case would arise. 

One effect of uncertainty in the reliability !actor would be to blur the distinc

tion between the two retargeting schemes. within the context of this model. • If 

planning factor reliability were quoted as 0.8~ a wise planner using full reta~et

ing would not make the razor thin decision of allocating at the level ol 1.375 mis

siles per target. If be properly includes in his definition of confidence tbe 

possibility... of variations in the reliability parameter, he may have to increase the 

allocation to, say, two to one to achieve a reasonably high confidence of satisfac

tory performance. 

THE FATE OF UNUSED MISSILES 

Unused missiles are to be expected under most circumstances using these 

retargeting schemes. Other things equal, there will be more unused missiles 

for limited than for unlimited retargeting. If the missile-to-target ratio has been 

chosen to give high performance or to hectge against low reliability the expected 

number of unus~ missiles could be very large. 

Design and evaluation of retargeting schemes should c:ake unueed lllissiles 

into account. These missiles could be useful provided alternate targeting c~d 

be effected. This would seem to be most simply handled with the explleit guidance 

systems. For the case ol etght targets to a missile, alternate targeting might not 

be possible except after a period of several days or weeks.-unless. say~ only six 

target slots were used fpr primary targets. The two :remainilll slots would be 

used far· back-up targets (such as .,{ where high assur:mce 

of delivery might not be necessary. Such an allocation would force a change in 

the above analysis for the primary targets since there would then be fewer than 

eight targets in a cluster. 

•see, however, the discussion of unused mi.ssiles below. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE DISTRIBUTION CURVES 

Construction of the distribUtion curves is most simply handled wi.th the un:

limited retargeting case. The important r-andom variable is the number of mis

siles that are. or would prove to be, reliable. U this number is greater than or 

equal to T, then all T targets are destroyed: otherwise the number destroyed 

equals the number ot reliable missiles. The frequency distribution of the number 

of reliable missiles is binomial with mean p.. .. Nr and standard deviation 
~ m 

a m·[Nr (1 - r)J 2 
• Figure G-5 is a schematic of the distribution of number ot 

reliable missiles expressed rumulatively as the probability that at least n missiles 

are reliable. 

The-:-:.~mulative distribution for targets destroyed will be identical to that oC 

number of reliable missiles except it will be truncated at n • T. The mean and 

standard deviation of the reliable missile distribution are not the mean and standard -. 
deviation of the distribution of targets destroyed. They are, however, convenient 

parameters for understanding the behavior of full retargeting. 

Figure G-6 is a schematic of the cumulative distributions of targets destroyed 

expressed in terms of fraction of targets for different values of f&m/T and 

t1 m /T. These are just the cumulative distributions ot reliable missiles truncated 

when n = T (solid curves). For curves 1 and 2 the expected numb_er of reliable 

missiles just equals T. The probability of destroying all T missiles is 0.5 ln 

this case no matter what· a may be. However, decreasing a brings, say, the m m 
fraction destroyed for which one has a 90 per cent confidence closer to 1. f!. f&m 

'·' is increased slightly beyond T through increasing the missile allocation or through 

increased reliability~ then the probability of destroying all targets can become 

quite high and is sensitive not only to IL /T but also to t1 /T, as can be seen by . m m 
comparing curve-s 2 and 3. 

The analysis ol the limited retargeting case ~gins with a single pair ot 
target and missile clusters. Each cluster pair is a small-scale example of full 
retargeting; in particular, the frequency distribution for the number ot reliable 
missHes in a cluster is binomial and that for targets destroyed is formed by a 

suitable "'truncation'' of this distribution. The mean ,.,. and standard deviation 
0 

o of the targets destroyed for an individual cluster pair were calculated directly 
0 

with the· aid of tables of the binomial distribution. Letting C be the number ot 
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clusters (C .. T/8). the mean and standard deviation for the target system as a 

whole were computed as IL • C11- • u .. ./Ca ~ respectively. AlthOugh the effect of 
0 0 

trw1cation and the small number of targets per cluster make the frequency dis-

tribution for individual clusters highly non-normal, the distribution for the targets 

as a whole. being made ·up of the additive effect c( many individual and independent 

clusters, approaches the normal for large enough T. Hence~ we have drawn the 

cumulative distribution of the fraction of total targets destroyed for the limited 

retargeting case as if it were normal, using the mean and standard deviation 

computed as stated above. 

For- fixed N/T and r, varying T changes et and u inversely with the l't. m 
Thus, the effect of using~ say, only 200 targets would be to reduce the slopes of 

the curves of Figs. G-1 through G-4 by a factor ol 2 with .the .50 probability 

point remaining fixed. In some of the unlimited retargeting cases this .50 

probability point lies on the extension of the curve beyond zero missiles sur

viving; that is, into the region corresponding to the dashed lines of Fig. G-'6. 

Care must be us~d in treating lower values ofT because the normal approxi

mation becomes poorer as T ls decreased. 
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